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Crummer Investment Management
Dear Members of the Committee,
We would like to thank you for your service to the Crummer SunTrust Portfolio. Without your participa‐
tion, Crummer students would not benefit from the unique insight you bring to managing an active port‐
folio.
We have benefitted from some outstanding guest speakers who have been generous with their time
and expertise: Rick Ahl, AHL Capital Management; Chris Enger, Aviance Capital Management; Kevin
Mayo, CNL; Professor William Seyfreid, Crummer; John Race, DRZ; Derek Grimm, Merrill Lynch; Bhawna
Talwar, RVR Consulting Group; Jay Menozzi, Semper Capital Management Phillip Rich, Seaside Bank;
Sabina Lien, SunTrust; and John Moskos and Cameron Dawson, US Trust.
This portfolio was endowed by SunTrust to provide scholarships for future Crummer students and to
give current students a practical, hands‐on learning opportunity. This year we are pleased to be able to
provide $30,000 in scholarships. We also agree that we have all learned a great deal from the experi‐
ence and responsibility of managing real money.
This portfolio trades only once a year, in late April, presenting some unusual portfolio management chal‐
lenges. Our first challenge is to establish a portfolio position that takes advantage of economic oppor‐
tunities while avoiding unnecessary risk and conforming to the Crummer SunTrust Investment Policy
Statement (IPS). We are also tasked, by the IPS, to operate at two levels simultaneously— tactical for
the near‐term and strategic for the long run.
Our tactical approach began with a top‐down sector analysis. We established an economic forecast
based on research and consultation with economists, including Professor Bill SeyFried of the Crummer
School. That forecast then drove our allocation among the ten S&P sectors: Consumer Discretionary,
Consumer Staples, Energy, Financial, Health Care, Industrials, Information Technology, Materials, Tele‐
communications, and Utilities. This year we have forecast a continued slow economic recovery and tilt‐
ed the allocation towards market sectors that do well in a recovering economy.
Our long‐run strategy is embodied in the asset class allocation. The IPS sets asset class ranges to mod‐
erate risk and to keep the portfolio from being whipsawed by transitory market cycles. We are in the
middle of the large cap value and growth ranges, towards the low side on small cap growth and the high
side of small cap value and international. More detail about our ranges and allocation starts on page 12.
A major part of our asset allocation decision is the percentage to allocate to bonds. This year we are at
the low end of the range. These allocations are modestly risk on, consistent with our view that the stock
market has upside potential and bond prices are near a cyclical peak.
We look forward to sharing the results of our analysis with you in person.
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Executive Summary
The Crummer SunTrust portfolio’s Investment Policy Statement requires us to base our tactical sector
allocations on the market’s near‐term prospects. We accept the challenge of predicting what will hap‐
pen next year because we respect the need to base our recommendations on a coherent outlook. Rec‐
ognizing that the markets often lead the economy, we looked for help from economists, portfolio man‐
agers, financial analysts, and financial advisors, seeking their advice on the economy’s direction over the
next twelve months. Some see the glass as half‐empty—others as half‐full. Here are some of the things
we heard:
Half Empty
The Fed is a giant unknown. The Fed has announced it will taper its $85 billion monthly government and
agency bond purchases to zero by October this year. Never before has the Fed tried to engineer such a
soft landing. William Dudley, president of the New York Fed, told our class last December that the Fed
wanted to encourage investors into more risky assets and it deserves some credit for boosting the stock
market. As these bond purchases decline, however, the stock market is in uncharted territory and prob‐
ably headed down as interest rates rise. Even more troubling is the Fed’s balance sheet, now bulging
with $3.6 trillion in assets (12/31/2013) and set to grow more this year. If the Fed disposes of these as‐
sets in the near term, it will reinforce the downward pressure on the market.
Brazil, Russia, India and China have been a bright spot for the last fifteen years but are now expected to
grow at half their pre‐crisis rate, taking the wind out of the global economy’s sails. We can already see
effects on commodity prices and U.S. companies doing business in emerging markets. As these coun‐
tries slow, the U.S. economy will feel the effects.
Employment remains a problem. Although many journalists focus on the headline unemployment rate,
which has improved, the real problem is labor force participation. Before the Great Recession, the rate
stood solidly above 65 percent. In early 2014, that rate was stuck around 63 percent. As the unem‐
ployment rate improves when the participation rate falls, headline improvement in unemployment must
be taken with a grain of salt. Until the participation rate increases and discouraged workers rejoin the
workforce, economic growth will be sluggish.
We rely on economic predictions to forecast the market but we cannot help but be market watchers,
too. The coming year will not be as good for the markets as 2013. Each April for the last three years,
this class has predicted a rising stock market, only to be disappointed in all but last year. Even then, no
one we know predicted the market would rise 20 percent from April through December. While the
stock market continues its rise so far this year, momentum can only carry us so far and we may be head‐
ed for another disappointment.
Would it be relevant to touch on high levels of youth unemployment and student debt? As major factors
in young people delaying major asset purchases (auto, home), these could play a role in a bear market
for 2014.
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Half Full
A rising stock market has knock‐on positive effects on consumption. First, although the consumer confi‐
dence survey did decline 2 percent from January to February, due to falling expectations about the fu‐
ture, the current conditions component rose. Consumer spending continues to increase despite an unu‐
sual winter while inflation remains subdued. Consumer debt‐to‐income ratios have trended down, pri‐
marily due to mortgage deleveraging. This trend stabilized a bit in the fourth quarter of 2013, confirm‐
ing an uptick in consumer confidence. Finally, the Employee Benefits Research Institute reports that
consumers with employment‐based retirement plans are more confident about their retirement, proba‐
bly reflecting a higher stock market. Increasing confidence in retirement prospects, less debt, and a pos‐
itive near‐term outlook probably mean more consumer spending to drive the economy.
Today’s low interest rates continue to moderate companies’ capital costs. As companies expand and
consumption increases, the economy will grow and push the markets along with it. While the recession
was marked by a serious credit crunch, bank lending was up 3.2 percent in the fourth quarter. This
trend reflects borrowers’ better credit quality and banks’ increased willingness to take modest risks.
While long rates are likely to rise somewhat as the Fed’s tapers, increased business borrowing will help
the economy grow.
Residential housing was a big part of the Great Recession. Even though, according to the S&P/Case‐
Shiller Home Price Index, existing homes are more expensive, the housing affordability index hit a ten‐
year high in the fourth quarter and is 71 percent better than it was in 2007. While we have to wait for
the snow to melt for housing starts to give us a good reading, new housing permits in February were
running 7.7 percent higher than a year earlier. Housing creates jobs should boost the economy.
During the Great Recession, companies were risk‐averse and economic growth slowed. The index of
business conditions that blends employment with industrial sales and production is stable at pre‐
recession levels. When businesses can plan with confidence, investments in inventory and productive
capacity follow.
While we look to the economy to predict the market, we also watch the flow of investment funds. Stock
prices rise when investors are buying. The ICI reports that in February $21 billion flowed into bond and
stock mutual funds with $19 billion going to equity funds and $2 billion to bond funds. Last summer
these flows turned in favor of stock funds following a five‐year stretch where more money went to bond
funds. When money moves into stocks, the market rises.
Having gotten all the advice we could stand, we made our decision: on balance, we believe the market
will move modestly higher in the short‐term. As we believe the economy is still recovering, we recom‐
mend over weighting the portfolio in cyclical sectors and underweighting countercyclical sectors. Like all
soothsayers, we can only hope our glass is half‐full.
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Perform
mance off the Crum
mmer Sun
nTrust Porrtfolio
Since Ince
eption
mmer SunTrust portfolio invvested the firrst $100,000 SSunTrust contribution in A
April 1999. Su
ubse‐
The Crum
quent con
ntributions brrought the tottal invested to
t $500,000. Since inceptiion, the portffolio has geneerat‐
ed over $152,000 in sccholarships. As
A the chart shows, portfoolio performan
nce lagged th
he S&P 500 in
ndex
ween then and
d late 2013, th
he portfolio ooutpaced the index by a co
onsiderable m
mar‐
until earlyy 2002. Betw
gin.
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2013 – 2014 Plan Year Performance Highlights
At the end of February 2014, the index was 7 percent ahead of the portfolio. While the portfolio gained a respect‐
able 17 percent in 2013, the S&P 500 was up 32 percent. Absolute performance without adjusting for risk is in‐
complete. The portfolio’s since‐inception annual return is 11.7 percent (with a standard deviation of 14.5 percent)
versus the S&P 500 index’s return of 12.6 percent (with a standard deviation of 15.5 percent) over the same peri‐
od. This risk‐return comparison is all the more noteworthy because the portfolio has held varying amount of
bonds over time.

Buy Recommendations
Analyzing the individual buy trades executed last April, the thirty‐eight buy recommendations resulted in a net gain
of $28,592. The best purchase was Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, which gained $9,638. The biggest loser was
Tower group International, Ltd., down $21,086.

Sell Recommendations
The sell recommendations were somewhat timely. The twenty‐five positions they sold would have gained $6,817
for the portfolio as winners barely outpaced losers in this group. On the plus side of avoiding losses, the portfolio
sold its position in Calumet Specialty Products Partners, LP, sidestepping a loss of $5,006. On the other hand, the
portfolio missed a gain of $5,110 by selling United Technologies Corporation.

Hold Recommendations
Each portfolio position is analyzed to make a buy, sell, or hold recommendation. The twenty hold recommenda‐
tions showed a substantial gain of $26,624 for the plan year. Tesco PLC and Abercrombie & Fitch were among the
biggest losers while Wellpoint and U.S. Bancorp were among the biggest gainers.

Bonds and Cash
The portfolio began the plan year (April 2013) with 4 percent allocated cash (to fund scholarships), 84 percent to
equity, and 12 percent to bonds (PIMCO 1‐5 year TIPS and Templeton Global Bond Total Return Fund). The bond
investment lost 3.9 percent over the plan year. As of April 1, 2014, the portfolio held less than 1 percent in cash
but the proposed trades will generate $30,000 to contribute to scholarships.
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Portfollio Design
n
The Crum
mmer SunTrust portfolio’s investment po
olicy guidelinnes provide a wide range o
of alternativess for
tactical an
nd strategic allocation deccisions (refer to
t page 105 ffor a copy of tthe IPS). Strattegically, we allo‐
cated amo
ong asset classses to reflect our econom
mic outlook foor a return to more normal markets in tthe
long‐term
m. To choose the most dessirable allocattion, the mannagement teaam looked at tthe past perfor‐
mance an
nd volatility off each asset class.
c
The asse
et class benchhmarks and their target raange are provvided
by the IPSS as constraints to make th
he asset class allocation suuitable for thee portfolio’s lo
ong‐term straate‐
gy. After designing
d
the
e portfolio, we
e conducted a mean‐varia nce optimization to comp
pare our recom
m‐
mendatio
on to an optim
mal portfolio (the
(
portfolio
o with the smaallest risk for a desired levvel of expecteed
return). Our
O portfolio,, while not maathematicallyy optimal, is rreasonably mean‐variancee efficient (reffer to
Page 109 for more disccussion of me
ean‐variance optimization)).
On a tactiical level, we predict a con
ntinued slow economic
e
reccovery in the near‐term an
nd have over‐‐
weighted the S&P’s ten
n sectors thatt have traditio
onally done w
well as the ecconomy comees out of a recces‐
sion. Con
nsistent with our
o cautious optimism,
o
the
e portfolio’s ttilt is modest.
The charts included in this section show
s
the prop
posed strateggic allocation compared to
o last year’s p
port‐
mendation fo
or 2014 is 84 ppercent equitty, 12 percentt bonds and 4 per‐
folio. Ourr overall alloccation recomm
cent cash:
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The propo
osed equity asset allocatio
on is slightly titled towardss growth with
h 53 percent in growth and
d 47
percent in
n value. The 8 percent inte
ernational exp
posure is excllusively throu
ugh ADRs. Th
he size breakd
down
is 55 percent large, 25 percent mid,, and 21 perce
ent small. Forr stocks that are classified as core, we aallo‐
cate theirr market value
e equally to value
v
and grow
wth. A large growth tilt iss consistent w
with our long‐‐term
view of a gradual returrn to a normaal economy.

osed equity allocation diffe
ers from 2013
3 with more ggrowth and leess allocated to small stoccks.
The propo
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This table
e repeats the proposed assset class allocation and shoows the rangees from the IP
PS. The portffolio
is at the high
h end of th
he IPS ranges in large and small
s
cap valuue and towards the lower end of the raanges
for mid an
nd small cap growth.
g
Large cap growth
h and mid capp value are neear the middlee of their ranges.
We believve our propossal reflects wiith our optimistic market fforecast and iis consistent the specificattions
of the IPS.
Proposeed
IPS Taarget
Asse
et Class
Market Weeight
Range
Large Caap ‐ Growth
29%
10‐30%
Large Cap
C – Value
25%
10‐30%
Mid Cap
p – Growth
7%
5‐100%
Mid Caap – Value
10%
5‐100%
Small Caap ‐ Growth
10%
5‐155%
Small Cap
C – Value
11%
5‐155%
International Equity
8%
5‐155%
Fixed
d Income
12%
12‐18%
Cash
C
4%
As neeeded

Our tacticcal sector allo
ocation is sligh
htly over weigghted in pro‐ccyclical secto
ors like consum
mer discretio
onary
and indusstrials as show
wn below:

For contraast, the market weights ass of the end of
o March 20133 were:
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The table shows how the
t sector allo
ocations compare to markket weights ass of the end o
of March 2013
3.
Sector
Proposeed Market
Consume
er Discretionaary
17%
13%
Consume
er Staples
6%
9%
Energy
11%
9%
Financialss
17%
22%
Health Caare
12%
9%
Industrial
12%
12%
Materialss
4%
7%
Technolo
ogy
10%
11%
Telecom
4%
4%
Utilities
4%
4%

Tilt
4%
‐3%
2%
‐5%
3%
3%
‐3%
‐1%
0%
0%

Our propo
osed portfolio
o is slightly ovver‐weighted cyclical sectoors, consisten
nt with our view of a recovvering
economy,, increasing sttock market and
a declining or flat bond market. The one major exxception is th
he
financial sector,
s
which is typically cyyclical, but where the propposed portfollio is underweeighted, desp
pite
shifting $5
50,000 from other
o
sectorss this year. We
W believe finaancials have aalready recovvered and maay
well lag behind the ove
erall market. This equity portfolio
p
is weell positioned
d to take advaantage of ourr
endent on a robust
r
recoveery.
forecasts without being overly depe
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Sector Analysis
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Consumer Discretionary
Outperforming the S&P in 2013
The consumer discretionary sector consists of businesses that sell nonessential goods and services and is heavily influ‐
enced by economic performance. Consumers tend to cut discretionary spending in economic downturns. Companies in
this sector include retailers, media companies, consumer services companies, apparel companies, and automobile and
component companies. In 2013, the consumer discretionary index rose 30.74 percent, outperforming the S&P 500, which
only rose 20.99 percent. This index has 84 constituents with a mean total market cap of over $25.7 billion.
Consumer confidence is the primary growth driver in this sector. The sector performed well last year because of consum‐
er expectations that the economy is moving from a recovery phase into an expansionary phase. In addition to an econom‐
ic environment that favored consumers, the job market began to look healthier and the housing market improved.

Sector Outlook
Consumer Confidence
Consumer confidence will not only remain stable in 2014, but has the potential to grow. Consumers see a more stable job
market with a falling unemployment rate. The unemployment rate at the beginning of this year was 6.6 percent as com‐
pared to 7.9 percent at the beginning of last year and the outlook is positive. While a portion of the unemployment rate
decrease is due to a decrease in labor force participation, the average consumer is not aware of this. The Conference
Board Consumer Confidence Index rose between February and March from 78.3 to 82.3 and the Expectations Index in‐
creased to 83.5 from 76.5. In addition, consumers are deleveraging and the Debt‐to‐Income ratio has been experiencing a
downward trend. This stabilized in the fourth quarter of 2013, showing that consumers are regaining confidence to take
on more credit and increase spending.
Demographic Trends
Baby boomers are the largest demographic in the United States. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the population 65+
numbered 41.4 million in 2011 and is expected to grow to 55 million by 2020. While the Employee Benefits Research Insti‐
tute states that consumers with employment‐based retirement plans are more confident now than they have been in
recent years, many live on a fixed income and we do not expect a significant growth in disposable income for this demo‐
graphic in the near future. The 18‐24 cohort is the fastest growing population under 45 and accounts for approximately
$200 billion in spending power, a number that is expected to double by 2020. Millennial customers are discerning buyers
– according to a 2013 Columbia Business School survey, over 50 percent of millennials use smartphones to research prod‐
ucts as they are shopping. To cater to these needs, companies need to focus on e‐commerce and social media as a touch
point vital to matching changing consumer tastes and creating demand.
Income Disparity
Despite these positive spending trends, there is growing disparity between “haves” and “have‐nots”. This disparity is due
to several factors including government austerity measures, like the cut in funding of food stamp programs, and the rise
in healthcare costs. These factors will cause significant headwind for lower‐income consumers. Student loan debt is an‐
other factor hindering disposable income, as students are required to pay interest on their loans. The IMF made a state‐
ment in March warning “wide income inequality can slow economic growth.” Companies that cater to more affluent clien‐
tele are expected to do better in the near future.
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Con
nsumer Discretio
D
onary

Abercrrombie
e & Fitcch Co. ANF
A
Recommendation
Hold
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
w
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$37.97

Last Price
e
$38.78

Neutraal
Negativve
Neutraal

Introduction
Abercrombie & Fitch operates as an American retailer off
casual wear fo
or young men, women, and children, sell‐‐
ing through th
he Abercrombiie & Fitch, abe
ercrombie kids,,
Hollister and Gilly
G Hicks braands. The company operatess
over 1,000 stores worldwid
de and an e‐co
ommerce site,,
n 2012.
generating tottal revenues off $4.5 billion in

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Abercrombie reported $217 Million in comprehensive
c
e
ults for 2012 included an 8
income in 2012. Fiscal resu
es and a 78 pe
ercent increase
e
percent increaase in net sale
in diluted earnings per sharre. The compaany also bene‐‐
mprovements in gross margin driven by a
fited from im
reduction of average
a
unit costs
c
without compromisingg
product quality. In addition
n, the company has begun
n
d
closing unproffitable domesttic stores, whicch should yield
improved perfformance in 20
014.
a
shaareholder con‐‐
Abercrombie has recently addressed
ompany added
d
cerns over corporate goverrnance. The co
d and separate
ed the roles off
three members to its board
O Jonathan E
CEO and Boaard Chairman. Former CFO
Ramsden was promoted to COO and will be developingg
es to elevate the
t company’ss brand image
e
new strategie
and regain cusstomer confide
ence.

As of
03//28/2014

Style
Small Coree

Divideend Yield
2.60%

The company’s mo
ost recent annual report saays it will
impr ove earnings tthrough “leverraging the inteernational
nds to build a highly profittable, sus‐
appeeal of our bran
tainaable, global b
business.” In 2013, the company is
openning flagship A
A&F locations in Seoul and Shanghai
and approximatelyy 20 internatio
onal Hollister stores in‐
on to Australiaan, Middle Eastern and
cludi ng introductio
bercrombie’s m
most cost‐
Japannese markets. Hollister is Ab
consccious brand. The internatio
onal expansio
on of this
brandd helps Abercrombie compeete against oth
her value‐
priceed retailers likke Aeropostalee and Americcan Eagle.
We eexpect that ass the overall consumer disccretionary
markket improves, A
will benefit in excess of
Abercrombie w
the m
market, in a large part thrrough the inteernational
preseence of its Hollister brand.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Aberrcrombie & Fittch has seen revenue grow
wth of 8.5
perceent in the last year while it has grown its EB
BT margin
from
m 4.48 percentt in 2012 to 8.13 percent in
n 2013. At
5.25 percent, net margins are the highest tthey have
nd at 12.88 peercent, return on equity
beenn since 2009 an
is thee highest it’s b
been since the recession. Thee fact that
manaagement is gro
owing the company without sacrificing
marggins makes Abeercrombie willing and able to
o meet its
curreent financial o
obligations and
d fund its inteended ex‐
pans ions – providin
ng profitable ggrowth for thee next few
yearss.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Acrosss all its produ
uct lines, Aberccrombie’s majo
or short‐
term
m growth driverr is consumer d
disposable inco
ome.
ble income is p
projected to increase 17
Conssumer disposab
perceent by 2015 an
nd close to 50 p
percent by 202
20. In the
longeer term, we exxpect Abercrom
mbie’s brandingg and
cost reduction strategies to help it outperform its peers
in thiis competitive industry, leading to continueed
grow
wth.
Conssidering these ggrowth forecassts, our model esti‐
matees the companyy is currently u
undervalued byy roughly
0.5 ppercent. We reecommend ourr position be held for at
leastt another year.
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The Walt
W Dissney Co
ompan
ny DIS
Recommend
dation
Sell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$51.68

Last Price
$78.99

Neutrall
Positive
e
Neutrall

Introduction
The Walt Disney Co. is a media conglomerrate with oper‐‐
me parks, televvision, filmed entertainment,
e
,
ations in them
and merchand
dise licensing. The Theme Parks and Re‐‐
sorts segment (31 percentt of revenues)) includes the
e
d and Disneyland parks an
nd the Disneyy
Disney World
Cruise line. Th
he Media Netw
works segmen
nt (45 percent))
includes the ABC
A broadcast network, 10 TV
T stations and
d
cable networkks ESPN. Studio
o Entertainmen
nt (13 percent))
includes film, television and home video under
u
the Waltt
Disney, Touchstone and Mirramax brands and Consumerr
p
inclu
udes merchand
dise licensing,,
Products (8 percent)
children’s boo
ok publishing,, video game developmentt
and retail sto
ores. In 2012,, Disney acquiired Lucasfilm,,
best known fo
or the StarWarss franchise.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Disney generaated over $45 billion in reve
enues in 2013.
Net income and
a
diluted earnings per share
s
both in‐‐
creased by 8 percent
p
to $45
54 million and $3.38 respec‐‐
tively. EPS grrowth is attributed to imp
proved perfor‐‐
mance across all segments (excluding Stu
udio Entertain‐‐

As off
03/28/2 014

Style
Largge Growth

Dividend Yie
eld
1.09%

mentt), and lower net interest eexpenses due to lower
effecctive interest raates.
We hhave a neutraal outlook on the movies and enter‐
tainm
ment sub‐inddustries amid a weak cconsumer‐
spen ding environm
ment and with increasing competition
m digital platfo
orms and illeggal downloadss. Further
from
indusstry consolidation may fuell the competitive envi‐
ronm
ment. As the industry’s largeest player, Dissney does
not hhave much roo
om for growth.
ugh 2016.
CEO Bob Iger planss to remain at tthe helm throu
ngness to emb
brace new tech
hnologies,
He haas shown willin
yet m
maintains the ccompany’s focu
us on high‐quaality con‐
tent. The companyy’s history of strategic acquisiitions has
resullted in a strongg portfolio of aanimated films and
charaacter franchisees. In addition, Disney benefits from
the ccreative talent acquired in these partnershiips.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Waltt Disney Co. haas seen revenue growth of 6..5 percent
and net income ggrowth has beeen steadily iincreasing
n. Gross margin
ns in 2013 rem
main at the
sincee the recession
previious year’s vallue of 21 perccent and operaating mar‐
gins fell by roughlyy 1 percent. Eaarnings per share are at
an al l‐time high of 3.38.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Disneey’s main grow
wth drivers are nonfarm emp
ployment,
real cconsumer disp
posable incomee and retail sales. Non‐
farm employment and retail sales are predicted
d to grow
mall but stable rates of rough
hly 1.5 percent and real
at sm
cons umer disposab
ble income sho
ould see growth rates of
wo years, taperring off to
roug hly 6 percent ffor the next tw
owth in the lon
ng‐term.
abouut 2 percent gro
odest growth fforecasts, our d
dis‐
Even with these mo
counnted cash flow model estimattes the company is cur‐
d by at least 50
0 percent. We recom‐
rentl y undervalued
mendd selling the sttock.
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Foot Locker, Inc. FL
L
Recommend
dation
Sell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$22.19

Last Priice
$46.13
3

Neutrall
Positive
e
Neutrall

As of
03//28/2014

Style
Mid Coree

Divid
dend Yield
1
1.70%

m have only heeld their positions since 2011
1 or later.
team
Theree is uncertaintty about the n
new managemeent’s abil‐
ity too drive growth
h in the future. In addition, ffour insid‐
ers hhave sold sharees during the laast month.
nced slow
The Apparel Retaiil sub‐industryy has experien
wth since 2012 due partially to the shift in U.S. con‐
grow
sumeer spending to
o durables from
m nondurabless. There is
increeasing compettition from intternational rettailers ex‐
pandding to the U.S. and off‐price retailers aare better
posittioned to gain
n market sharee given their attractive
valuee pricing, frequ
uent in‐flow of new merchandise and
abilitty to move quickly in and ou
ut of product ccategories
base d on consumer demand.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Introduction
Foot Locker, Inc. is a global retailer of ath
hletic footwearr
o
in tw
wo segments: athletic storess
and apparel operating
and direct‐to‐‐customers. Th
he company operates
o
3,473
3
stores under various
v
brand, including Foo
ot Locker, Ladyy
Foot Locker, Kids
K Foot Locke
er, and Champ
ps Sports in 23
3
countries. In 2013,
2
the comp
pany acquired Runners Pointt
Group. Foot Locker
L
made $6.5
$
billion in revenues lastt
year.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Foot Locker re
eported $429 Million in earrnings in 2013.
The company has been experiencing saless growth since
e
nners Point Gro
oup acquisitions contributed
d
2009. The Run
$164 million to
o the 2013 sale
es results.
e margin has been steadilyy
The companyy’s net income
increasing sincce 2011 to 6.6
6 percent. Sale
es and compa‐‐
rable‐store sales have both been increasiing due to en‐‐
nners and im‐‐
hanced store formats across various ban
e company’s websites. The
e
proved perforrmance of the
gross margin rate has fallen since last ye
ear due to in‐‐
creases in the cost of merchandise.
e
Management has seen conssiderable turnover since the
he twelve mem
mber executive
e
recession. Six members of th

In 20013, Foot Lockeer, Inc. reporteed a net incom
me of $429
millioon or $2.85 peer share. Total sales increased 5.2 per‐
cent,, a considerab
ble slowdown
n in growth, tto $6,505
millioon compared tto $6,182 millio
on last year.
n one per‐
The ccompany’s return on assets grew less than
cent last year and its return on invested capiital fell to
percent in 2012
2. Growth
14.1 percent in 20113 from 14.2 p
owed considerrable from
in co mparable‐storre sales also slo
he compa‐
9.4 ppercent in 2012 to 4.2 perceent in 2013. Th
ny’s dividend yield
d has fallen co
onsistently sincce the re‐
cessi on, by over 655 percent sincee 2009.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Foot Locker operattes in a very co
ompetitive envvironment
om internatio
onal, off‐pricee, and e‐
with pressure fro
merce retailerss. The compan
ny’s relatively n
new man‐
comm
agem
ment’s strategyy has yet to siignificantly improve the
comppany’s perform
mance.
mary growth d
driver is employyment.
The ccompany’s prim
Because we do nott forecast largee employment gains in
the nnear future, wee expect Foot LLocker’s short‐‐term
grow
wth to be less than projected GDP growth. FFor this
reasoon, our model give the comp
pany’s stock an
n intrinsic
valuee of only $22.119, more than 1
100 percent beelow the
stockk’s current trad
ding price.
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Gap In
nc. GPS
Recommend
dation
Sell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$12.40

Last Pricce
$40.98

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
Large Coree

Divide
end Yield
1.17%

o insiders
In Maarch, three Gap executives sold shares. No
havee purchased shaares in the lastt year. CFO Sab
brina
mons has reducced her ownerrship by 35.3 percent,
Simm
the ggreatest reducttion of three in
nsiders. The CFFO’s deci‐
sion tto reduce her position eludees to her halfheearted
confiidence in the ccompany’s upccoming perform
mance.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Gap, Inc. has seen a reduction in revenue grow
wth to 3.18
om 7.57 perceent in 2012. Th
he compa‐
perceent in 2013 fro
ny’s gross marginss have fallen along with itss financial
ng a $1 billion share re‐
leverrage. The company is offerin
purchhase program for the third yyear in a row aand shares
outsttanding have b
been decreasin
ng steadily sincce 2005, a
methhod often used
d by companiess to boost EPS..

Introduction
Gap, Inc. is a specialty retailer that sells casual
c
apperal,,
f men, wom‐‐
accessories, and personal caare products for
B
Repub‐‐
en, and childrren under the brands Gap, Banana
lic, Old Navy, Athleta, Pepe
erline and Inte
ermix. It oper‐‐
ores in North America, Europe and Asia and
d
ates 3,539 sto
franchises an addition
a
375.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
The apparel re
etail industry is highly comp
petitive. Gap iss
experiencing increasing pre
essure from domestic
d
masss
nd Kohl’s, verttically integrat‐‐
merchants succh as Target an
ed global firm
ms like Inditexx, and e‐comm
merce retailerss
like Amazon. Growth in salles clothing an
nd accessoriess
stores decreased to 3.8 percent in 2013 from 5.5 per‐‐
e
cent in 2012 and is not expected to incrrease to more
r
mer‐‐
than four perccent next year.. Gap’s easily replicable
chandising strrategy leaves it at risk in an industry with
h
low barriers to
o entry.

ding has grown
n over 75
In adddition, days ssales outstand
perceent since 20111 and days in inventory grew
w five per‐
cent last year, meaaning the company is havingg difficulty
on sales.
turniing inventory aand collecting o

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Acrosss all its pro
oduct lines, G
Gap’s major short‐term
grow
wth driver is em
mployment. B
Because we do
o not pre‐
dict substantial grrowth in emp
ployment in tthe short‐
m, and due to environmenttal factors including in‐
term
tensee competition and low barriers to entry, we found
the sstock’s market value to bee 200 percent over our
intrinnsic value. Th
herefore, we recommend liquidating
our hholdings.

e retail industryy is incumbentt upon driving,,
Success in the
or at the very least keeping up with, consu
umer demand.
e to a lack of ve
ertical integra‐‐
Gap is at a disadvantage due
er turnaround
d
tion. Competitors, like H&M, have faste
capabilities.
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GameS
Stop, Corp. GM
ME
Recommend
dation
Buy
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$68.83

Last Pricce
$41.69

Neuttral
Posittive
Neuttral

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
Mid Valuee

Divide
end Yield
2.8
81%

Whilee the companyy experienced negative operaating
marggins last year, aas the new con
nsole installmeent base
grow
ws (for Xbox On
ne and PS4, released in 2013)), the
comppany expects o
operating marggins to grow baack to the
20111 value of seven percent. Margins on conso
ole sales
are loow, but a one‐‐time expense.. During 2014, as these
consooles are diffused throughoutt the consumer base,
saless of new and ussed games are expected to in
ncrease.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

Introduction
GameStop is a retailer of video game pro
oducts and PC
C
entertainmentt software. Th
he company sells
s
new and
d
used video game and PC en
ntertainment hardware,
h
soft‐‐
w as publisshes Game In‐‐
ware, and accessories, as well
ubscribers, and
d
former magazzine, which hass 7.9 million su
operates vide
eo gaming web
bsite kongrega
ate. The com‐‐
pany operates 6,488 storess in North Am
merica, Europe
e
meStop acquire
ed Spring Mo‐‐
and Australia. In 2013, Gam
bile, an AT&T wireless produ
ucts and services retailer.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
GameStop com
mmands an 80
0 percent sharre of the used
d
video game market,
m
which differentiates the companyy
from the majo
ority of its com
mpetitors thatt primarily sell
new content. Historically, used
u
games haave generated
d
ercent of the company’s
c
gro
oss profits, pri‐‐
roughly 50 pe
marily due to
o them comm
manding almosst double the
e
gross profits of
o new games.
n as a powerful
The PowerUp Reward prograam has proven
everages its laarge customerr
diversification tool as it le
e‐in credits to
o
base and creaates an ecosyystem of trade
promote nonttraditional diggital categories. Due to the
e
program, digittal sales have grown from nearly
n
nothingg
to over $630 million
m
in five years.
y

Desppite a poor salles performance year, GameeStop has
witneessed steady ggrowth in grosss margins to 2
29.84 per‐
cent from 25.57 p
percent since tthe recession, due to a
n COGS to 70..16 percent frrom 74.22
steaddy decrease in
perceent. Despite tthe company’ss poor financial perfor‐
mancce at the end
d of 2012, traiiling twelve m
month EBT
and ooperating marrgin ratios are healthy at 6.9
99 percent
and 77.04 percent reespectively.
Cash Flow has ggrown by 25 peercent
Gam estop’s Free C
sincee 2011 to $4933 million and itss operating cassh flow
has ggrown 6.5 perccent since 2011
1 to $632 millio
on. The
comppany has been issuing dividends since 2012
2 and
planss to continue to do so in the future.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Desppite the poor performance lasst year, managgement
did a good job of m
managing expen
nses and focussing on
osition of
expa nsion of the diigital divisions.. The strong po
ward program aand the tepid rresponse
the ccompany’s rew
for thhe new generaation of gamingg consoles should main‐
tain oor increase con
nsumer deman
nd for used gam
mes re‐
sultinng in at least o
one more year of financial health.
oes not have a sufficient divid
dend pay‐
As thhe company do
ing hhistory, we used the discountted cash flows model to
mend pur‐
arrivee at the stock’s intrinsic value. We recomm
chasiing more stockk as it is undervvalued by 38 p
percent.
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Graham
m Hold
dings GHC
G
Recommend
dation
Sell
Technical Ana
alysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Money Flow
Relative Stren
ngth

Valuation
V
$ 486.77

Last Pricce
$ 705.59

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

Introduction

Graham Holdiings is a diversified holding company thatt
operates in fo
our business segments:
s
education, broad‐‐
cast television, cable televvision, and a collection off
esses classified
d as “other.” The
T diversified
d
smaller busine
portfolio allow
ws for leveling of earnings an
nd cash contri‐‐
bution over time.
t
The mosst important operating
o
seg‐‐
ments in term
ms of earnings and free cash
h flow genera‐‐
tion are cable
e (45 percent of
o EBITDA and 34 percent off
FCF) and broaadcast (33 percent and 51 percent)
p
televi‐‐
sion. The com
mpany sold the
e majority of its newspaperr
operation, including The Waashington Post,, in 2013.

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
Mid Core

Divide
end Yield
0.3
35%

nues in 2013. Kaplan’s reven
nues have
total Kaplan reven
he market
fallenn more than 440 percent sincce 2010 and th
outloook is not espeecially good. TThe for‐profit eeducation
sectoor is not doingg well as total enrollments sshrank 12
perceent in 2013. In
n addition, high
her cohort deffault rates
couldd result in Kap
plan losing acceess to important Title IV
fundss at some cam
mpuses.
The company’s cable division accounted for 23.1 per‐
cent of revenue in 2013 and wittnessed a threee percent
ue since 2012.. This revenuee increase
increease in revenu
was due to recentt rate increasees for a substaantial por‐
tion of subscriberss, growth in ccommercial sales and a
redu ction in promotional disccounts. The television
broaddcasting division accounted for 10.7 perceent of rev‐
enuee in 2013 and witnessed a six percent in
ncrease in
revennue since 20112. Despite this positive grow
wth, both
divisiions operate in
n relatively maature market categories.
No substantial organic growth iss expected in eeither cat‐
uture.
egoryy in the near fu

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Grahham Holding’s earnings per sshare jumped d
drastically
in 20013 from $6.099 to $25.78. The company’s free cash
flow fell almost 60 percent from $259 million iin 2012 to
Higher Educatio
on’s sales
$1044 million in 20013. Kaplan H
decreease caused segment EBITA
A margins to sh
hrink to a
low ffive percent fro
om more than 20 percent in 2010.

Fundamenta
al Analysis

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on

In October of 2013, Graham
m Holdings sold its namesake,,
on Post, to Jefff Bezos for $25
50 million. The
e
The Washingto
newspaper haad been unpro
ofitable for sevveral years and
d
required a dissproportionate
e amount of management’s
m
s
attention as co
ompared to itss revenue streaam.

Grahham Holding’s strongest gro
owth driver is real con‐
h is expected to
o grow 17
sumeer disposable iincome, which
perceent by 2015 an
nd over 50 perccent by 2020.

The company’’s education division is the largest operat‐‐
ing segment of
o the compan
ny, accountingg for 62.4 per‐‐
cent of the co
ompany’s consolidated reve
enues in 2013.
Kaplan Higherr Education acccounted for 50 percent off

he dismal educcation market o
outlook
Howeever, due to th
and m
mature naturee of the cable aand television b
broadcast
markkets, we predicct a very modeest growth for tthe com‐
panyy. We determin
ned the compaany to be overvvalued by
50 peercent. Therefo
ore, we recom
mmend our hold
dings be
liquiddated.
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McDon
nald’s Corpor
C
ration MCD
Recommend
dation
Sell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$71.76

Last Pricce
$97.24

Neutral
Negative
e
Neutral

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
Large Coree

Divide
end Yield
3.2
23%

menu has giveen rise op‐
The ccompany’s oveer diversified m
erati onal inefficien
ncies within reestaurants, low
wering the
comppany’s standarrd quality of sservice. While these op‐
erati onal inefficien
ncies are being addressed
d by new
will see bottom
m line val‐
manaagement, it is unlikely we w
ues i ncrease in the short‐run.
M Brands
Com pared to indusstry competitors such as YUM
Co.,
Inc., Chipotle Mexican Grill, and TThe Wendy’s C
ngs per
McD onald’s is laggiing behind in tterms of earnin
quity, return on
n investment, and stock
sharee, return on eq
returrns.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

Introduction
McDonald’s Corp. is the world’s largest re
estaurant com‐‐
pany, operating 34,480 resstaurants in ovver 120 coun‐‐
nts sell a variety of productss
tries. McDonaald’s restauran
including food
d items, soft drinks, coffee, and
a other bev‐‐
erages.

al Analysis
Fundamenta
The quick‐servvice restaurantt industry is fie
ercely compet‐‐
itive with histo
ory of price waars and virtuallly no switchingg
costs. In such a price sensitiive environment, volatility in
n
ng its competi‐‐
input costs can result in the company losin
tive position.
edicts food pricces to rise in 2014. The 2012
2
The USDA pre
drought has resulted in a supply of cattle
e that is lowerr
than average and beef, veaal and poultry prices are ex‐‐
c
mustt
pected to rise three to four percent. The company
w
wages to stay in compliance with
h
raise its U.S. worker
the minimum wage hike putt into effect January 1, 2014.
ng costs, the company will either experi‐‐
With increasin
ence a reducttion in operating margins orr have to raise
e
consumer pricces, sacrificing its competitive
e position.

McD onald’s revenue has increased less than two per‐
cent in 2013 from 22012 and only two percent ffrom 2011
to 20012. McDonalld’s gross proffit margin is eexceeding
the i ndustry, yet itts net profit m
margin is show
wing a de‐
Margins have been de‐
clininng quarterly ttrend. Gross M
creassing since 20110 and Operaating and EBTT Margins
havee decreased sin
nce 2011.
5.55, due in paart to $1.8
Earniings per share have grown $5
billioon in share repurchases. The company has b
been buy‐
ing bback stock yearr over year, ressulting in earnings
boossts of about 1.775 percent perr year.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
McD onald’s majorr growth drivers are real consumer
oyment. Consumer dis‐
dispoosable incomee and unemplo
posa ble income is projected to increase 17 p
percent by
20155 and close to 550 percent by 2020. Unemployment is
expeected to drop 112 percent by 2
2015 and seveen percent
by 20020.
wth factors, o
our model
Takinng into account these grow
givess McDonald’s aan intrinsic vaalue of $71.76,, meaning
the sstock is overvaalued by 36 p
percent. This iss an ideal
time to sell this sto
ock.

h foods also haave an adverse
e
Global trends toward health
Donald’s. Redu
uction in soft drink
d
demandss
effect on McD
resulted in the
e company focusing on McCaafe operations.
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Nordsttrom, Inc.
I
JW
WN
Recommend
dation
Buy
Technical Ana
alysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Money Flow
Relative Stren
ngth

Valuation
V
$ 74.23

Last Pricce
$ 61.83
3

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Mid Valuee

Divide
end Yield
1.9
94%

and H
HauteLook.com
m. Nordstrom plans to invesst $35 mil‐
lion iinto Canadian stores and exxpects a $1 billlion reve‐
nue opportunity. TThe company plans to add
d an addi‐
Rack net sales increased
tionaal 90 Rack storres by 2016. R
12 peercent last year, driven by 2
22 new store openings,
and ssame store salles increased 2
2.7 percent. In
n addition,
Rack stores can n
now receive H
HauteLook meerchandise
nd further
returrns, adding convenience forr customers an
integgrating custom
mer experience across channeels.
High‐‐end customers, like those serviced by Nordstrom,
are leess sensitive to
o prices and make purchasess based on
fashi on and shopp
ping experiencce. Growth in high‐end
cons umer spendinng has been sttrong and afflluent cus‐
ontinue spend
ding even thro
ough eco‐
tomeers tend to co
nomiic downturns.

Introduction

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

Nordstrom is a leading retaiiler of national and exclusive
e
c
The
e
branded apparel, shoes, acccessories and cosmetics.
company pro
ovides a privaate label cred
dit card, two
o
Nordstrom VISSA credit card
ds, and a debitt card for cus‐‐
tomer purchassers through itts wholly owne
ed federal sav‐‐
ings bank, No
ordstrom fsb. Cardholders receive
r
loyaltyy
program pointts that can be redeemed forr products and
d
services. Currrently, Nordsttrom operatess 117 full‐line
e
stores, an online sore, and 121
1 off‐price Raack stores.

Norddstrom achieveed several milestones in 201
13 includ‐
ing a record high in
n sales (of $12..54 billion), earnings per
operations
diluteed share (of $$3.71), and cassh flow from o
of ($ 1.32 billion).

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Nordstrom haas a shared invventory platforrm that allowss
it to manage and
a turn its invventory better than its indus‐‐
try competitors. The full‐line
e and internett stores’ inven‐‐
mpletely integrated, allowing for consistentt
tories are com
merchandise assortment,
a
im
mprovements in
n regular‐price
e
selling, inventtory turns of over 5 timess per year (ass
compared to an industry avverage of 3x), improvementss
nce on promo‐‐
in regular‐pricce selling, and no over relian
tions. The com
mpany has ind
dustry leading sales of $400
0
per square foo
ot and focusess on higher maargin items like
e
apparel, footw
wear and fash
hion accessories instead off
lower margin hard goods like
e other departtment stores.

The company’s retturn on assetss and return on equity
both grew in 20133, by 3.6 perceent to 8.87 percent and
10.6 percent to 37..99 percent, reespectively.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Norddstrom’s indusstry leading in
nventory platfo
orm, inte‐
grateed customer exxperience, and
d high‐end clientele give
the company a p
positive outloo
ok in terms of future
wth. With an upward trend in
n consumer co
onfidence,
grow
and ddisposable inccome increasess among higheer‐income
earneers, Nordstrom is position
ned to witnesss steady
grow
wth in the long term.

Our model determ
mined that Nordstrom’s in
ntrinsic
valuee is $74.23, o
or 20 percent above the cu
urrent
markket price. Theerefore, we reecommend purchas‐
ing sshares of this company.

e
into
o
The company’’s growth strattegy includes expansion
Canada, as we
ell as new chaannels like the
eir Rack storess
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PepsiC
Co Inc. PEP
Recommend
dation
Buy
Technical Ana
alysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Money Flow
Relative Stren
ngth

Valuation
V
$ 113.53

Last Pricce
$ 82.95
5

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
Large Coree

Divide
end Yield
2.7
74%

markkets has tripled
d. In January off this year, thee company
annoounced plans tto invest $5 billlion in Mexico
o over the
next five years. Meexico has the w
world’s largest per capita
oft drinks and bottled waterr. In addi‐
cons umption of so
psiCo’s Mexican subsidiary, h
has an 80
tion, Sabritas, Pep
ntry.
perceent market shaare in the coun
Peps iCo has been pursuing costt‐cutting initiattives. The
nt in manufactturing au‐
comppany is increassing investmen
tomaation to reducee per unit costs. It is closing u
underper‐
form
ming manufactu
uring facilities and reengineeering dis‐
onjunction
tribu tion networks in developed markets. In co
with the companyy’s bottler acquisition that finished in
m should save the company $1 billion
20100, this program
per yyear.

Introduction
PepsiCo manu
ufactures, marrkets, and sellls a variety off
salty, conveniient, sweet an
nd grain‐based snacks, car‐‐
bonated and non‐carbonated beverage
es, and foodss
he Americas, Europe, Asia, th
he Middle Eastt
throughout th
and Africa. Pe
epsiCo productts include Fritos, Lay’s, Dor‐‐
itos, Tostitos,, Cheetos, Qu
uaker Chewy granola bars,,
Cap’n Crunch, Rice‐A‐Roni, Mountain De
ew, Gatorade,,
T
among others.
Aquafina and Tropicana,

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Peps iCo’s revenue growth has rrecovered afteer a nega‐
n 2012. The co
ompany witnesssed a five
tive ggrowth year in
perceent growth in operating margins to 14.6 p
percent of
revennues in 2013.
h flow has grow
wn almost 50 p
percent to
Peps iCo’s free cash
$6,8993 million sincce 2009 and its operating cash flow
has ggrown over 40 percent to $9,,688 million in the same
timefframe.

Fundamenta
al Analysis

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on

PepsiCo’s Frito
o‐Lay division is the world’ss largest snackk
food company. It controls almost 40 percent
p
of the
e
d
is de‐‐
world’s snack market. Whille soft drink demand
ughout North America and Europe, snackk
creasing throu
consumption volume incre
eased three percent
p
in the
e
o
Americas and two percent in Europe last year. PepsiCo
ood job of addressing changing customerr
has done a go
demand by expanding
e
its portfolio
p
of products to in‐‐
clude health conscious
c
ingre
edients like fru
uit, vegetabless
and whole grains, as well as
a offerings “tthat provide a
nefit, such as addressing the
e performance
e
functional ben
needs of athle
etes.”

Peps iCo is well po
ositioned in th
he domestic aand global
markket to witnesss steady long‐tterm growth. Domestic
cost cutting programs should d
drive up margiins in the
shortt‐run and infraastructure inveestments in keey emerg‐
ing m
markets should
d sustain growtth in the longer‐run.
wth forecasts, our dis‐
Even with these modest grow
counnted cash flow model estimaates the compaany is cur‐
d by at least 2
20 percent. W
We recom‐
rentl y undervalued
mendd our position be increased.

r
annual report, PepsiCo states that itt
In their most recent
will continue to
t invest in developing and emerging
e
mar‐‐
kets. Over the
e last five yeaars, revenue from emergingg
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Co
onsumerr Discrettionary

PetSm
mart Incc. PETM
M
Recommend
dation
Buy
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$113.53
$

Last Pricce
$68.49

Neutral
Negative
e
Neutral

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
Mid Core

Divide
end Yield
1.03%

indusstry, competition does not match the pro
oduct and
servi ce variety, or tthe quality of ccustomer service.
mart opened 555 new stores iin 2013 and plans to
PetSm
openn an additional 45 to 50 new stores this yeaar. Com‐
parabble store sales increased 2.7 percent during 2013,
comppared to a 6.3 percent increaase in 2012.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

Introduction

PetSm
mart’s diluted
d earnings per share increaased 13.2
perceent to $4.02 o
on a net incom
me of $419.5 million in
20133 as compared to diluted earnings per sharee of $3.55
on a net income of $389.5 million in 2012. Net sales
increeased 2.3 perceent to $6.9 million, partially due to an
unfavvorable impacct from foreign currency flu
uctuations
of $115.3 million.

PetSmart is a specialty
s
proviider of productts and servicess
for pets. The company offe
ers value‐adde
ed pet servicess
oming, pet traaining, boardin
ng, day camp,,
including groo
products inclu
uding pet foods, treats, littter, and otherr
merchandise. In addition, the
t company sells
s
live pets.
78 in North Am
merica, includ‐‐
The company operates 1,27
nd Puerto Rico
o. Of those sto
ores, 816 offerr
ing Canada an
full‐service vetterinary hospittals.

me has grown at an
Overr the last five years, net incom
averaage rate of 12.7 percent. Thee company hass a re‐
specttable return on
n capital rate o
of 25.72 percen
nt and
earniings yield of almost nine percent. Operatin
ng mar‐
gins iincreased fourr percent last yyear to 10.02 p
percent of
saless and have beeen growing steaadily since the reces‐
sion. In addition, reeturn on equityy and return asssets
4 percent
havee been growingg steadily sincee 2010 to 37.84
and 116.59 percent,, respectively.

Fundamenta
al Analysis

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on

According to the
t American Pet Products Association,
A
62
2
percent of U.SS. households own pets. Spe
ending on petss
has nearly doubled in the past
p decade, an
nd is relativelyy
nsumers see th
his category ass
resilient to reccessions as con
more of a stap
ple and do nott sacrifice their pets in timess
of economic downturn. In a comparison of five‐yearr
otal return, Pe
etSmart outpe
erformed both
h
cumulative to
the S&P 500 and S&P Specialty Stores.

Acrosss all its produ
uct lines, PetSm
mart’s major short‐term
grow
wth driver is rissing consumer confidence. C
Consumer
confiidence is projeected to increaase between u
up to two
perceent each of the next five yeaars. In the lon
nger term,
we eexpect PetSmart’s diverse prroduct and serrvice port‐
folio and excellentt customer serrvice to allow it to out‐
perfoorm its peers, lleading to conttinued growth.

i providing in
nnovation and
d
PetSmart Inc. is proactive in
p
accorrding to marke
et preferences.
variety in its products
It identifies trrends and inccorporates thaat image in itss
products. Thiss can be seen in its partnerrship with Dis‐‐
ney, Lyric Cultture, and Toyss ‘R’ Us in laun
nching clothingg
and toys with
h respective ch
haracters and images. In itss

wth forecasts, our dis‐
Even with these modest grow
counnted cash flow model estimaates the compaany is cur‐
d by at least 30
0 percent. For this rea‐
rentl y undervalued
nd our position
n be increased..
son, we recommen
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Co
onsumerr Discrettionary

Scripp
ps Netw
works Interac
I
ctive SN
NI
Recommend
dation
Sell

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Va
aluation
$67.80

Last Price
$75.73

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
h
Mid Growth

Dividend Yield
0.8
85%

Media segmentt accounted fo
or 97 per‐
Scrippps’ Lifestyle M
cent of consolidateed revenues in 2013.
The ccompany has, as of yet, beeen unable to ggrow out‐
side of the U.S. to the extent th
hat its peer gro
oup is. In‐
6 million in revenues in
ternaational businesss made $68.6
20133, only three percent of conssolidated reven
nues. This
is upp from $49.4 m
million or two percent of con
nsolidated
revennues in 2012.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

Introduction
Scripps Netw
works Interactive, Inc. deve
elops lifestyle‐‐
oriented content for televission and Intern
net markets in
n
the U.S. and internationally. The companyy operates na‐‐
ood Network,,
tional television networks including Fo
HGTV, Travel Channel, and DIY Network, and websitess
associated witth their televisiion networks.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Scripps’ reven
nue grew 9.69 percent from $2.307 billion
n
in 2012 to $2.531 billion in 2013.
2
This grow
wth is attribut‐‐
nd affiliate fee
e
ed to solid growth in adverrtising sales an
ertising revenu
ues grew 8.6 percent, how‐‐
revenue. Adve
ever this was primarily due to higher priccing in sold ad‐‐
ease 9 percentt
vertising unitss. Affiliate fee revenues incre
in 2013, prim
marily due to contractual rate
r
increases.

Scrippps’ operating margin fell fo
our percent to 37.9 per‐
cent in 2013 from 39.6 percent iin 2012. Net in
ncome fell
81 million
25.8 percent to $5505 million in 2013 from $68
of costs of
in 20012, due in parrt to a five perccent increase o
goodds sold.
urn on assets aand return on equity fell
The ccompany’s retu
30 ppercent to 11.778 percent an
nd 34 percentt to 25.77
pany has a price to earn‐
perceent, respectiveely. The comp
ings ratio of 22.5 and a price to b
book ratio of 5
5.3, signifi‐
3 and 1.8,
cantlly higher than the industry aaverages of 5.3
respeectively.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Thro ugh a discountted cash flow m
method, forecasting the
ding down
next five years of ggrowth from nine percent fad
m, the compan
ny is over‐
to 2. 5 percent over the long term
valueed in the market.
Due to the compaany’s lackluster performancee in 2013,
meager internaational perform
mance, and the down‐
its m
wardd trend of its year‐end dividend yield, w
we recom‐
mendd selling our ho
oldings.
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Consumer Staples
Slow and Steady
Consumer Staples is a defensive sector, which performs best during recessions but lags during recoveries. Consequently,
during the current recovery we do not expect Staples to outperform.
In 2013, S&P 500 increased by 32.4 percent. Despite the amazing surge by the market as a whole, the Consumer Staples
index only increased by 6.84 percent. The Consumer Discretionary index increased by 22.4 percent. Companies that spe‐
cialize in staples, although not having the gains the rest of the market had, still had bright spots.

Little help from developing markets
Although the developing countries have been a bright spot for the global economy during the recession, it seems that
capital investments are not flowing as much to these developing nations. This past year, there was an increase in the vola‐
tility of developing economies and the safer investment was in the recovering domestic economy. A stronger dollar has
aided corporations with strong international exposures during the period in volatility. The slowdown in China has also
slowed results of many company’s ambitious expansions.
Many Consumer Staples companies embarked on cost‐savings campaigns during the Great Recession. Some of the larger
companies that had announced ambitious plans were Coca‐Cola Enterprises, Altria Group and Kimberly‐Clark. Even the
best of those plans were not able to spark dramatic increase in profits, cash flows, or stock prices.

A few bright spots
Despite the countercyclical nature of the Consumer Staples sector, some companies show promise. Keurig Green Moun‐
tain, formerly Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, benefitted from the initial success of the trendy Keurig coffee brewing
machines. After Coca‐Cola purchased a 10 percent stake in Keurig, the company’s stock shot up approximately 25 percent
in one day. The company appears to be positioned for solid growth in the future.
Despite some promising examples, the Consumer Staples sector faces many challenges as the economic environment in
the U.S. improves ever so slowly. The Eurozone, despite improving conditions, remains unstable and China’s growth is
slowing. We have positioned Consumer Staples at 6 percent of the equity, slightly under its market weight of 9 percent.
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Consumer Stapless

Keurig
g Green
n Moun
ntain, Inc.
I
GM
MCR
Recommendation

Hold

Valuation
$124.71

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Money Flow

Last Price
$108.15

Neutral
Neutral

A
As of
03/28
8/2014

Style
h
Large Growth

Dividen
nd Yield
0.4
49%

ship in anticipation
n of its new cold drink maker,, which is
projeected to be releeased either laate 2014 or earrly 2015.
Interrnational expan
nsion will be possible into the Euro‐
peann market through this strateggic partnership. GMCR’s
K‐Cu ps, Keurig and Vue are bestsselling specialtyy coffee
relat ed products.
wth in revenuess in the past tw
wo years
The iimmense grow
of in the consumer staples seector.
is neaarly unheard o
Mainntaining such leevels of growth
h is unsustainaable but
high levels of grow
wth will persist in the near futture.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Introduction
Keurig Green Mountain,
M
Inc., formerly Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters, Inc., is a spe
ecialty coffee and
a coffee‐
d States and Caanada. The
maker businesss in the United
company sells Keurig Single Cup Brewers, Arabica
A
bean
ean, ground co
offee and spe‐
coffees, traditional whole be
ers, hot and ice
ed teas, hot
cialty beverages such as cide
uit brews, and other dairy‐baased beverag‐
cocoa, iced fru
es. For the fisccal year ended September 28
8, 2013, GMCR
generated $4.36 billion in re
evenues and $4
483.2 million
net income.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Keurig Green Mountain
M
has consistently diisplayed supe‐
rior performan
nce concerningg sustainabilityy and manag‐
ing their financials. The company has an exxcellent strat‐
egy. It supportts millions of coffee farmers through its
fair‐trade activvities. The com
mpany had strategic partner‐
ships with several other peer companies like Unilever,
Starbucks and Kroger in expaanding their exxisting productt
lines and infussing sustainability. As of Febrruary 2014,
Keurig and Coca‐Cola entere
ed into a strate
egic partner‐

The ccompany displayed unsustain
nable revenue and
earniings growth in the past five yyears. Total net sales
increeased by 46 and 44 percent in
n 2012 and 2013, re‐
specttively, while th
he operating m
margin reached 17.6
perceent. The comp
pany’s first quarter 2014 resu
ults also
preseent a significan
nt increase in o
operating marggin in
compparison to the first quarter of 2013. The company
has a favorable deb
bt to equity po
osition and can
n use ex‐
cess leverage to fin
nance further eexpansion. In 2
2013, the
per quar‐
comppany started a dividend proggram of $0.25 p
ter, $$1.00 per year. The current rrate of financiaal perfor‐
mancce coupled witth the new diviidend program
m indi‐
catess that the stockk will rise in the near future.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
The ddiscounted cassh flows model with extremeely con‐
servaative growth raates gives an in
ntrinsic value, w
which is
higheer than the currrent stock pricce. We recomm
mend
holdiing GMCR due to its strong fiinancial perforrmance,
strat egic partnersh
hips, sustainabiility impact, an
nd effec‐
m.
tive l eadership team
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Consumer Stapless

Tesco PLC (A
ADR) TSCDY
Recommendation
Se
ell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
$9.46

Last Priice
$14.88
8

Negative
N
Low
L

A
As of
03/2 8/2014

Style
International

Divid
dend Yield
3
3.88%

The company is co
ontinuing to eexpand its inteernational
preseence in Asia and Europe. The Chairmaan of the
Boar d, Sir Richard Broadbent, sttated in the A
Annual Re‐
port that the “strrategic choicess are defined… by the
strenngth of the Teesco Brand, the internet, and the po‐
tenti al to leveragee our skill and
d scale internaationally.”
owards an onliine order‐
Tescoo has been moving more to
ing foormat. Much o
of the investorr apprehension
n is due to
this sshift in strategyy.

ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
Tesco PLC is engaged in retailing and assocciated activi‐
ties in Europe and Asia. The company also provides re‐
nd insurance se
ervices through its subsidi‐
tail banking an
ary, Tesco Ban
nk. Tesco, for the most part, is
i recognized
as an international grocery chain.
c
In 2014, the company
n but only had net income off
had revenues of £64.8 billion
£124 million.
Fundamental Analysis
Tesco divested
d all of its U.S. operations in 2013. Despite
e
the stocks rise following th
he announcem
ment of the di‐‐
d in value after the sale. Afterr
vestiture, the stock dropped
uncement to se
ell off land near its stores in
n
Tesco’s annou
Poland, the sttock took anotther dip and has
h not recov‐‐
ered since.

Tescoo’s revenues o
only grew 0.44 percent in 2013 and its
oper ating margin d
decreased from
m 5.9 percent iin 2012 to
3.4 ppercent in 20113. Coupled with the lack off a formal
divid end reinvestm
ment plan, thee decrease in operating
paint a good picture to investtors.
marggins does not p
urn on eq‐
Otheer ratios, such as return on aassets and retu
uity, have decreaseed from 2012’’s figures, whicch lead to
the ssell recommendation.
Desppite the ability to generate caash returns forr the port‐
folio,, Tesco’s poorr performancee, which does not have
manyy positive indiicators, makess this investmeent a sell.
Our valuation mod
del suggests tthat the stockk is within
the ffair value rangee.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
Our ssell recommen
ndation for TSC
CDY is based on
n the
poorr performance in 2013 coupleed with a lack o
of posi‐
tive iindicators for 22014 performaance.
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Consumer Stapless

Unilev
ver PLC
C Intern
national (ADR) UL
Recomm
mendation
Ho
old

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Relative Stren
ngth

Valuation
$47.95

Last Pricce
$42.62

Posittive
Neuttral

As of
3/28/ 2014

Style
Inteernational

Dividend Y
Yield
3.42%

rope,, sales in Euro
ope continue to lag where growth did
not ooffset the loweer pricing structure.
Desppite projectionss last year, thee U.S. economyy im‐
proveed at a much q
quicker pace th
han previously expected
whic h helped Unileevers profits. U
Unilever has a wide
moatt due to the brreadth of its prroduct offeringgs world‐
widee. Despite this, Unilever will rremain consisteent with
margins in 2014
4 and we do no
ot antici‐
its reevenues and m
pate any growth in future cash diividends.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
Unilever PLC, based out of is a supplier of fast moving
ods. The compaany’s four prod
duct areas are
consumer goo
Personal Care,, Foods, Refresshment, and Home Care.
Unilever produ
ucts are sold in
n over 190 countries. In
2014, Unileverr generated €4
49.8 billion in revenues and
€4.8 billion in net income.
Fundamental Analysis
Despite Unilevver not hittingg projected earnings targets,,
the gross margins for the company outtperformed itss
U
operattes in internattional marketss
projections. Unilever
and economicc recession both in the U.S. and EU coun‐‐
tries pose lot of challenges for the company’s businesss
he projections missed mostly due to vola‐‐
operations. Th
tile exchange rates. Although Unilever iss based in Eu‐‐

Unileevers operatingg margin increased from 13 p
percent in
20122 to 14.3 perccent in 2013. Although reveenues de‐
creassed by $1.5 b
billion, the Com
mpany was ab
ble to de‐
creasse its costs ovver that period
d by $2.5 billio
on. Due to
its opperations worrldwide, a certtain degree of exposure
risk aand translation
n risk are unavoidable so vaaluing the
comppany accurateely becomes h
harder to do. Our divi‐
dendd discount mo
odel suggests that the stockk remains
slighttly undervalueed in the markeet.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
We rrecommend seelling UL because of stiff competition
in em
merging markeets, slowing down of econo
omies and
no exxpected rise in
n consumer speending. We beelieve that
the ccompany is valued fairly in th
he market.
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Energy
2013 Performance
As of March 21, 2014, the energy sector has performed unfavorably by decreasing 9.8 percent, compared to the market
average of 32.8 percent and the total portfolio return of 9.3 percent (excluding cash and bonds). This poor performance
was mainly driven by Transocean LTD (RIG), PetroChina Company Ltd (PTR) and PBF Energy Inc (PBF) at losses of 18.7 per‐
cent, 16.5 percent and 13.5 percent, respectively. The loss was offset by Exxon Mobil Corp (XOM) at 7.5 percent and
StealthGas Inc. (GASS) at 9.4 percent.
Collectively, these five stocks (one of which is an ADR) have underperformed the S&P500 Energy Index. The total value
declined from $41,600 to $37,500 and, as a result, amounted to 5.5 percent of the portfolio’s total equity. In turn, the
portfolio has been rebalanced, and additional funds of $30,000 were allotted to the energy sector to achieve the 10.25
percent target allocation.

Opportunities for 2014
Tremendous investment in midstream infrastructure in U.S. (mainly Permian, Eagle Ford, Bakken, Marcellus, Haynesville
and Niobrara shale plays) and Canada (Athabasca oil sands) has enabled the “renaissance” of North American oil and gas
production. With the shale gas and tight oil boom powered by fracking technology, midstream firms have had their pick of
organic growth opportunities in recent years. However, this level of organic expansion has somewhat slowed down, which
has already prompted consolidation activity within several key areas where investment spending remains strong. These
include Natural Gas Liquids (NGL) processing, refining and transportation and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and tight oil
production and pipeline projects.
Oil and natural gas production is projected to increase over the next five years, as the U.S. becomes an even more im‐
portant player in the global energy market. According to U.S. Energy Information Administration, the United States will
become the leading oil producer and exporter in the world by 2015. Natural gas energy will also experience steady
growth, as more and more electric utilities turn to natural gas for generator fuel. Gas exports have already picked up,
which helped alleviate the supply glut domestically. As such, prices shot up 35.7 percent in 2013 and are expected to con‐
tinue to increase in 2014 due to investments in export terminals and shipping infrastructure. Global demand for energy
will increase as economic growth picks up, particularly in emerging economies.
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Canadian Natural Resources Ltd CNQ
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$47.77

Last Price
$38.07

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Growth

Dividend Yield
1.60%

9 billion in Wabiskaw, which are all part of the Athabas‐
ca region. The company’s infrastructure and size gives it
significant competitive advantage in this area and the
large inventory of drilling prospects leads to greater
flexibility, enabling it to react verky quickly to changes in
commodity prices or capital allocation.
CNQ has created immediate value to shareholders by
purchasing Devon Energy Corp.’s conventional oil and
natural gas fields in Canada for $3.13 billion in cash.
Such purchase will increase output by about 86,000 bar‐
rels of oil equivalent a day.

Introduction
Canadian Natural Resources is a Canadian based senior
independent energy company engaged in the acquisi‐
tion, exploration, development, production, marketing
and sale of crude oil, NGL’s and natural gas. It is one of
Canada’s largest exploration and production companies
with oil and gas production in western Canada, the UK
sector of the North Sea and offshore West Africa. The
company’s Horizon Oil Sands Minding and Upgrading
segment, which takes advantage of the Horizon Pipeline,
produces synthetic crude oil through bitumen mining
and upgrading operations.

Fundamental Analysis
Canadian Natural Resources has a lot going for it. Initial‐
ly a rough start, the Horizon project has proven to be a
success with about 250,000 barrels of light crude oil
produced per day. It recently completed construction
and startup of its Kirby South Phase 1 project, which
added 40,000 barrels of oil per day. As additional phases
of the pipeline come online, CNQ will be able to bring
down operating costs and spread the fixed costs. It fore‐
casts to add 40,000 to 60,000 barrels a day in oil produc‐
tion every two to three years.
CNQ generates significant cash from its current opera‐
tions and it has sizable reserves. The company has huge
oil sands potential with 14 billion barrels in Grand Rap‐
ids, 45 billion in McMurray, 10 billion in Clearwater and

CNQ’s strategic plan is to achieve production growth
from crude oil and NGL’s through a defined growth
strategy incorporating low‐risk development projects.

Financial Statement Analysis
Since 2010, CNQ has tripled its dividend payout, and the
shares will yield a forecasted 2.04 percent. Cash flow
from operations came in at $7.5 billion for 2013, nearly
$7 per common share. CNQ’s current balance sheet is
relatively in good health, its long‐term debt to equity
ratio of 37.20 compares favorably to 68.20 industry av‐
erage.

Conclusion & Recommendation
If the Keystone XL pipeline is approved, it will be a huge
benefit to CNQ, as it will significantly improve margins
and earnings. In case that the pipeline is not approved,
CNQ is still a very promising company all in itself. The
company’s financial discipline, strong balance sheet and
capacity to generate cash flows via a diverse portfolio of
assets provide for strong growth.
We believe that CNQ is greatly undervalued and should
be purchased at this moment to capitalize on its short‐
term growth due to increasing liquid and natural gas
production, as we believe it will yield great returns and
dividend growth in the long‐term.
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Enbridge, Inc. ENB
Recommendation
Buy

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$54.95

Last Price
$45.29

Negative
Positive

Introduction
Enbridge transports and distributes crude oil and liquids
all across North America. It is also involved in natural gas
and NGL midstream and downstream businesses.
Enbridge owns and operates a natural gas distribution
company in Canada serving 2 million customers in On‐
tario, Quebec, New Brunswick and New York State.

Fundamental Analysis
Enbridge operates the largest network of liquids export
pipelines in Canada with more than 2.5 million barrels
per day of export capacity, which ties into its North
American system and provides shippers with access to
refining markets in Ontario, Quebec, and the U.S. Mid‐
Continent and Gulf Coast. By 2017 to 2018, the compa‐
ny plans to increase its capacity to 2.8 million as re‐
placement projects and downstream bottlenecks are
put into service. Enbridge reported that it has $36B of
enterprise wide commercially secured projects expected
to come into service between 2013 and 2017 to meet
growing demand for new energy infrastructure.
Enbridge is a dominant operator of feeder pipelines in
Canada’s Athabasca oil sands and its growing position in
the surging Bakken shale play. The liquids pipelines can
move light, heavy and synthetic crude oil from Canadian
tar sands all the way into the Chicago hub.

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Growth

Dividend Yield
2.68%

Most recently, the company’s subsidiary, Tidal Energy
Marketing Inc., won a license for 12 months to export
Canadian oil via U.S. Gulf Coast. This license will allow it
to ship crude to its refiners in Canada and the UK. Reu‐
ters reported Enbridge expects to export up to 40,000
tons of heavy oil to its refiners in southern Europe.
Also, the National Energy Board has approved
Enbridge’s Line 9 pipeline reversal under conditions that
Enbridge must undertake activities regarding pipeline
integrity, emergency response and continued consulta‐
tion. The pipeline running between Ontario and Mon‐
treal will increase the current capacity of 240,000 bar‐
rels of crude oil per day by 60,000 barrels to service its
refineries in Ontario and Quebec.

Financial Statement Analysis
Enbridge has more than doubled its revenue from2009
when it reported 2013 sales of CAD S32.9 billion.
Enbridge has been increasing its dividend each year
since 2009 and is expected to do so in the coming years.

Conclusion & Recommendation
The most significant shift is taking place in Enbridge’s
liquids rich business unit, which should benefit from the
growing volumes associated with the oil sands and
Bakken plays. These plays will require gathering systems
in order to move the liquids out of the regions, and
Enbridge is well positioned to construct and operate
these unregulated pipelines.
Enbridge is also in a position to benefit largely from the
approval of the Keystone XL pipeline. As the stage is set
for strong growth in 2015 to 2017, we recommend pur‐
chasing ENB and holding it for a longer‐term position.
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Exxon Mobil Corp. XOM
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$105.47

Last Price
$97.70

Negative
Negative

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Value

Dividend Yield
2.57%

major reason its shares lagged behind those of its com‐
petitors like ConocoPhillips (COP) and Chevron (CVX).
Nonetheless, Exxon Mobil forecasts incremental capaci‐
ty of 300,000 barrels of oil equivalents per day in 2014
in addition to its average daily production of 2.2 million
barrels, an increase of about 13 percent, which we ac‐
counted for in our valuation.
Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
Exxon Mobil has become the largest globally integrated
public energy company in the world. It specializes in
high‐value petroleum and petrochemical products,
which it sells to more than 120 countries. The compa‐
ny’s revenue is well diversified internationally as it has
operations in 47 countries and a network of 32 refiner‐
ies across the globe – 45 percent capacity in North
America, 30 percent in Europe and the remainder in
Asia Pacific and Middle East. Exxon Mobil’s main com‐
petitive advantages are high‐impact technologies, oper‐
ational efficiency and global integration.
Fundamental Analysis
As nations become more protective of their natural re‐
sources, Exxon Mobil will find it increasingly difficult to
increase production and book reserves. To gain access
and remain competitive, the company must not only
demonstrate its value, but also might have to agree to
terms that are not as advantageous as in the past.
Recently, Exxon Mobil reported that it has 28 major pro‐
jects coming on line between 2013 and 2017, including
an expansion of Kearl oil sands project in Alberta, Cana‐
da and a LNG export project in Papua, New Guinea.
However, only a handful of these projects relating to
tight oil and shale gas will start in 2014. The company’s
relative lack or trailing of liquids production may be the

Exxon Mobil’s annual revenue continued to drop since
2011 and came in at $438 billion last year, which is a
decrease of about 9.1 percent from 2012. Operating and
net income decreased by 26.7 percent and 27.4 percent
respectively. The company failed to maintain last year’s
net profit margin of 9.3 percent, which is now at 7.4
percent.
Despite heavy capital expenditures, XOM’s free cash
flow amounted to a hefty $28.5 billion. The company
still plans to continue to repurchase shares and will
most likely increase its dividend payout next quarter
from the current $0.63 cents in spite of the recent de‐
crease in free cash flow.
Conclusion & Recommendation
With a majority of the world’s remaining resources in
government hands, opportunities for Exxon Mobil to
expand its large production base is becoming more and
more limited. Moreover, the political unrest between
Ukraine and Russia poses a huge threat to Exxon Mobil.
Even though the company might be well positioned to
benefit from growing crude oil production in the U.S.
and Canada, its revenue could potentially suffer from a
decrease in oil prices and its capital‐intensive projects
might become no longer economical.
Our recommendation is to sell the shares.
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PBF Energy Inc. PBF
Recommendation
Hold

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$39.83

Last Price
$25.64

Positive
Positive

Introduction

As of
03/38/2014

Style
Small Value

Dividend Yield
4.56%

directly to Delaware City at very competitive pricing.
This brings up total throughput capacity of the Delaware
refinery to 190,000 barrels per day. Paulsboro and Tole‐
do have 180,000 and 170,000 barrels per day of
throughput capacity respectively. Both Delaware and
Paulsboro refineries have an export capability through
Delaware River. Crude is delivered to Toledo through
three primary pipelines: Enbridge from the north, Cap‐
line, and Mid‐Valley from the south.
As for the recent railroad accidents, railroads that haul
volatile crude shipments have reached an agreement
with U.S. transportation officials to adopt wide‐ranging,
voluntary safety measure.

PBF Energy is the fifth largest U.S. independent refiner
and supplier of petroleum products including gasoline,
ultra‐low‐sulfur diesel, heating oil, jet fuel, lubricants,
petrochemicals and asphalt. The company sells its prod‐
ucts in U.S. and Canada and is able to ship products to
other countries. It operates three refineries. Their Tole‐
do, Ohio refinery has 60 percent of capacity dedicated
to refining WTI crude from the Bakken region and U.S.
Gulf Coast. The remaining 40 percent sources Syncrude
from Canada. Crude is delivered through a network of
pipelines in the Midwest. This facility has been the driv‐
ing force behind performance, taking advantage of the
glut of oil production in the mid‐west. The remaining
refineries are located in Delaware City, DE and Paulsbo‐
ro, NJ.

PBF just recently announced a quarterly dividend of
$0.30 cents and a secondary public offering of
15,000,000 shares valued at $25.50, which brought our
valuation down to $39.83 from last year’s valuation of
$50.

Fundamental Analysis

Conclusion & Recommendation

Recent rail infrastructure investment on East Coast not
only provides the entire system access to WTI, which
translates into increased margin due to higher spreads,
but also allows to take in nearly six times more crude oil
from Canada and North Dakota’s Bakken formation.
When the project was announced last year, the compa‐
ny was able to bring in 20,000 barrels of Bakken and
Canadian crude by rail. The completion of the rail termi‐
nal brings that amount to 110,000 barrels a day. As a
result, PBF Energy is now able to deliver significant
quantities of cost‐advantaged North American crude oils

Last year was a building year for PBF Energy as it contin‐
ued to progress its strategy of increasing access to cost‐
advantaged NA crudes, while maintaining its flexibility
to take advantage of price dislocations in the water‐
borne crude market. In 2014, the company is already
reaping the benefits and producing earnings well in ex‐
cess of its capital investments. It will continue to invest
in rail facilities and it has committed to increasing safety
of rail operations across the entire logistics chain.

Financial Statement Analysis
In 2013, PBF Energy’s profit margin has decreased signif‐
icantly due to increased cost of sales and other operat‐
ing and unusual costs. The company has a relatively sig‐
nificant level of debt. It does have enough current assets
to cover the liabilities, but most of it is tied up in the
inventory.

We recommend holding the stock until it is fully valued.
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PetroChina Co Ltd (ADR) PTR
Recommendation
Sell

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$89.95

Last Price
$110.21

As of
03/28/2014

Style
International

Dividend Yield
3.82%

ing limited volume growth and rising operating and find‐
ing and development costs.
Negative
Positive

More importantly, recent allegations against the com‐
pany and of its certain officers do not make this compa‐
ny any more attractive. A class action lawsuit was filed
against PetroChina and its senior management who al‐
legedly made false or misleading statements, as well as
failed to disclose adverse facts about the company’s
business, operations and financial performance.
Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
PetroChina is the largest integrated oil and gas company
in China. PTR was intended to reform China’s oil and gas
industry and give it the ability to compete international‐
ly. The company is one of the major producers and dis‐
tributors of petroleum and petrochemical products in
the world. PetroChina engages in a wide range of activi‐
ties related to oil and natural gas including exploration
and production, transportation and storage, refining and
marketing.
Fundamental Analysis
Despite the positive developments in its downstream
business, there is little momentum in the firm’s explora‐
tion and production business, which contributed over 80
percent to the company’s earnings in 2013. PetroChina’s
aging oil fields continue to face structural issues, includ‐

Decreased oil prices and increased lifting costs drove the
operating profit down by 5.9 percent in 2013. However,
PetroChina was able to achieve 3.9 percent and 7.2 per‐
cent revenue and net income gains respectively, as bet‐
ter refining margins and improving natural gas business
helped to offset the negatives from its oil business.
Conclusion & Recommendation
There is a high uncertainty in PetroChina’s plans and the
overall Chinese economy. With its operations being pri‐
marily domestic, the company is always at risk for new
regulations or taxes imposed by the Chinese govern‐
ment. In addition, recent corruption accusations involv‐
ing the former head of PetroChina and its parent, CNPC,
could trigger a political backlash against the firm.
We recommend cutting our losses and selling the stock.
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Spectra Energy Corp SE
Recommendation
Buy

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$47.07

Last Price
$36.82

Neutral
Positive

Introduction
Spectra Energy Corp is one of the largest natural gas
midstream companies in North America. The company
operates in three areas of the natural gas industry –
transmission and storage, gathering and processing, and
distribution. It operates in four segments – U.S. Trans‐
mission, Distribution, Western Canada Transmission and
Processing and Field Services.
Last year, SE acquired the interest of Express‐Platte
Pipeline System through its subsidiary Spectra Energy
Partners LP. The company’s long‐haul interstate pipe‐
lines run from the Gulf Coast to Midwest, Northeast,
and Florida markets and from northeastern British Co‐
lumbia to Vancouver.

Fundamental Analysis
As Morningstar put it, Spectra Energy is a pure play on
natural gas demand. Its operations stretch across all
links in the natural gas value chain, with the exception
of riskier exploration and production.
SE’s U.S. Transmission segment, long‐haul pipelines and
storage facilities move about 12 percent of all natural
gas consumed in North America. Its Canadian distribu‐
tion subsidiary, Union Gas, supplies natural gas to 1.3
million customers in Ontario. Moreover, Spectra has a
50 percent stake in DCP Midstream, a joint venture with
Phillips 66, which has positions in six NGL producing
regions.

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Value

Dividend Yield
3.30%

These integrated valued added activities coupled with
such a strong infrastructure will continue to provide
diversification and generate cash flows in short and long
terms.
Spectra Energy’s exemplary management that looks out
for the interest of shareholders is also worth the men‐
tion. Former CFO and board member Greg Ebel stepped
up to the company, who is the only executive employed
by Spectra. Independent director Bill Esrey took on the
role of the chairman, who previously served as CEO for
Sprint for 18 years. The new management team’s incen‐
tive plans stress long‐term returns. Indeed, the company
has generated 21 percent of total return (including divi‐
dends) over the last 5 years and has generated returns
well in excess of its cost of capital.

Financial Statement Analysis
Spectra’s 2013 revenue has come in at $5.5 billion, an
increase of 8.7 percent from 2012. Its net profit margin
has increased to 18.8 percent and it was able to gener‐
ate positive net cash flows, all the while paying down its
debt, spending heavily on capital expenditures and in‐
creasing dividend payout.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Growth opportunities for Spectra Energy remain con‐
vincing due to its large, diverse and well‐positioned as‐
set base. Pipelines and fee‐based processing opportuni‐
ties in the U.S. and Canada offer low‐risk bolt‐on growth
opportunities that are backed by firm contracts. DCP,
the largest NGL player in the midstream industry, is
building new infrastructure to support surging NGL pro‐
duction in the Eagle Ford, Permian and Mid‐Continent
shale gas plays.
Together, Spectra Energy and DCP are currently execut‐
ing $7 billion in approved projects that will enter service
between now and 2016, which supports our valuation
and reinforces our belief in short‐term appreciation.
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Stealth Gas. GASS
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$14.44

Last Price
$11.51

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Small Value

Dividend Yield
‐

pany plans to continue to update its fleet while divest‐
ing the older vessels at best price possible. In addition,
the new vessels that are being acquired are more fuel
efficient eco vessels, which signals an improved margin.
Financial Statement Analysis
Last year was relatively a good year for StealthGas with
net income amounting to $29 million compared to $9
million in 2011. Its EPS increased from $0.41 to $1.41.

Introduction
Headquartered in Athens, Greece, StealthGas owns a
fleet of 38 liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) carriers provid‐
ing international seaborne transportation services to
LPG producers and users, as well as product carriers
chartered to oil producers and refiners. In the LPG sec‐
tor, the company carries various petroleum gas products
in liquefied form including propane, butane, butadiene,
isopropane, propylene and vinyl chloride monomer,
which are byproducts of natural gas and oil. Several car‐
riers are also capable of carrying refined petroleum
products, such as gasoline, diesel, fuel oil and jet fuel.
The company’s 2010‐built Aframax tanker can also carry
crude oil.
Fundamental Analysis
In February 2014, StealthGas acquired two new building
LPG vessels as part of its fleet expansion program, which
brought the total number of LPG carriers to be delivered
from March 2014 to August 2017. This will increase the
fleet size to 55.
The company operates in a niche market that had not
fallen victim to the oversupply problems that other
shipping sectors are experiencing and was able to con‐
tinue to hire out ships and generate substantial cash
flow. It recently disclosed a utilization ratio of 94.9 per‐
cent.

The company recently announced the results for
FY2013. Revenues came in favorable at $121.5 million,
which is an increase of 1.9 percent from last year’s rev‐
enue, due to higher number of vessels (39). Although, it
could not sustain its previous net profit margin of 24.3
percent and its net income dropped to $21.2 million. Its
EPS went down to $0.75 accordingly. StealthGas has not
paid dividends since 2009, but that does not necessarily
mean that company will not decide to share its earnings
with investors in the future.
Conclusion & Recommendation
The U.S. is shipping more LPG than ever as a byproduct
of the record natural gas output. U.S. LPG annual ship‐
ments will reach 12 million metric tons by 2015, more
than doubling 2012 levels. The price differential be‐
tween U.S. propane, the Far East and Europe keeps en‐
quiry for exports rather high. There are no pressurized
ships available in the U.S. currently.
As the worldwide leader in LPG shipping vessels with 25
percent market share, GASS is in prime position to take
advantage of this trend, which creates favorable pricing
environment for the company. StealthGas has a signifi‐
cant growth potential due to its operations in this niche
market of LPG carriers.
We recommend increasing our position in GASS to capi‐
talize on the forecasted growth.

StealthGas acknowledges the fact that half of its fleet is
over 20 years old and that it might come across a poten‐
tial overcapacity situation in the future. During the re‐
cent earnings call, the CEO, Harry Vafias, said the com‐
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Transocean Ltd RIG
Recommendation
Sell

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$15.19

Last Price
$41.19

Negative
Negative

Introduction
Transocean is the largest international offshore drilling
rig contractor in the world. The company operates in
two segments: contract drilling services, which involves
contracting its mobile offshore drilling fleet, equipment
and work crews on a day rate basis, and drilling man‐
agement services, which provides oil and gas drilling
management services on either a day rate or fixed‐price
basis. RIG’s market is global, given that rigs can be mobi‐
lized from region to region, but the major deep‐water
basins are in West Africa, Brazil and the Gulf of Mexico.
Fundamental Analysis
Offshore drilling has been one of the worst performing
sectors during the first three months of this year, signifi‐
cantly underperforming the market. The biggest concern
is the excess capacity currently plaguing the market. As
the environment becomes more competitive, multiple
companies start to chase after one contract. These
companies are forced to cut the day rates for their
deep‐water and ultra‐deep‐water drilling units.
Transocean’s rig lifespans average 20 years. The compa‐
ny is slowly replacing its legacy rigs with modern ones.
Currently, RIG owns twice the number of deep‐water
rigs as its closest peer, which would have provided a

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Value

Dividend Yield
5.42%

competitive edge to the company in an upturn market.
However, in the current outlook, Transocean is exposed
to a buildup of rigs without contracts, and more im‐
portantly, to a depressing of day rates for the non‐
contracted vessels in the event of substantial fall in oil
and natural gas prices.
Moreover, in April 2010, one of RIG’s deep‐water units
experienced an explosion, burned and sank in the U.S.
Gulf of Mexico while working for its customer, BP, on its
Macondo well. In December of that year, the Depart‐
ment of Justice filed a lawsuit against the company and
other unaffiliated defendants, alleging violations of the
Oil Pollution Act of 1990 and the Clean Water Act. In
January 2013, Transocean settled on certain civil charg‐
es and potential criminal charges for $1.4 billion in fines
and penalties. However, there are still some outstanding
civil charges, which further put a black cloud over the
company.
Financial Statement Analysis
Transocean wrote off its losses in 2011 and was able to
substantially increase its revenue and net income in
2013. However, Transocean has a significant debt level
with long‐term debt amounting to $10.7 billion. Its debt‐
to‐equity ratio is 94.9 percent, which is extremely high
compared to the industry average of 25.09 percent, and
its ROE is mere 8.4 percent, which is a very poor return
compared to its peers.
Conclusion & Recommendation
Offshore drilling rig contractors like Transocean are too
much of a risk at this time, especially when analysts are
forecasting a two‐year slowdown in the drilling market.
We recommend selling the stock.
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Financial Sector well‐positioned for positive economic outlook
Economic growth in the U.S. continues to improve, as shown in the improvement of the housing market, lower unem‐
ployment rate, and a rising interest rates. While the economic recovery remains slow, gradually better employment num‐
bers and a steady housing market rebound have produced a higher consumer confidence.
The real gross domestic product (GDP) growth in the fourth quarter of 2013 was 2.6 percent, which reflected positive con‐
tributions from personal consumption, exports, and state and local government spending. As the financial sector tends to
do well in economic recoveries we are encouraged by the opportunities we see in the banking and insurance sectors.

Banks
We have a positive forecast for the financial sector on the premise that the U.S. economy will continue to grow. Banks will
benefit from a stronger housing market, a positive improvement on employment, and rising interest rates. Banks loans
continue to grow, and their credit quality improvements will lead to lower loan loss provisions. Furthermore, U.S. banks
are well capitalized as most banks passed the annual stress tests, which will lead to returns of excess capital to its share‐
holders.

Insurance Companies
Our forecast for the property and casualty insurance industry is favorable as excess capital has decrease due to insurance
companies experiencing very large catastrophe losses around the world and the U.S. in the last several years. As excess
capacity decreases, insurance rates rise. As the U.S. economy continues to improve, insurance companies will continue to
grow premium revenues through rate increases and exposure growth. We also expect that insurance companies’ invest‐
ment income will continue to grow with a rising interest rate environment.
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American Intternatiional Group,
G
Inc. AIIG
Recommend
dation
Buy
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow

Valuation
V
$62.00

Last Pricce
$49.88

Positive
Positive

Introduction
American International Grou
up Inc. AIG pro
ovides insur‐
ance, financial and investme
ent products an
nd services to
d individuals in
n more than 13
30 countries.
businesses and
Its subsidiariess serve comme
ercial, institutio
onal and indi‐
vidual customers through a property‐casua
p
alty, life insur‐
ance and retirement services network.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
AIG has paid the entire loan amount back to
t the U.S.
e plan from the
e federal gov‐
government after the rescue
008. AIG is again 100 percent owned by its
ernment in 20
common share
eholders. New
w management has focused
on its core bussiness and dive
ested non‐core
e assets. AIG's
operations con
nsist of properrty‐casualty, liffe, and
Financial services, which con
ntains capital markets
m
and
urance. AIG’s new focus is on building the
mortgage insu
operations orgganically insteaad of through acquisitions
a
in
unrelated business.

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
wth
Large‐Grow

Divide
end Yield
1.01%

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
AIG’ss 2013 EPS $4.556 beat the co
onsensus expecctations
of $44.38 and the $33.93 EPS in 201
13. Net incomee in‐
creassed to $9.09 biillion in 2013 from $3.44 billiion in
20133 based on low
wer catastrophee losses, claimss and
othe r expenses. Ho
owever, total revenue decreaased 3.3
perceent year over yyear to $68.68 billion, primarrily due to
loweer premiums, n
net investment income and aircraft
onversely, AIG improved its ccore in‐
leasinng revenue. Co
surannce operationss, overall comb
bined ratio imp
proved by
21 peercent, boosteed book value p
per share, ROEE im‐
proveed to 7.5 perceent, and total cclaims and exp
penses
decli ned by 12.9 peercent in 2013. AIG successfu
ul stream‐
business
liningg of operationss to control costs, non‐core b
divesstitures, reducttion of financiaal leverage hass pro‐
duceed good resultss.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
We bbelieve AIG’s sh
hares are a BU
UY as we expect the
comppany to continue to increase revenue and o
operating
earniings by leveragging its leadingg insurer position given
its di versified and u
unique franchise in both dom
mestic and
interrnational markets. It is amongg the top sellers of
onal liability an
nd proper‐
workkers compensaation, professio
ty cooverage globally. AIG has succcessfully divestted its
profile,
non‐ core assets inccreasing liquidiity and credit p
enabbling the company to focus on its core insurrance
businnesses. AIG hass also aimed to
o reduce expossure to
businnesses with inaadequate pricin
ng and increassing loss
trendds through sim
mplified reinsurrance and capittal ar‐
rangeements. The co
ompany is also
o focusing on reducing
oper ating expensess, which will in
ncrease operation mar‐
gins. The company announced a $1 billion share repur‐
chasee and increaseed dividend by 25 percent in 2014.
Usingg our DCF mod
del, we believee that AIG’s shaares are
undeervalued which
h support our B
BUY recommen
ndation.
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BlackRock, Inc. BLK
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$375.00

Last Price
$310.89

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large‐Growth

Dividend Yield
2.62%

to its asset mix in fixed income, asset management in‐
cluding ETFs, alternatives, and multi‐strategy.

Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
BlackRock (BLK) is the largest asset manager in the
world, with over $4.0 trillion in assets under manage‐
ment. Its acquisitions of iShares and Merrill Lynch In‐
vestment Management changed its profile from a fixed
income into a multi‐product manager. BLK’s business is
truly global with 45 percent of its revenues coming from
outside the United States. BLK has franchises in institu‐
tional fixed income, ETFs, alternatives, and cash.

Fundamental Analysis
BLK is the largest asset manager in the world, and it has
a very strong franchise in many areas. BLK has a top
position in passive investments, diversity, and strong
fund performance, which will help it continue to attract
assets over the next few years. BLK business is global
with 45 percent of its clients coming from outside the
United States. We expect BLK to grow its revenues due

BLK’s AUM grew 14 percent, to $4.3 trillion in 2013.
Revenues increased 9 percent year over year through
performance fees, asset appreciation including primarily
equity appreciation. BLK has been generating inflows
with its very popular fixed‐income and ETF operations.
We expect BLK’s equities assets and passive investment
will increase by 12 percent in 2014. BLK has imple‐
mented good cost control practices focusing on reduc‐
ing operating cost, which we expect will boost operating
margins to 39 percent in 2014.

Conclusion & Recommendation
We believe BLK’s shares are a BUY as the company has a
competitive advantage around the size and scale of its
operations, the strength of its brands, and the diversity
of its AUM by asset class, and distribution channels. BLK
consistently repurchased shares in 2013 and we expect
to continue its shares buy‐back program in 2014.
Furthermore, BLK announced a 15 percent increase in
dividend in 2014. Using our DDM model, we believe that
BLK’s shares are undervalued and its earnings power will
allow it to continue returning profits to shareholders
moving forward.
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JPMorgan Ch
hase & Co. JPM
M
Recommen
ndation
Hold
Technical Ana
alysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Money Flow

Valuation
$75.00

Last Prrice
$60.0
04

As of
03
3/28/2014

Style
Large‐Vallue

Divide
end Yield
2.88%

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Positive
Positive
d 2012
JPM had two yearss of flat revenues in 2013 and
n 2011 and 201
10. The
afterr having declineed revenues in
conseensus estimatee is that JPM's revenue grow
wth will
impr ove by 2 to 4 p
percent in 2014
4 driven by gro
owth of
h, and net inteerest
net innterest incomee, loans growth
marggin. JPM in 20113 was able to increase consu
umer de‐
positts by 10 percen
nt, commerciall loans by 7 percent and
depoosits by 3 perceent, and finisheed the year witth a rec‐
ord $$1.6 trillion in aassets under m
management. FFurther‐
moree, as the econo
omy improves the short‐term
m interest
ratess may rise in 20014. Thereforee, both loan and deposit
balannces could grow
w in this impro
oving economyy.

Introduction

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on

JP Morgan Chaase is an integrrated financial institution
offering investtment bankingg, commercial lending, and
private wealth
h managementt services. JPM has expanded
d
its retail locatiions over the past
p two years and is well
positioned to prosper in an economic
e
reco
overy. JPM’s
n consumer and
d commercial
profitability is dependent on
ent banking, an
nd overall
borrowing activity, investme
f
marke
ets.
health of the financial

We bbelieve JPM’s sshares are a HO
OLD as the com
mpany has
a widde range of orgganic growth o
opportunities aavailable
to th em. With some help from higher interest rrates, this
d result in a gro
owing top line. We also
perfoormance could
thinkk its legal costss peaked in 201
13 and earninggs could
impr ove significanttly once these legal costs aree behind
m. The company is also reduccing costs by brringing
them
downn operating exxpenses Furtheermore, We exp
pect JPM
to inccrease its divid
dend and sharee buyback proggram.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
JPM has chose
en to place an emphasis on th
he retail and
small businesss lending markets. We believe that this
provides a gre
eat differentiation versus the other inte‐
grated financiaal institutions. With borrowin
ng in the cur‐
rent interest rate market rem
maining cheap, JPM is posi‐
usiness as the markets
m
turn and
a consumerss
tion to gain bu
continue to increase borrow
wing and investing. The key
ngs stability is itts business
source of JPMorgan s earnin
de range of orgganic growth
diversification. There is a wid
s
as the
opportunities available for the company, such
n
investtment bankingg and Credit
retail branch network,
Cards.
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Meado
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e Group
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Recommend
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Sell

Valuation
V
$5.00

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
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$5.50

Negative
Neutral

A
As of
03/2
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Style
Small Value

Divide
end Yield
1.4
42%

with continued neggative results including higheer debt
and rreduced investtment returns.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
Meaddowbrook has had negative financial resultts since
20122. The insurer laacks current growth catalyst due in
part to declining caash flows and increased debtt. Fur‐
more, the insurer is also facin
ng operating challenges
therm
afterr discontinuingg some of its op
perations that reduced
prem
miums. Our reccommendation
n is to sell Mead
dow‐
broo k Insurance Grroup.

Introduction
Meadowbrookk Insurance Group is primarilly a specialty
commercial insurance underrwriter and inssurance ad‐
ministration co
ompany. The company
c
also markets
m
and
underwrites sp
pecialty property and casualtty insurance
products and programs
p
through a broad ne
etwork of in‐
dependent rettail agents, wholesalers, and program ad‐
ministrators and general age
ents. The retaill agencies also
ues and are loccated in Mich‐
generate commission revenu
etts, and Florida.
igan, Californiaa, Massachuse
Fundamental Analysis
MIG experiencced large losse
es in 2012 that led to the
need for signifficant reserve strengthening.
s
. These devel‐
opments creatted a lot of neggative press an
nd reserve
adequacy conccerns amongstt investors. Sub
bsequently,
A.M. Best Com
mpany announcced that they were
w
placing
the company’ss credit rating under review with
w “negative
e
implications”. The insurer haas not been able to turn
around resultss in 2013.
ement Analysiis
Financial State
Meadowbrookk delivered neggative earningss results in
three of the laast four quarters in 2013. The
e company’s
earnings results in the third quarter of 201
13 showed a
enues by 16.9 percent per prrevious year
decline of reve
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MFA Financia
al, Inc. MFA
Recommend
dation
Sell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow

Va
aluation
$7.00

Last Price
$7.66

Neutral
Neutral

Introduction
MFA Financial is a REIT that invests via the secondary
m
ed securities
markets in adjjustable rate mortgage‐backe
(MBS). The company splits itts portfolio bettween both
nteed MBS (55 percent) and non‐agency
agency guaran
MBS (43 perce
ent). MFA utilizzes short‐term borrowing
agreements th
hrough repurch
hase agreemen
nts to leverage
e
its acquisition of MBS to abo
out 3x book.

As of
03/28 /2014

Style
Mid‐Value

Dividend
d Yield
10.20
0%

ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan
MFA Reported missed earnings in
n the last 2 quaarter of
18 missing the consen‐
20133. MFA’s reportted EPS of $0.1
sus eestimate of $0.22 EPS consen
nsus due to incremental
interrest expense asssociated with $1.4 billion off addi‐
nal. MFA stand
ds to lose 4 perrcent of
tionaal, swap notion
bookk value in the eevent of a 100 basis point inccrease in
ratess due to leverage. MFA’s non
n‐agency MBS p
portfolio
carriees credits risk; the agency po
ortfolio carries prepay‐
mentt and extension risk if the company experieence
higheer than expectted rates of deffaults or lossess on the
morttgages collaterralizing the non
n‐agency MBS. These
expoosures increasees as Non Agen
ncy book is con
ncentrat‐
ed inn California 45 percent and 8 percent in Florida.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
We bbelieve MFA faaces significantt headwinds in the short
and llong term. Ageency MBS and A
ALT a non‐agency MBS
ds. Due
risk loosses in the face of higher raates and spread
to M FA’s current business prospeects, we recom
mmend
sellinng MFA’s sharees.

Fundamental Analysis
MFA Financial, Inc. is engage
ed in the business of invest‐
ency guaran‐
ing, on a leverraged basis, in residential Age
teed mortgage
e‐backed securrities (MBS) an
nd Non‐Agencyy
MBS. Its business objective is to generate net
n income forr
distribution to
o its stockholde
ers resulting fro
om the differ‐
ence between
n the interest and other incom
me it earn on
its investmentts and the interrest expense itt pays on the
borrowings, which
w
it uses to finance its levveraged in‐
vestments and
d its operating costs.
r
with its
MFA has a nattural hedge agaainst interest rates
exposure to no
on‐agency and
d agency MBS. As interest
rates fall, agen
ncy MBS will te
end to lag but provide
p
down‐‐
side protection, as they tend
d to outperform
m in a macro‐
wnturn. The no
on‐agency bookk is could out‐
economic dow
perform with significant
s
imp
provement in the housing
markets.
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Morga
an Stan
nley MS
S
Recommend
dation
Hold

Valuation
V
$38.00

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow

Last Pricce
$30.91

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Large Value

Divide
end Yield
0.7
70%

Concclusion & Reco
ommendation
Positive
Positive

We bbelieve MS shaares are a HOLD
D as the compaany has a
comppetitive advanttage based on the growth off its
weal th management division. Mo
oreover, Morgaan Stan‐
duce costs by restructuring itts opera‐
ley coontinues to red
tionss and focus on its profitable u
units to increasse its
earniings. The comp
pany will continue its share b
buyback
prog rams in 2014.

Introduction
Morgan Stanle
ey is a global in
nvestment ban
nk that has a
well‐rounded breadth of bussiness lines. Otther than in‐
vestment banking, MS offerss wealth and asset manage‐
ment, as well as trading and execution servvices.
Fundamental Analysis
Morgan Stanle
ey acquired the
e remaining 35
5 percent
stake in Smith Barney and no
ow it has one of
o the largest
D to the new
w created syn‐
brokerage retaail platforms. Due
ergies, Morgan Stanley is poised to take ad
dvantage of its
der to expand margins
m
and
cost cutting initiatives in ord
increase profittability. Morgaan Stanley has been selling
its non‐core operations overr the last few years
y
in order
e more on its profitable
p
unitss.
to concentrate
ement Analysiis
Financial State
Morgan Stanle
ey’s revenues for
f the fourth quarter
q
2013
were $8.2 billion, up 9 perce
ent year over year.
y
Net in‐
terest income was $282 million in the same quarter, up
om the year‐aggo quarter drive
en by a 37
63 percent fro
percent decrease in interest expenses. MS
S ROE in 2013
was 6.4 percent above averaage compared to its industry
ns.
while decreasiing costs acrosss all its division
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The Trravelerrs Com
mpaniess Inc. T
TRV
Recommend
dation
Buy
Technical Ana
alysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Money Flow

Valuation
V
$105.00
$

Last Pricce
$83.99

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Large‐Valuee

Dividen
nd Yield
2.34
4%

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
Posittive
Neuttral

Introduction
Travelers (TRV
V) was formed with the merger of Travelerss
and Saint Paull insurance com
mpanies in 200
04. TRV is a
Dow compone
ent and is a leaading provider of commerciall
property‐liabillity, homeowners and auto in
nsurance. TRV
has big presen
nce in the independent agenccy and broker
commercial an
nd personal lines insurance markets.
m

Fundamenta
al Analysis
TRV is as amon
ng the best maanaged insuran
nce carrier in
the United Staates. Since the merger, TRV has
h produced
very stable and better than expected
e
finan
ncial results.
he cleanest balance sheet in the
t property
With one of th
and casualty in
ndustry, TRV has aggressivelyy managed its
capital, and haas consistently ROEs above itts peer group.
TRV's is a top risk manageme
ent and its und
derwriting
e enabled the company
c
to pro
oduce under‐
practices have
writing resultss that are superior to many competitors.

TRV pproduced reco
ord earnings in 2013 when it returned
$3.6 billion in capittal. Total reven
nue increased 5 percent
m the previous yyear due to an
n improvementt in the
from
combbined ratio to 887 percent from 105 percentt the prior
year.. The catastrop
phe losses were significantly lower in
20133 and the comp
pany had higheer than estimatted fa‐
vorabble reserve devvelopment. TR
RV’s was ROE 1
15.5 per‐
cent in 2013 compaared to 11 percent in 2012. TTRV expe‐
ng gains, and p
positive
riencced high retenttion rate, pricin
renew
wal rate increaases. Furtherm
more, the comp
pany has
introoduced a reducctions cost proggram that is exxpected
ny savings thro
ough 2015.
to prroduce compan

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
We bbelieve TRV’s shares are a BU
UY as the comp
pany has a
comppetitive advanttage around itss strong markeet posi‐
tion, the size and sccale of its operrations. In 2014, we
expeect TRV to conttinue to leveragge its economiies of
oss all lines of b
business
scalee and increase revenues acro
by in creasing rate p
premiums and retaining its q
quality
businness. Through its financial results over the years,
TRV hhas demonstraated to be a veery good underrwriting
comppany with an aabove‐average quality balancce sheet.
TRV iis focusing on reducing operaating expensess and
acqu isition costs in
n order to keep
p improving underwrit‐
margins. TRV haas consistentlyy repurchased shares in
ing m
20133 and the comp
pany announceed another $5 billion
sharee repurchase p
program to con
ntinue its sharees buy‐
back program in 20014.
over the last 5 years has incrreased its
Furthhermore, TRV o
divid end 10 percen
nt CAGR and w
we expect this p
practice
del, we believe that
to coontinue. Using our DDM mod
TRV’ss shares are un
ndervalued and
d its earnings p
power
will aallow it to conttinue returningg profits to shaarehold‐
ers.
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Towerr Group
p Interrnation
nal, LTD
D. TWGP
Recommend
dation
Sell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow

Valuation
V
$2.00

Last Pricce
$2.65

Negaative
Negaative

As of
03//28/2014

Style
Small Valuee

Dividen
nd Yield
‐

Finan
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Toweer Group wentt into trouble in
n 2013 after it faced a
signifficant reserve shortfall. The ccompany miscalculated
the rreserve requireement for its w
workers’ compeensation,
mercial liabilityy and commercial auto policiies.
comm
Afterr Tower group decided to meerge with ACP Re in or‐
der tthe save the co
ompany, A.M. B
Best has put th
his mer‐
with negative im
mplications du
ue the
ger uunder review w
conc ern regarding integration risk on the part o
of ACP Re.
quacy of
The rrating agency iis also unsure aabout the adeq
loss rreserves relateed to the busin
ness acquired ffrom
Toweer Group International, which has itself sufffered
serioous adverse resserve developm
ment in the past.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco

Introduction
Tower Group Inc. is a global personal and casualty
c
in‐
T company serves
s
the
surer and servvice provider. The
small to mid‐sized business, specialty commercial, per‐
ed reinsurance
e markets.
sonal insurancce, and assume
TWGP focusess primarily on casualty
c
lines including
workers’ comp
pensation and commercial multi‐peril.
m
Tower distribu
utes its products and servicess through its
network of rettail brokers, wh
holesalers, and
d agents.

Due tto the negativee trend on Tow
wer Group fund
damental
businness and the co
oncern regardiing the integraation risk
with the ACP Re LTTD, our recomm
mendation is to
o Sell
Toweer Group International.

Fundamental Analysis
Tower Group suffered
s
very serious
s
reserve
e shortfall in
2013 in their main
m business of workers’ compensation,
commercial liaability and com
mmercial auto business
b
lines.
Due to the neggative results, the Tower Gro
oup opted to
merge itself with
w ACP Re Ltd
d, as a strategicc move to save
e
the company.
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ancorp
p USB
U.S. Ba
Recommend
dation
Hold
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow

Valuation
V
$53.00

Last Pricce
$42.30

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Large Value

Divide
end Yield
2.2
27%

Fund
damental Analysis
Neuttral
Posittive

USB has had an outtstanding operrating perform
mance of
ng financial crisis of
over the past few yyears and durin
20088‐09. USB has aan ability to inccrease excess rreturns
on caapital due to itts credit underw
writing, fee geeneration,
strat egically acquissitions, and maanagement. As with any
underwriting iss essential. Eveen during
bankk, strong loan u
finanncial crisis of 20008‐2009, USB
B did not have losses
from
m credit charge offs as many o
other financial institu‐
tionss.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan
USB is one of the m
most profitablee large banks in
n the U.S.,
quity of 16.0 peercent and a reeturn on
with a return on eq
assetts of 1.67 perceent for the firsst 3 quarter in 2013.

Introduction
U.S. Bancorp is a commerciaal bank that offfers commer‐
m
and retail bankingg to consumerss
cial lending, mortgages,
and small busiinesses. USB has seen increased credit
quality from clients in recentt years, and haas been able to
o
uring a time
grow its loans,, mortgages, and deposits du
when its comp
petitors have struggled to do
o so.

ovision for cred
dit losses
USB reduced Net charge‐offs, pro
and nnonperformingg assets as the U.S. economyy im‐
provees slowly. USB
B deposits increeased by 5.0 peercent,
and ccommercial loaans also increaased by 3.6 perrcent.
Withh the help of higher interest rrates, and an im
mproved
n and deposit b
balances could
d grow
econnomy both loan
signifficantly in 20144.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
We bbelieve USB’s sshares are a HO
OLD as the com
mpany
contiinued to impro
ove and grow its favorable m
mix of
businnesses and exccess returns on
n capital. We exxpect
USB tto continue to
o reduce its cosst, increase theeir divi‐
dendd, and increasee its share buyb
back program iin 2014.
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Health Care
2013 was an excellent year on the stock market for most industries, especially Health Care. Whenever a sector gains over
50 percent in a single year, however, the prudent analyst must be especially cautious in selecting stocks to both buy and
hold as many trends are driving stocks above their fair values. The overall market’ s strong performance and the histori‐
cally significant amount of share repurchases by many stocks in this sector are both driving share prices up, making many
stocks appear overvalued. For this reason, we have reduced the allocation to this sector of the portfolio in order to realize
the substantial gains made by these assets in 2013 from approximately 16 to 7 percent.
Five stocks in the portfolio, Agilent, Covidien, United Health, WellPoint, and St. Jude’s have realized their underlying value,
and thus warrant a sell recommendation. Three stocks in the portfolio, Abbott, Express Scripts, and Exelixis are underval‐
ued in the market as per our analysis. Accordingly, we recommend a hold position for these three stocks. Finally, we rec‐
ommend that the portfolio increase its holdings of PDL BioPharma due to its significant upside potential and strong value.

An Update on Health Care Reform
The confirmation by the Supreme Court of the constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act (henceforth referred to as the
ACA) gives analysts a green light to factor its changes firmly into future assumptions. Furthermore, the Obama administra‐
tion’s recent announcement that they have hit their enrollment target of 7 million individuals leads us to believe that the
law will continue to shape the health care marketplace of this decade. The primary beneficiaries of these reforms will be
care providers and managed‐care organizations, particularly those with established market share and wide economic
moats. Furthermore, pharmacy benefit managers (such as Express Scripts) may see the greatest benefit from the law, as
their business is highly volume‐dependent and any increase in those with coverage is sure to positively impact their reve‐
nues. Pharmaceutical manufacturers of generic drugs will also likely see healthy increases in revenues, while brand‐name
producers may find a headwind in lowered Medicare reimbursement. Finally, medical device firms may find this new envi‐
ronment more challenging than previously, with lowered reimbursement and a new excise tax on devices acting as sub‐
stantial hurdles to their current growth trajectories.

Demographics
With the Baby Boomer generation reaching typical retirement age at a staggering 8‐10,000/day, the health care industry
must simultaneously grow operations while increasing efficiencies to meet the demands of a new regulatory environ‐
ment. Given that the majority of an individual’s health care costs occur in the post‐retirement stage of life, this demo‐
graphic trend in particular should continue to provide healthy, secular growth in U.S. revenues for the rest of this decade
and the better part of the next one.
While this trend is also present in Europe and other developed economies, ongoing uncertainty in both macroeconomic
growth and government finances continues to present a headwind for growth in the Eurozone. Furthermore, the large
potential market in Russia (which is also facing a similar demographic transition) is likely to be increasingly inaccessible,
especially to U.S.‐based multinationals as international politics heighten tensions between the two nations.

Conclusion
With much of the uncertainty surrounding the ACA implementation largely resolved, we predict that several sub‐
industries within the health care sector will benefit from this. In particular, we believe that the pharmacy benefit man‐
agement sector, represented by Express Scripts in our portfolio, will continue to make gains throughout 2014. While
managed care organizations such as United Health will likely benefit as well, the outsize gains made by them and others
last year presents a significant obstacle to assigning a buy or hold recommendation, as they are already overvalued by
consensus estimates. This is indicative of many of the stocks in our portfolio, such as St. Jude’s Medical and WellPoint,
which have decent growth prospects in 2014 from a company perspective but who also have shot up so fast in stock price
that correction is almost inevitable. Therefore, we recommend that the portfolio realize the majority of these gains and
overall reduce the size of the sector in order to better accommodate for the market conditions in 2014.
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Abbottt Laborratorie
es ABT
Recomm
mendation
Hold

Valuation
$80.00

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow

Neutral
Positive

Relative Stre
ength

Neutral

Last Price
P
$38
8.47

As of
0 3/28/2014

Style
Large Coree

Diviidend Yield
4.62%

The m
on to the spin
n‐off has been generally
market reactio
posittive, with the sstock increasin
ng 10 percent upon the
finaliization of the ssplit. Howeverr, the stock priice lagged
both the S&P and the industry as a whole th
hroughout
unding its
20133, possibly refflecting uncerttainties surrou
futurre performancce without itss pharmaceuttical busi‐
ness..
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan
Whilee it may be too
o early to draw
w firm conclusions
abouut Abbott’s perrformance with
hout their pharrmaceuti‐
cal d ivision, their FYY2013 financiaals are a mixed
d bag.

Introduction
Abbott Laboraatories is a dive
erse medical prroducts cor‐
poration who primarily sells branded gene
eric drugs, di‐
mula, and internal medical
agnostic devicces, infant form
devices to retaailers, wholesaalers, hospitals, health care
facilities, laboratories, physiccians’ offices, and
a govern‐
000 people
ment agenciess. The company employs 69,0
and posted FYY2013 revenuess of $21.8 billio
on.
Fundamental Analysis
Following the spin‐off of Abb
bVie, the reseaarch‐based
A
that oncce constituted
pharmaceuticaal division of Abbott
its core busine
ess, Abbott hass embarked on
n a mission to
cut costs and improve
i
efficie
encies as it rep
positions itself
as an international multi‐pro
oduct and multti‐market firm..
eir geographicaal exposure to only 30 per‐
By shifting the
cent U.S. throu
ugh their divesstiture, Abbott has traded
short‐run stocck market gainss for a diversifiied approach
that appears poised
p
to generate healthy re
eturns in the
long run as Europe recovers and emerging markets re‐
um.
gain momentu

bVie has left Ab
bbott with justt over half
The sspin‐off of Abb
of th eir previous reevenues and diid relatively litttle to
n‐size analysis reveals
loweer operational ccosts. Common
8 to 46 percentt of reve‐
that COGS has increeased from 38
wn from appro
oximately
nuess with operatinng incomes dow
nues to just ab
bove 12 percen
nt.
20 peercent of reven
On a positive note,, the divestiturre of AbbVie haas sub‐
Abbott’s non‐ccurrent liabilities, spe‐
stanttially reduced A
cificaally through a ssignificant redu
uction in pensiion obli‐
gatioons and long‐teerm debt.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
Withh Abbott only o
one year out from a significan
nt change
difficult to draw
w any firm con
nclusions
in opperations, it is d
regarrding their likeely future perfo
ormance based
d only on
a singgle year of datta. Overall, Abb
bott appears to
o be well
posittioned for worlldwide growth
h over the nextt decade
throuugh their diverrse product and
d market mix, some‐
thingg that also insu
ulates them fro
om the risk of aany single
markket failing to deeliver
n well in
Conssidering these ffactors alongsiide a valuation
excesss of their currrent market prrice, we recommend
that tthe portfolio m
maintain its holdings of Abbo
ott Labor‐
atori es.
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Agilen
nt Tech
hnologiies, Incc. A
Recomm
mendation
Seell
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
n
$23.00

Last Prrice
$56.3
36

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Large Core

Divid
dend Yield
1
1.01%

due tto Agilent’s asssurance that th
hey will maintaain or
increease their curreent dividend yiield while conttinuing
theirr share repurch
hase program tto maintain thee current
level of shares outsstanding.
he divestiture h
has been
Whilee the market’ss reaction to th
largeely positive, thee near‐term im
mplications are not as
certaain. Poor perfo
ormance from tthe electronic meas‐
urem
ment division in
n FY2013 causeed them to low
wer the
EPS ttarget for FY20014 from $3.03
3‐$3.33 to $2.9
96‐$3.16.
Whilee Agilent will rretain its more profitable seggments
afterr the spin‐off, tthis could negaatively affect th
he stock’s
perfoormance in thee short term, eespecially after a more
than robust year in
n 2013 with a n
nearly 36 pereccent in‐
creasse in share pricce.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
Agilent Techno
ologies was spun off from He
ewlett‐Packard
d
in 1999 and is today a leader in the medicaal diagnostics
ent offers “the broadest rangge of innova‐
business. Agile
tive measurem
ment solutions in the industryy,” with oper‐
ations in Chem
mical Analysis, Life Sciences, Diagnostics
D
and Genomicss, and Electronic Measurement sectors.
The company employs 20,60
00 people and posted
ues of $6.8 billion.
FY2013 revenu

Desppite their strong performancee on the stock market,
Agileent’s FY2013 reesults were thee opposite of w
what you
woulld expect for a stock up 36 peercent over thee year.
me all fell for tthe first
Reveenues, marginss, and net incom
time since the finan
ncial crisis, cau
using EPS to shrink by
more, common
n‐size
over one third to $2.10. Furtherm
analyysis reveals thaat COGS as a percent of revenues is at
a 4‐yyear high whilee research and development spending
is jusst above historric lows.

Fundamental Analysis

ommendation
Concclusion & Reco

Agilent announced in Septem
mber 2013 that their elec‐
tronic measurement businesss would be spun off in late
w publicly trade
ed company, Ke
eysight Tech‐
2014 as a new
nologies, Inc. With
W revenuess of $2.9 billion
n in FY2013,
the electronic measurementt business reprresents rough‐
o their sales, this
t decision significantly
ly 43 percent of
impacts Agilen
nt’s direction as
a the companyy will focus on
their chemicall analysis, life sciences,
s
and diagnostics
d
sectors.

Ultim
mately, the spin
n‐off of Agilentt’s electronic m
measure‐
mentt business shou
uld prove to bee a profitable m
move for
the ccompany. How
wever, poor perrformance lead
ding up to
the ddivestiture will likely degradee investor conffidence
and kkeep share pricce growth in 2014 to a minim
mum.

eaction to the announcement
a
t was over‐
The market re
whelmingly po
ositive, with the stock rising by
b 6 percent
that week and
d by 16 percentt since then. Th
his is likely

ositive
Whilee Agilent may recover momeentum once po
signss start emergin
ng after the divvestiture, it is u
unlikely
that tthe 36 percentt appreciation since we purchased the
stockk will be maintained in the sh
hort run. We rrecom‐
mendd our position be liquidated to realize these gains as
the sstock is currenttly trading at 2
245 percent of our valu‐
ationn.
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Covidiien PLC
C COV
Recomm
mendation
Seell

Valuation
n
$60.00

Last Prrice
$72.8
80

Technical Analysis
A
Bollinger Ba
ands
Money Flow
w
Relative Strrength

Neutral
Posittive
Neutral

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Large Core

Divid
dend Yield
1
1.48%

mediical supplies seegment, the siggnal is clear that
Coviddien intends on
n maintaining and widening their
econnomic moat.
ovidien faces in
n the near term
m is their
A chaallenge that Co
reliannce on a still‐u
uncertain U.S. m
market for halff of their
revennue, as the AC
CA implementation is likely to
o increase
theirr costs through
h a more stringgent regulatoryy envi‐
ment. This could have the effeect of reversing gains in
ronm
oper ational efficien
ncy from their consolidation strategy
curreently in progress. Furthermore, Johnson & Johnson’s
entryy into their sofft tissue market represents a signifi‐
cant threat to grow
wth in a sector that comprises approx‐
imateely 10 percentt of their overaall revenues.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
Covidien PLC is an Irish‐base
ed medical devices and sup‐
plies companyy that operatess worldwide. Covidien’s
Medical Devices division dessigns, manufacctures, and
w
their
sells endomecchanical surgicaal equipment while
Medical Supplies designs, manufactures, and sells nurs‐
plies to primarry care provid‐
ing and operatting room supp
ers. The comp
pany employs 38,500
3
people and posted
FY2013 revenu
ues of $10.2 biillion.
Fundamental Analysis
Having recently divested the
eir pharmaceuttical division,
ow in the pro‐
now known ass Mallinckrodt,, Covidien is no
cess of stream
mlining operatio
ons and focusin
ng on becom‐
ing a pure med
dical device firrm. In the yearss leading up to
o
the separation
n, Covidien had
d been heavily investing in
their research and developm
ment, doubling their budget
a they sought to gain markett share and
in four years as
drive top‐line growth. Now that
t
Mallinckro
odt has been
f
seems to
o be shifting aw
way from top‐
divested, the focus
line growth an
nd towards delivering greaterr profits and
higher dividen
nds. In fact, Covvidien returned
d 130 percent
of their 2013 free
f
cash flow to shareholderrs through
dividends and share repurch
hases. When co
ombined with
d
for
their heavy focus on high‐maargin medical devices
ment spending over their
their research and developm

Coviddien’s financial statements reeflect the company’s
new focus on efficiency and botto
om‐line growth. Since
divessting Mallinckrrodt, cost of revenue has falleen from
42.5 percent to 40 percent of revvenues. Furthermore,
ortion of reven
nues in
net inncome is at itss highest propo
five yyears. On the o
other hand, ovverall operatingg expens‐
es arre also at their highest propo
ortion of revenues in the
driven by increeases in
samee five‐year period, primarily d
restrructuring and sselling, generall, and administtrative
expeenses.
ut is the
Lookking at the balaance sheet, onee clear standou
over the last three years,
rapidd increase in trreasury stock o
doubbling from 20122 to 2013. While this effectivvely pro‐
videss shareholders with a supplement to divideends, it
also iimplies that th
he company maay be either ou
ut of prof‐
itablee research and
d developmentt endeavors or strug‐
glingg to meet EPS ttargets.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
Whilee Covidien app
pears to be rep
positioning itseelf to
grow
w with the chan
nging healthcare environmen
nt, the
futurre remains high
hly uncertain. With seven inssiders
sellinng a significantt amount of shares in December and a
valuaation 20 percent short of thee share price, itt seems
prud ent for the portfolio to sell itts holdings of C
Covidien
PLC.
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Expresss Scrip
pts ESR
RX
Recomm
mendation
Ho
old

Valuation
n
$85.00

Last Priice
$75.60
0

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Relative Stre
ength
Relative Stre
ength

Neu
utral
Positive
Neu
utral

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Large Growth
h

Divid
dend Yield
‐

and W
Wal‐Mart. While Express Scripts faces some serious
comppetition in a m
market with relaatively low barrriers to
entryy, their markett share alone ggives them an aadvantage
that is very difficultt to replicate q
quickly.
onfirmation of the Affordablee Care Act
The ppassing and co
has ssignificant pottential impact on Express SScripts. By
closinng the coveragge gap with reespect to Medicare part
D annd prohibiting insurers from
m placing a cap on pre‐
scrip tion drug beneefits, it is likelyy that the ACA
A will have
a nett positive impaact on Expresss Scripts in thee near fu‐
ture.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
Express Scripts Holding Company is a U.S.‐based corpo‐
ovides pharmacy benefit man
nagement and
ration that pro
other businesss services to cu
ustomers in the
e U.S. and
Canada. The company emplo
oys 30,000 peo
ople and post‐
2 billion.
ed FY2013 revvenues of $98.2
Fundamental Analysis
From a compe
etitive standpo
oint, Express Sccripts is in a
mixed position
n. On one hand
d, their rapid growth
g
has
enabled them to become on
ne of the most powerful
ng 1.3 billion
players in the within the marketplace, fillin
3. On the otherr hand, the com
mpetitive
claims in 2013
landscape is fu
ull of a diverse array of challe
engers, with
other indepen
ndent Pharmaccy Benefit Management
(PBM) compan
nies, Managed Care Organizaations (MCO)
such as Aetna or Cigna, and retail outlets such
s
as CVS

Expreess Script’s finaancial statemeents reveal a co
ompany
that is undergoing massive growtth. Revenues in
ncreased
wth of
400 ppercent since 22009, with botttom‐line grow
over 230 percent d
during the same period. While Express
with net incomees of less
Scrippts’ margins aree razor‐thin, w
than 2 percent of rrevenues. While such a trend
d is to be
pany in a stron
ng market‐sharre growth
expeected of a comp
phas e, Express Scriipts will have to increase efficiency in
want to generate enough freee cash
the ffuture if they w
flow to satisfy investors.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
Desppite the very sstrong perform
mance of their stock in
20133, Express Scrip
pts appears to
o be positioned
d to grow
furthher with the cchanging healtthcare landscaape. Their
rapidd growth happ
pened at just tthe right time to enable
them
m to benefit m
most from chaanges in the rregulatory
envirronment, and it is this size tthat should prrove most
usefuul in maintain
ning a compettitive advantagge as the
indusstry consolidattes further. W
With a valuation clear of
the ccurrent share p
price, we recom
mmend that th
he portfo‐
lio m
maintain its hold
dings of Expresss Scripts.
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Exelixiis, Inc. EXEL
Recomm
mendation
Bu
uy
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
n
$7.00

Last Prrice
$3.57
7

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Small Core

Divid
dend Yield
‐

m competitors ssuch as Johnso
on & Johnson and Bayer
from
weree stopped earlyy.
bullish
Desppite this uncerttainty, there is reason to be b
abouut Exelixis. Com
metriq has show
wn significant promise
in treeating cancers outside of its iinitial designattion of
thyrooid cancer. Furrthermore, parrtnerships with
h Glax‐
oSmiithKline and Ro
oche demonstrrate that the company
is vieewed with prom
mise by some o
of the major players in
the ppharmaceutical industry.

ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
Exelixis, Inc. is a California‐based biopharm
maceuticals
company engaaged in the devvelopment of small‐
s
molecule therapies for certaain types of can
ncers. The
ploys 227 people and posted FY2013 reve‐
company emp
nues of $31 million.
m
Fundamental Analysis
Exelixis’ primaary hurdle is the significant un
ncertainty
that surroundss its pharmace
eutical pipeline
e as only one
drug, Cometriq
q, has been ap
pproved by the FDA. To make
e
matters worse
e, a recent announcement that phase III
trials will not be
b stopped earrly has caused their stock to
fall by nearly 50
5 percent, like
ely because sim
milar drugs
.

Exelixxis’ financial sttatements are difficult to anaalyze giv‐
en itss small size and
d highly irregular revenue strreams. In
theirr 10‐k, the com
mpany writes th
hat they have d
derived
orative researcch and
all off their revenuees from collabo
deveelopment agreeements with otther pharmaceeutical
comppanies. This haas resulted in vvery inconsistent reve‐
nuess with FY2013’ss results down 30 percent fro
om 2012
nt from 2011.
and oover 80 percen
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
Desppite their highlyy uncertain dirrection, Exelixiss has sig‐
nificaant upside potential should C
Cometriq pan o
out into a
mult i‐use cancer drrug. Furthermo
ore, the recentt sell‐off
of th eir stock has leeft it trading att half or less off both
uation. For thiss reason,
conseensus estimatees and our valu
we reecommend thee portfolio incrrease its holdin
ngs of
Exelixxis, Inc.
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Mallin
nckrodtt PLC MNK
M
Recommend
dation
Sell

Valuation
V
$42.00

Last Pricce
$62.52

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A
As of
03/ 28/2014

Style
wth
Large Grow

Divide
end Yield
‐

Malliinckrodt’s flagsship branded o
opiod, Exalgo, ffaces
geneeric pressure beeginning in Julyy 2014. With liittle re‐
sourcces for marketting it effectiveely, Mallinckrod
dt faces
an upphill battle in b
building their o
own brand. Finally, their
phar maceutical pip
peline featuress few compoun
nds with
uniquue applicationss, significantly increasing Maallinck‐
rodt’’s potential riskk from an investor standpoin
nt.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

Introduction
Mallinckrodt iss the result of the spin‐off off Covidien’s
pharmaceuticaal division effe
ective in July off 2013.
Mallinckrodt develops,
d
manu
ufactures, marrkets, and dis‐
tributes brand
ded and generic pharmaceutiicals to hospi‐
tals and pharm
macies. The com
mpany employys 5,500 peo‐
ple and posted
d FY2013 reven
nues of $2.2 biillion.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Mallinckrodt iss one of the largest producerrs of opioid
painkillers on the market. Th
his market, how
wever, faces
essures from th
he public conce
eption that
long‐ term pre
they are overp
prescribed and
d dangerous an
nd the signifi‐
cant regulations already in place.
p
Furtherm
more,

Malliinckrodt showss relatively stable revenues o
over its
threee‐year reported operational period, but common‐
size aanalysis reveals that their op
perational costss as a
prop ortion of reven
nues has risen from 33 to neearly 40
perceent. The impacct of this is cleaarly seen on neet in‐
comee, which has faallen from 7.8 tto a mere 2.6 p
percent
of revvenues. Simplyy put, Mallinckkrodt shows cleear signs
of deecreasing operational efficien
ncy.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Withh a limited period of operatio
ons over which to ana‐
lyze, assessing Mallinckrodt’s finaancial and operational
What information is availablee shows
healtth is difficult. W
troubbling signs of a company with
h a shaky comp
petitive
posittion, rapidly sh
hrinking margin
ns, and few cerrtain pro‐
spectts for growth in the future.
uation of $42, ccombined with
h its 50
Malliinckrodt’s valu
perceent gain on thee market in 2013 signal us to
o recom‐
mendd that the porttfolio sell its ho
oldings of Malllinckrodt
PLC
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PDL BiioPharrma, In
nc. PDLI
Recomm
mendation
Buy
B
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
$17.00

Last Price
P
$8.2
23

Neu
utral
Positive
Neu
utral

As of
03
3/28/2014

Style
Small Coree

Divid
dend Yield
8
8.12%

theirr significant holdings of paten
nts and other rroyalty
d nearly
assetts which enable PDL to earn significant and
cost‐‐free revenues which can be painlessly distributed
to shhareholders.
Anotther positive sign from PDL iss their recent vvictory in
a suitt with Genetecch that enabless them to earn
n higher
royallties on and recognize revenu
ue for one of their most
lucraative patents until 2016, softeening the blow
w from the
patennt’s expiration
n in late 2014.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
PDL BioPharm
ma, Inc. is a Nevvada‐based bio
opharmaceuti‐
cal company that manages patents
p
and royyalty assets as
ops cancer and immunologicaal disease
well as develo
treatments. Th
he company em
mploys 10 people and post‐
ed FY2013 revvenues of $443
3 million.

PDL iis in excellent ffinancial health
h, demonstrating year‐
over‐‐year revenue growth for fivee years and staable mar‐
gins. Furthermore, they have recently completeed a fi‐
h has enabled them to reducce their
nanccing deal, which
n to only $48 m
million.
long‐‐term debt from $180 million
Whilee a glance at th
heir balance sh
heets might tell the
readeer that they haave traded longg‐term debt fo
or short‐
term
m debt, this hass resulted from
m financing deaals with
ms that enablee them to collecct sub‐
severral biotech firm
stanttial royalties fo
or several yearss.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco

Fundamental Analysis
PDL is relatively unique amo
ong biotech firm
ms for several
p
is re‐
reasons. Firstlyy, its dividend yield of 7.25 percent
markably high for its industrry. Secondly, it is trading at
only 5 times price to earninggs while the ind
dustry as a
ng at a stratosp
pheric 108 times earnings
whole is tradin
These seeminggly anomalous results are like
ely caused by

From
m the standpoiint of a long‐teerm value inveestor, PDL
is ann excellent barrgain right now
w at just abovve $8 per
sharee. The uncerttainty surroun
nding the stocck in late
20133 has cleared, leaving a company with heaalthy reve‐
nue streams, stron
ng dividends, aand very low operating
we recommend
d that the
costss. With a valuaation of $17, w
portffolio increasee its holdingss of PDL BiioPharma.
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St. Jude Mediical, In
nc. STJ
Recomm
mendation
Seell

Valuation
n
$62.00

Last Prrice
$66.2
22

A
As of
28/2014
03/2

Style
Small Coree

Divid
dend Yield
2
2.24%

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Neu
utral
Positive
Neu
utral

ndamentals of St. Jude’s
Desppite these challlenges, the fun
businness are very strong. Their co
ompetitive possition
overaall relies on an
n excellent porttfolio of intelleectual
prop erty that has p
placed it in the top 10 medicaal device
ore, the
firmss as ranked by the Patent Boaard. Furthermo
oligoopolistic structu
ure of their maarket puts St. Jude’s in a
stronng position to aacquire any staartups that preesent an
oppoortunity to streengthen their p
product portfolio.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan
Exam
mining St. Jude’’s income stateement, we seee a few
troubbling signs. Revvenue growth has stagnated since
peakking in 2011. Fu
urthermore, op
perational efficciency has
steaddily declined w
with cost of salees at a five‐yeaar high
and nnet income as a percentage o
of revenue at a five‐
year low.

Introduction
St. Jude’s Med
dical, Inc. is a Minnesota‐base
M
ed medical
device company that producces a wide rangge of endo‐
p
for caardiac pathol‐
and exomechaanical devices primarily
ogies. These devices are also
o integrated intto remote
monitoring sysstems for physsicians. The com
mpany em‐
ploys 16,000 people
p
and possted FY2013 re
evenues of
$5.5 billion.

ome red flags. For in‐
Theirr balance sheet also shows so
stancce, growth in liiabilities has sttrongly outpaced
grow
wth in propertyy, plant and equipment, with intangi‐
ble a sset growth faailing to reconccile the difference.
On a positive note,, the company’’s cash balancees have
beenn improving over the last fivee years. This haas led to
healtthy dividend grrowth and sign
nificant share rrepur‐
chasees a welcome ssign for investo
ors.

Fundamental Analysis

Concclusion & Reco
ommendation

St. Jude’s Med
dical, Inc. facess some significaant challenges
moving into 20
014. A strong early
e
leader in the develop‐
ment of implantable defibrillators, St. Jude
e’s is now in a
d place position to Medtronicc with Boston
distant‐second
Scientific hot on
o their heels. Furthermore, the imple‐
mentation of the
t ACA presen
nts several pottential head‐
winds for St. Jude’s. The med
dical device exxcise tax is
e board. Furthe
ermore, the
sure to raise costs across the
mbursements will
w likely have
push to lower Medicare reim
pact on revenu
ue growth in th
he short run.
a negative imp

Overrall, St. Jude’s medical is a sstrong compan
ny experi‐
encinng a slight slow
wdown in theirr business com
ming out of
20133. While this w
would typically be a good tim
me to buy
the sstock, the marrket has sent it flying up weell over 50
perceent since bein
ng acquired byy the portfolio
o. Keeping
this in mind, a vaaluation slightly short of th
he current
d that the
sharee price meanss that we musst recommend
portffolio realize its gains and seell their holdings of St.
Jude’’s Medical.
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United
dHealth
h Grou
up, Inc. UNH
Recomm
mendation
Seell

Valuation
n
$80.00

Last Prrice
$81.6
62

Technical Analysis
A
Bollinger Ba
ands
Money Flow
w
Relative Strrength

Neu
utral
Positive
Neu
utral

Introduction
UnitedHealth Group, Inc. is a Minnesota‐based diversi‐
mpany that offfers a wide ran
nge of health
fied health com
plans to individuals, small‐ to
o large‐sized businesses, and
d
e
the public secttor. The compaany employs 156,000 people
and posted FYY2013 revenuess of $122.5 billlion.
Fundamental Analysis
United Health is one of the largest Manage
ed Care Or‐
MCO) in the maarketplace, a significant fac‐
ganizations (M
tor in today’s health care environment, wh
hich appears
ng the econom
mies of scale brought about
to be rewardin
through conso
olidation. This large
l
reach allo
ows it to par‐
ticipate in man
ny of the newlyy established health
h
care
exchanges nattionwide, providing an excellent oppor‐
tunity for grow
wing its revenu
ue base. Furthe
ermore, these

A
As of
8/2014
03/28

Style
Laarge Core

Dividend Yield
1.50%

econnomies of scalee also translatee into better prricing
strat egies, a necesssary factor in tthe coming yeaars as
osts mount for MCO’s.
presssures to cut co
mplemen‐
Howeever, not all faactors relatingg to the ACA im
tatio n are a net po
ositive for Unitted Health. Th
heir status
as thhe largest playyer in Medicare Advantage aand Medi‐
caid programs putts them in thee position of h
having the
ursements
mostt to lose as pressures to reeign in reimbu
contiinues.
Finan
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
An annalysis of theirr income statem
ment shows heealthy
revennue growth an
nd relatively staable margins. H
However,
comm
mon‐size analyysis reveals thaat selling, geneeral, and
admiinistrative expeenses have been on the rise as a pro‐
portiion of revenuees, highlighting the need for eexpansion
into hhigher‐margin lines of busineess or an increased fo‐
cus oon cost cutting.
on their financiial statements is the
A maajor standout o
signifficant rampingg up of share reepurchases in tthe last
few yyears. While it is impossible tto discern the exact
impaact on their shaare price this h
has had, we can
n assume
that tthese repurchases cannot co
ontinue to increase in‐
definnitely and as su
uch, their impaact on the stock price
will bbegin to trail offf.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
Whilee United Heallth shows heaalthy revenuess and real
grow
wth prospects aas the ACA soliidifies in the health care
landsscape, their ou
utsize gains in the market o
of 2013 as
well as their realizaation of their vvaluation givess us ample
portfolio sell itss holdings
reasoon to recommeend that the p
of Unnited Health.
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WellPo
oint In
nc. WLP
P
Recomm
mendation
Seell

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
n
$100.00

Last Prrice
$97.6
62

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

A s of
03/28
8/2014

Style
Laarge Core

Dividend Yiield
1.81%

A maajor factor thatt must be conssidered in determining
an innvestment deciision for WellP
Point is its histo
ory of
has been brougght on, as
undeerperformancee. A new CEO h
of latte 2013, which
h, combined wiith the release of 2013
finanncials, appears to have increaased confidencce in the
stockk as it has gained 10 percent in the last month
alonee.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
WellPoint Inc. is an Indiana‐b
based manage
ed care organi‐
zation that offfers a wide range of health plans to indi‐
viduals, small‐‐ to large‐sized businesses, an
nd the public
sector. The company employys 48,200 peop
ple and posted
d
ues of $71 billion.
FY2013 revenu
Fundamental Analysis
Similar to Unitted Health, We
ellPoint is also a large‐scale
managed care
e organization with
w significant geographic
reach. With a customer base
e of 35 million as well as op‐
n
erations under the Blue Crosss/Blue Shield brand name in
s
14 states, WelllPoint has the advantage of significant
name recognittion. These facctors strongly contribute
c
to
the kind of eco
onomic moat necessary
n
to be
e a successful
MCO in a postt‐ACA healthcare market.

An annalysis of theirr income statem
ment shows th
he clear
impaact of new man
nagement. Thiss past year, revvenues
weree up nearly 20 percent from 2
2012, and whille top‐line
grow
wth has outpaced profits, a sttrategy of aggrressively
expa nding market share at the co
ost of profits iss likely to
servee them well in the coming yeears as cost preessures
on M
MCO’s mount and only the larrgest will be ab
ble to
delivver economic p
profits.
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco
WellPPoint’s underp
performance in
n recent years has been
offseet by its significcant share repu
urchases that h
have un‐
doubbtedly buoyed the stock pricee. With that treend on
the ddecline and new
w managemen
nt in place, the pressure
is on for WellPoint to finally live u
up to its poten
ntial and
proviide value that is more substaantial.
nderlying valuee through
WellPPoint’s realizattion of their un
substtantial gains on
n the market in
n 2013 signals us to
recom
mmend that th
he portfolio sell its holdings o
of Well‐
Pointt.
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Industrials
Overview
The industrial sector encompasses a wide range of industrial firms that supply the machinery, equipment, parts, and ser‐
vices that other companies use to operate in their businesses.
Following the 2007–09 economic recession, manufacturing‐specific indicators began to show year‐over‐year improve‐
ments in late 2009, as did revenue and earnings figures for industrial companies. In 2010, industrial machinery companies
built on this momentum as the economic recovery gained steam, leading to improved sales and earnings for the group.
Acceleration in the pace of growth continued into early 2011. However, as concerns about world economic growth and
rising commodity prices increased, the pace of growth began to slow.
Economic concerns have heightened through mid‐2012, with a number of European economies in recession and growth
slowing in both the U.S. and emerging markets. We believe the implementation of across‐the‐board cuts that came with
sequestration in March 2013 had a negative impact on the economic recovery as U.S. companied delayed orders and rev‐
enues slowed among large industrial companies. However, we note that even in the face of all these obstacles, industrial
machinery companies have continued to grow.

Fundamental Outlook
Demand for industrial machinery is forecast to pick up as downstream industries regain profit and increase production.
However, we view the recent slowing in global economic growth, along with recessionary conditions in Europe, as signifi‐
cant headwinds for companies in the industry. In our view, positive factors include continued economic growth in the U.S.
and in the emerging markets, especially in Asia and Latin America. We expect manufacturing and machinery usage to ex‐
pand this year in the U.S., and we believe that over the longer term, developing regions should drive industrial machinery
growth.

Conclusion and Recommendation
The fundaments outlook for Industrials sector is somewhat positive. We also note that historically industrials sector has
performed well in early days of economic recovery. Overall, we see the economic situations conducive to industrials sec‐
tor. We believe this sector will outperform the overall market.
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Altra Industrial Motion Corp. AIMC
Recommendation
Sell

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$34.23

Last Price
$34.52

Neutral
Negative

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Small Core

Dividend Yield
1.93%

Altra Holdings, Inc. is headquartered in Braintree, Mas‐
sachusetts.

Fundamental Analysis
Our fundamental outlook for the industrial machinery
sub‐sector is very positive. However, this positive trend
was not the case for Altra as sales declined by (1.37 per‐
cent) from 2012 to 2013. This decline in revenue is at‐
tributed to the decrease in orders form mining compa‐
nies as major customers put a hold on capital expendi‐
tures as they pause to see if commodity prices rise in
2014.

Introduction

Financial Statement Analysis

Altra Holdings, Inc., through its subsidiary, Altra Indus‐
trial Motion, Inc., designs, produces, and markets a
range of mechanical power transmission and motion
control products worldwide. The company’s product
offerings include industrial clutches and brakes for ele‐
vators, forklifts, lawn mowers, oil well draw works, eth‐
anol mixers, packaging machinery, turbines, steel strip
mills, and pumps. It also offers engineered bearing as‐
semblies for cargo rollers, power transmission compo‐
nents, and engineered belted drives. The company sells
its products under multiple brands through its sales
force, industrial distributors, and independent sales rep‐
resentatives. It serves aerospace, energy, food pro‐
cessing, general industrial, material handling, mining,
petrochemical, transportation, and turf and garden
markets.

We expect Altra’s revenue will continue to decline or
remain relatively flat throughout 2014. With little
ground to gain in a saturated and highly competitive
industry substantial growth in volume in not foreseen.
The company’s dividend yield grew by 1 percent.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Using a discounted cash flow model, we believe that
Altra is no longer undervalued and we recommend sell‐
ing our position in this company. Our intrinsic value of
Altra stock is $32.23. This price is moderately lower than
the stock’s current price and we have a prime oppor‐
tunity to cash out on our investments. We also do not
find the potential cash flow to shareholders to be suffi‐
cient to warrant holding our position.
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3M Company MMM
Recommendation
Hold
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$186.69

Last Price
$134.20

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Core

Dividend Yield
2.52%

The company’s performance in 2013 was strong with
none of its divisions losing money. We are even more
optimistic about 3M’s performance in 2014 in light of
continuing economic recovery. 3M invests heavily in
research and development and maintains 40 separate
technology platforms that insulate it from geographic or
economic issues.
We also anticipate significant acquisitions and stock
repurchase by 3M in 2014. Risks to our recommenda‐
tion include a slowing down of the global economy, par‐
ticularly in emerging markets such as Asia and Latin
America, as well as acquisition risks.

Introduction
3M Co. is a global manufacturer operating a broadly
diversified business. The company classifies its business
into six reportable segments ‐‐ Industrial and Transpor‐
tation, Health Care, Display and Graphics, Consumer and
Office, Electro and Communications, and Safety, Securi‐
ty and Protection. The company's products involving
some form of coating, sealant, adhesive, film, or chemi‐
cal additive that increases the product's overall func‐
tionality and usability for consumers.

Considering dividends, the Crummer SunTrust portfo‐
lio’s return on investment in 3M Company in 2013 was
51 percent.

Financial Statement Analysis
We note that the company’s operating margins were
over 21 percent in five of six business segments on 3M,
with some sectors posting substantially higher margins.
These margin levels represent strong profitability in this
industry. We project sales to grow throughout 2014 due
to volume increases and productivity enhancements.

Conclusion & Recommendation
The company is formerly known as Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company, was founded in 1902 and
is based in St. Paul, MN.

Fundamental Analysis
We see economic conditions in the U.S. as moderately
growing and see emerging markets as potential catalysts
for the 3M’s revenue in 2014. The company is well
poised to benefit from early to mid‐stages of economic
recovery, which tends to generate heightened industrial
output and hence demand for 3M’s products.

Favorable economic conditions will allow 3M Company
to benefit from its already strong position in many of
the markets it serves. Moreover, the management has
demonstrated ability to convert cash flow to strong
earnings and dividends.
We estimate the intrinsic value of 3M stock at $186.69,
which is over 20 percent above its current market price
of $134.60. This, combined with strong dividends and
lower risk make 3M Company an attractive investment
choice and we recommend holding this stock.
.
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FedEx Corporation FDX
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$165.22

Last Price
$132.01

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Growth

Dividend Yield
0.45%

evidenced by the departure of competitor DHL from the
U.S. domestic parcel delivery market in 2009. Despite
the expected rise in fuel prices, we foresee FedEx to
continue to exploit its competitive advantage.
Risks for FedEx are its exposure to international/global
trade downturns as well as political interference with its
business.

Introduction
FedEx Corporation provides transportation, e‐
commerce, and business services in the United States
and internationally. It operates in four segments: FedEx
Express, FedEx Ground, FedEx Freight, and FedEx Ser‐
vices. In addition, FedEx offers supply chain solutions,
which include critical inventory logistics, transportation
management, and temperature‐controlled transporta‐
tion services. The FedEx Corporation was founded in
1971 and is headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee.

Fundamental Analysis
FedEx is known for its speedy overnight delivery of par‐
cels. It has been able build on its core strength by in‐
creasing the variety of services it offers customers. Fed‐
Ex has also shown that it is capable of keeping pacing
with demand by adding additional capacity to handle
higher volumes of shipments.
The company possesses a distinctly wide moat, as it
would be difficult for a competitor to duplicate its vast
international shipping network. This unique advantage is

Capital expenditures are also threat as FedEx operates
in an industry that is known for being highly capital in‐
tensive with the replacement and the maintenance of
aircraft. Despite being in a capital‐intensive environ‐
ment, we believe that FedEx will be able to offset this
high cost segment of its business by focusing on higher
margin ground operations.

Financial Statement Analysis
Company net margins have remained consistent over
the last four years at around 4 percent, which is relative‐
ly in line with the industry average. Although the divi‐
dend yield for FedEx is below the industry average, after
taking into account share repurchases expected in 2014,
we foresee substantial cash flow to shareholders.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Given FedEx’s distinct competitive advantage, wide
moat, ability to shift capacity to higher margin opera‐
tions, and substantial cash flow to shareholders in the
form of repurchases we believe FedEx is a strong buy for
2014. Further reinforcing our recommendation, our in‐
trinsic valuation of FedEx is $165.22, 20 percent above
the current price of $132.01.
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General Electric GE
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$18.75

Last Price
$25.88

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Value

Dividend Yield
3.15%

Fundamental Analysis
Neutral
Positive

Introduction
General Electric Company operates as an infrastructure
and financial services company worldwide. It was
founded in 1892 and is headquartered in Fairfield, Con‐
necticut.
The company does business through eight segments:
Power and Water, Oil and Gas, Energy Management,
Aviation, Healthcare, Transportation, Home and Busi‐
ness Solutions and GE Capital. The company’s product
offering across all segments include turbines, surface
and subsea drilling and production systems, nuclear
reactors, electrical distribution and control products,
lighting and power panels, hardware, software, jet en‐
gines, turboprop and turbo shaft engines, medical imag‐
ing and information technologies, freight and passenger
locomotives, underground mining equipment, commer‐
cial and home loans, credit cards, etc.

In 2013, GE saw a decline in revenue by 1 percent which
can be attributed to the decline revenue from GE Capi‐
tal. It is worth noting that GE revenues have remained
largely flat since their decline in 2008. Although GE is an
industry leader in manufactured industrial goods we
believe that it is becoming easier for firms to compete
with GE as programs like Six Sigma and lean manufactur‐
ing are becoming more available to GE competitor’s
which could reduce its low cost advantage. In addition,
GE’s earnings are likely to become more cyclical follow‐
ing their departure from NBC Universal.

Financial Statement Analysis
We expect GE’s revenue will continue to decline or re‐
main relatively flat throughout 2014. With little ground
to gain in a saturated and highly competitive industry
substantial growth in volume in not foreseen.

Conclusion & Recommendation
GE has historically paid a 3.48 percent dividend to its
investors. Yet despite this dividend, we have valued GE
at $18.75 using a discounted cash flow model. Given
that GE will likely not repurchase any shares in 2014, as
it spins off its private label credit card operations, our
intrinsic valuation does not support holding our posi‐
tion.
Our recommendation is to sell our holdings in General
Electric.

.
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Honeywell International, Inc. HON
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$110.15

Last Price
$90.89

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Growth

Dividend Yield
1.93%

oil. Demand in these areas will help Honeywell maintain
a healthy rate of growth.
The greatest feat however for HON in the last decade
has been the restructuring of internal operations to im‐
prove productivity by the Honeywell Operating System.
Since the implementation began, operating margins
have widened as efficiencies strengthened and less prof‐
itable business units sold off. What is left is a more po‐
tent and profitable organization.
Risks for Honeywell include the inherent cyclical nature
of the industrial industry. There is also the risk of a
downturn in the global economy.

Introduction
Honeywell International Inc. operates as a diversified
technology and manufacturing company worldwide. It
operates in four major segments that include Aero‐
space, Automation and Controls, Performance Materials
and Technologies, and Transportation Systems.
Honeywell International Inc. was founded in 1920 and is
headquartered in Morris Township, New Jersey.

Fundamental Analysis
Honeywell International Inc. is a strongly diversified in‐
dustrial company that has spread its resources across a
variety of promising businesses. Instead of competing
directly with industry giants like GE and United Technol‐
ogies, Honeywell has carved out a niche for itself in the
regional jet aircraft arena. A recent win in the Aviation
Segment is the supplying of major mechanical systems
for the Airbus A350.
In addition, Honeywell has continued investing in its
Automation and Control segment and has seen signifi‐
cant growth as a result. Its Performance materials and
Technology segment has recently introduced a process
that helps refiners make gasoline out of thicker crude
.

Financial Statement Analysis
Company net margins have consistently improved over
the last four years with 2013 seeing an increase from 7.8
percent in 2012 to 10.05 percent. The forecasted trend
through 2017 is that margins will reach 14.5 percent as
Honeywell completes the implementation of the Hon‐
eywell Operating System.
Cash flow to shareholder has been around 1.93 percent
and share repurchases are expected to continue into
2014 as Honeywell authorized a $5 billion share buy‐
back program after successfully completing a $3 billion
buy‐back program that began in 2011.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Given Honeywell’s broad international diversification
and distinct competitive advantage within select indus‐
trial segments, we recommend that the portfolio invest
in this company. Our intrinsic valuation of Honeywell is
$110.15, which is 20 percent above the current price of
$90.89.
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Metso Oyi MXCYY (ADR)
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$32.25

Last Price
$32.07

Neutral
Negative

As of
03/28/2014

Style
International

Dividend Yield
2.95%

Fundamental Analysis
Uncertainty in the mining industry during 2013 nega‐
tively affected Metso’s orders from customers. Metso
has recently spun off their paper‐machines unit after
succumbing to pressure from Carl Icahn. A wise cost
cutting maneuver, however the results will not be rec‐
ognized until demand for industrial mining equipment
returns in 2015.

Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
Metso Oyj is a supplier of technology and services to
process industries, including mining, construction, pulp
and paper, power, and oil and gas. Company’s product
and services portfolio includes products across three
segments. The Mining and Construction segment offers
technology, processes, machinery, and services for min‐
ing and minerals processing industry including products
for crushing, feeding, grinding, separation, slurry pump‐
ing and pyro processing. The Automation segment sup‐
plies industry process flow control solutions and services
such as quality controls, automated laboratory testing,
consistency transmitters and ESD valve products. The
Pulp, Paper and Power segment supplies processes, ma‐
chinery and services for the pulp, paper, and power in‐
dustries including products for wood handling, chemical
pulping, etc. The company also engages in automotive
business.
Metso Oyj is headquartered in Helsinki, Finland.

Growth in net income over the last three years has been
a disappointing 4.7 percent with an industry average of
24.3 percent. Metso Oyi, including dividends, retuned a
modest 6 percent to the Crummer SunTrust portfolio in
2013.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Our 12‐month estimate of Metso does not exceed
$32.25. Despite a strong dividend yield of 2.95 percent,
Metso does not meet our investment policy standard
with an intrinsic value 20 percent below the current
market price.
Our recommendation is to sell our holdings in Metso
Oyi.

.
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Paychex, Inc. PAYX
Recommendation
Hold
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$51.40

Last Price
$42.56

Neutral
Negative

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Mid Core

Dividend Yield
2.53%

Paychex is a medium‐sized company that focuses on
small‐to‐medium‐sized businesses, which gives it great‐
er pricing power to take on new clients, increasing gross
margins. At the same time, high customer switching
costs has allowed the Paychex to raise prices annually at
a rate above that of inflation. With the economy slowly
recovering, Paychex will see modest growth to its client
base due to the inexperience of new business owners in
HR management. In addition, Paychex and its main rival,
ADP, make up about 40 percent of the payroll outsourc‐
ing industry, positioning the company for significant
growth opportunities moving forward.

Financial Statement Analysis
Introduction
Paychex, Inc. provides comprehensive payroll and inte‐
grated human resource and employee benefits out‐
sourcing solutions for small‐to‐medium‐sized businesses
in the United States. The Company’s services range from
calculating payroll and filing tax payments to administer‐
ing retirement plans and workers’ compensation.

Fundamental Analysis
Paychex provides easy to use solutions for companies to
outsource their human resources departments. They
provide three main categories for business, which in‐
clude Payroll and Taxes, HR and Employee Benefits. The
first category is self‐ explanatory; HR includes hiring,
compliance and management. The third is comprised
mainly of savings and insurance plans.

Revenue has increased modestly from 2010 to 2013 at
roughly 7 percent. With a small force of employees,
Paychex has earned a little over $2.3 billion in revenues
for 2013. The $2.3 billion in sales translated into a net
income of $569 million, up roughly 3.8 percent from
2012. With an after tax margin around 24.5 percent,
Paychex is in good position expand its business in the
coming future as the economy continues to recover. We
expect sales to continue to grow at around 7 percent.
This expected sale growth combined with a high divi‐
dend yield justifies maintaining our position in Paychex,
Inc.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Through a simple dividend discount model using a his‐
toric growth rate of 5.3 percent, Paychex is under‐
valued by 20 percent and we recommend holding this
position for another year.
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Snap‐on Inc. SNA
Recommendation
Hold
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$141.04

Last Price
$111.80

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Mid Core

Dividend Yield
1.57%

On a geographic basis, we see the largest sales im‐
provement in emerging markets, which continue to rec‐
ord stronger economic gains than those in developed
markets (with sales declines likely to be posted in Eu‐
rope in the near term). On a segment basis, we expect
the biggest gains in the Snap‐On Tools segment, where
SNA has taken actions to expand its market share in
serving the franchised dealer van channel.
Considering dividends, the Crummer SunTrust portfo‐
lio’s return on investment in SNA in 2013 was impres‐
sive 39.89 percent.

Introduction
Snap‐on Inc. is a major global manufacturer and mar‐
keter of high‐quality tool, diagnostic, service and
equipment solutions for professional tool and equip‐
ment users under various brands and trade names.
Products and services include hand and power tools,
tool storage, diagnostics software, information and
management systems, shop equipment, and other solu‐
tions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well
as for customers in areas including aviation, aerospace,
agriculture, construction, government and military, min‐
ing, natural resources and power generation. The com‐
pany also derives income from financing programs used
to facilitate the sale of its products. SNA services these
customers primarily through the mobile van channel;
company direct sales; distributors; and e‐commerce.
Snap‐on Incorporated was founded in 1920 and is head‐
quartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. The company sells its
products in 130 countries.

Fundamental Analysis
We believe that modest global economic growth will
lead to higher order rates and sales across SNA's seg‐
ments.

Risks SNA faces in 2013 include the possibility of a re‐
newed global recession, failure to introduce successful
new products, as well as rising fuel costs for its franchise
fleet.

Financial Statement Analysis
Company net margins were at 11 percent in 2013, which
is in line relative to competitors, and trends suggest it
will continue to improve. This reflects the ongoing effort
by SNA’s management to reduce cost and transform
into a leaner organization.
SNA’s dividend yield is lower than its competition in the
industrial sector. However, SNA has been generous by
increasing dividends year over year and will likely con‐
tinue its share repurchase program into 2014.

Conclusion & Recommendation
SNA’s fundamentals are strong and we expect 7 percent
growth in revenue, after posting 4 percent gains in rev‐
enue in 2013. We anticipate similar improvements in
earnings.
Our intrinsic values for SNA of $141.04 suggests it is
significantly undervalued. We also note that most indi‐
cators are pointing in the right direction for SNA, and it
should repeat its impressive 2013 performance.
We recommend holding our investment in SNA.
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TAL International Group, Inc. TAL
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$35.89

Last Price
$41.97

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Small Value

Dividend Yield
6.27%

Fundamental Analysis
Neutral
Negative

Introduction
TAL International Group, Inc. is a lessor of intermodal
containers and chassis. The Company has two segments:
 Equipment Leasing, in which the Company
owns, leases and disposes containers and chas‐
sis from its lease fleet, as well as manages con‐
tainers owned by third parties, and
 Equipment Trading, in which the Company pur‐
chases containers from shipping line custom‐
ers, and other sellers of containers, then resells
these containers to container traders and users
of containers for storage or one‐way shipment.
TAL International Group, Inc. was founded in 1963 and is
headquartered in Purchase, New York.

The fundamental outlook for TAL international group is
not very positive. Although accelerated recovery in
North American have driven global trade higher, the
benefits of this increased trade was only short lived for
TAL. As seen in the chart TAL’s stock price peaked in
late December 2013. Since then TAL suffered losses due
to an inability to renew many leases, rising interest
costs, as well as rising depreciation costs.
The forward outlook for the shipping container industry
is not promising either. Consolidation in the industry, as
companies such as Maersk and CMA begin working to‐
gether to put empty containers on each other’s ships,
has allowed for the more efficient use of assets. As a
result, there is less of a demand for shipping container‐
leasing companies.

Financial Statement Analysis
Company net margins have declined from 2012 to 2013
by 8 percent. In addition, the company’s debt to equity
is on the rise and is currently at 4.1 versus and industry
average of 3.2.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Given out outlook of the shipping container‐leasing in‐
dustry and the decline in margins for TAL, we recom‐
mend selling our holdings of this company.
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Information Technology
Growth in IT budgets will create demand for application software
The growth in business investment in information technology is set to outpace the growth in total business investment.
Recovering from its slow pace of growth in 2013, spending on IT is expected to increase in 2014. Software spending by
both businesses and governments is expected to be the largest IT expenditure of 2014. Rapid transformation in business
technology is forcing businesses that have been postponing capital IT expenditures to increase expenditures going into
2014. Even though some businesses are hesitant to increase capital spending, large cash balances will likely motivate
highly competitive businesses to reinvest cash in software applications such as cloud‐based software and data security.

Software as a Service companies are creating a tech bubble
Software as a Service (SaaS) is a form of cloud computing that allows businesses to access software thought the internet.
SaaS currently has market share of 15 percent and we expect this triple over the next decade. Since SaaS software can
easily be replicated within a moderate timeframe, SaaS companies are currently facing an intensified threat of new en‐
trants. This growing threat will influence more firms to enter the SaaS market as overall market share increases. An in‐
crease in competition will drastically lower the stock price of SaaS firms that are currently trading with a high premium. In
the past two years, the value of publicly traded SaaS companies has grown by 200 to 400 percent, while the underlying
sales efficiency of marketing and sales reinvestments for those business has remained stagnant. From 2004 to 2011, the
average publicly traded SaaS company held an EV/Revenue multiple of 3 to 5x. Since 2011, that figure has been multiplied
by 4 to 7 times. Today, those ratios stand at 12 to 20x EV/Revenue. We expect the SaaS tech bubble to experience signifi‐
cant headwinds in 2014.

Cyber Security is poised for growth in 2014
Data security is becoming an increasing concern as more business migrate to the cloud and large‐scale cyber‐attacks in‐
crease. Since interaction with cloud‐based software requires connecting to an external server, confidential business data
cannot be internally monitored. This is forcing cloud‐based tech companies, such as SaaS companies, to increase their
data security in order to mitigate the risk of losing customers over a cyber‐attack. The cybercrime network is expanding,
strengthening, and increasingly operating like any legitimate, sophisticated business network. Malicious exploits are gain‐
ing access to web hosting servers, name servers, and data centers. This suggests that hackers are seeking to exploit high‐
reputation and resource‐rich assets. The increasing threat of cybercrime is forcing businesses to increase data security
going into 2014. We expect global cyber security spending to grow at an estimated annual growth rate of 12 percent in
2014.

A mobile‐centric approach with personal clouds
Cloud computing is the ability for both personal and professional users to store data on the internet without the need for
owning servers. Cloud computing is expected to gain even more momentum in 2014 as consumers and employees are
increasingly accessing their personal clouds through mobile devices. Last year, many dominant cloud‐computing compa‐
nies devoted significant research and development measures to ensure long‐term market share in cloud technologies. IT
companies that have been establishing a foothold in the cloud computing industry are poised for growth in 2014.
The chart below illustrates how the S&P 500 Information Technology Index (in blue) has outpaced the S&P 500 (in green).
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Apple, Inc. AAPL
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$644.58

Last Price
$536.86

Neutral
Positive

Introduction

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Core

Dividend Yield
2.27%

on acquisitions, nearly double, what it spent in the same
period a year ago. These mini acquisitions can point
towards what Apple intends to do with its product line.
One of Apple’s biggest acquisitions last year was a com‐
pany called PrimeSense. PrimeSense developed sensors
that allows the user to control software though body
movements. We believe this technology will be applied
to an Apple television set.
Apple’s flagship product, the iPhone, is likely to be up‐
dated in the 3rd quarter of this year. There are rumors
that the new iPhone will have a larger screen and come
in two sizes. Having multiple sizes and a larger screen
will help Apple to compete with the diverse line of An‐
droid mobile phones.

Financial Statement Analysis
Apple Inc. designs, manufactures, and markets personal
computers and mobile communication devises along
with a variety of related software, services, peripherals
and networking solutions. The Company sells its prod‐
ucts worldwide through its online stores, retail stores,
direct sales force, third‐party wholesalers, and resellers.

Fundamental Analysis
Apple’s strength lies in its ability to integrate hardware
and software into mobile devices. Short product life
cycles and high premiums have swayed some Apple cus‐
tomers to the Android platform. However, Apple still
maintains a loyal customer following. Switching costs
associated with Apple’s iOS platform are diminishing as
Android devices are increasingly being designed to ease
the burden of switching platforms.

Apple’s stock price has risen since May 2013, showing
that there is positive momentum for the company going
in 2014. However, the growth of Apple’s profit has
slowed in the past year. Declining profits were a result
lackluster iPhone 5s follow up sales in the 1st quarter of
2014. We project that iPhone 6 sales will help boost
Apple’s stock price.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Through a dividend discount model, using price of com‐
puters and peripheral equipment as a growth driver, the
company is attractively undervalued and we recom‐
mend an increase in the position.

Within the last 15 months, Apple has acquired 20 rela‐
tively small tech companies. Apple spent $525 million
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CA, Inc. CA
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$31.81

Last Price
$30.84

Negative
Negative

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Mid Core

Dividend Yield
3.24%

lack of new entrants, CA has been able to entrench its
market leadership in mainframe services, with profit
margins averaging 60 percent. However, the mainframe
business will continue to experience sluggish growth
moving forward.
Increasing research and development on supporting
multiple versions of older legacy product may hurt CA in
the long run. Overspending on legacy products will
hamper new product innovations. Assuming that most
business will increase IT expenditures in 2014, high
switching cost may be negated by the competitive ad‐
vantage of new technologies.

Introduction
CA, Inc. designs, develops, markets, licenses, and sup‐
ports standardized computer software products. The
Company’s products are used with mainframe comput‐
ers and in client/server environments. CA offers various
enterprise systems management, information manage‐
ment, and SaaS business applications solutions to a vari‐
ety of organizations.

Fundamental Analysis
At first glance, CA may appear to have room for growth,
but legacy products may limits its future options. CA
draws its strength from high switching costs associated
with replacing entrenched IT operations. In addition,
limited substitutes in the marketplace make it difficult
for businesses with large‐scale IT operations to find
suitable competitors. With limited competition and a

Financial Statement Analysis
According to Morningstar, mainframe solutions contrib‐
uted 54 percent to total revenue, Enterprise Solutions
38 percent, and Services 8 percent. Revenue declined
$171 million from fiscal year 2012 to 2013. Cost of rev‐
enue only declined $5 million from fiscal year 2012 to
2013. We project revenue to continue on its downward
trajectory going into 2014. CA repurchased $493 million
worth of shares in 2013. At March 31, 2013, the Com‐
pany remained authorized to purchase approximately
$505 million of its common stock under its current stock
repurchase program.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Using a simple dividend discount model, CA is marginally
undervalued. We recommend a sell position because
CA has fully realized its potential value.
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Cadence Design Systems, Inc. CDNS
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$18.98

Last Price
$15.40

Positive
Positive

Introduction
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. provides software tech‐
nology, design and consulting services technology. The
Company licenses its electronic design automation
software technology and provides a variety of profes‐
sional services. Cadence’s design realization solutions
are used to design and develop complex chips and elec‐
tronic systems.

Fundamental Analysis
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. holds its competitive in
electronic design automation (EDA) tools that are used
in semiconductor manufacturing. The expanding range
of uses for microchips in 2014 will drive demand for EDA
developers. High barriers to entry in the EDA market
allows Cadence to maintain its relatively high economic
moat. Because it is extremely capital intensive for new
companies to develop the scale and resources to design
comparable products, Cadence will be able to maintain
its economic moat in 2014.

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Mid Growth

Dividend Yield
‐

During 2013, Cadence hired an additional 700 employ‐
ees worldwide, mostly for research and development
functions. Expansion in research and development is
vital for Cadence’s future performance, given that fu‐
ture growth largely depends on its ability to enhance its
current product offerings. However, Cadence is prone to
risk with its large research and development expendi‐
tures, as chipmakers will scale back during an economic
lull. We believe this risk will not be a major problem for
Cadence because of consumers demand for new mobile
devices that require complex electronic systems. Ca‐
dence also pursued external growth through the acquisi‐
tion of Forte Design Systems in February 2014. Forte
Design Systems enabled Cadence to have access to a
product called Cynthesizer. Cynthesizer is a highly ad‐
vance tool used by high‐level designers in hardware ar‐
chitecture.

Financial Statement Analysis
As of December 2013, Cadence had no long‐term debt
and $536 in cash and cash equivalents. Cash and cash
equivalents declined $190 million from fiscal year 2012
to 2013 due to hiring new employees and acquiring
Forte Design Systems. Cadence was able to grow its
revenues from 2012 to 2013 by 10.10 percent, while
revenue for the semiconductor industry only grew 5.2
percent.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Through using a free cash flow analysis Cadence Design
Systems is attractively undervalued. We recommend a
buy position for Cadence, due to the company’s strong
competitive advantage and research and development
initiatives.
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EMC Corporation EMC
Recommendation
Hold
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$33.06

Last Price
$27.48

Neutral
Positive

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Core

Dividend Yield
1.44%

cloud computing companies gaining market share, as
cloud computing becomes more mainstream. We be‐
lieve that EMC’s strong sales force will enable EMC to
compete aggressively as competition expands. In addi‐
tion to an aggressive sales force, EMC also maintains its
competitive advantage in high switch costs associated
with migrating data storage platforms. EMC will be able
to leverage its existing assets to capitalize on IT spend‐
ing in 2014.

Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
EMC Corporation develops and delivers information
infrastructure and virtual infrastructure technologies,
solutions and services. The Company manages its busi‐
ness in two broad categories: EMC Information Infra‐
structure and VMware Virtual Infrastructure. EMC In‐
formation Infrastructure provides a foundation for or‐
ganizations to store, manage, protect, analyze and se‐
cure ever‐increasing quantities of information. EMC’s
VMware Virtual Infrastructure business, which is repre‐
sented by EMC’s majority equity stake in VMware, Inc.,
engaged in virtualization cloud infrastructure solutions
utilized by organizations to help them transform the
way they build, deliver and consume IT resources.

Fundamental Analysis
EMC’s leading position in the network storage industry
and 80 percent ownership of VMware make the firm a
major player among cloud infrastructure solutions.
However, EMC does faces the possible threat of other

Offsetting EMC’s otherwise solid balance sheet is $5.4
billion in long‐term debt and $1.6 billion in short‐term
debt. EMC used $770 million of its debt holdings to fi‐
nance EMC’s acquisitions. EMC’s net income growth
during the past 3 years has outpaced the industry aver‐
age by 11 percent. Given the cyclicality of hardware
revenue and increasing competitive pressures going into
2014, we believe EMC’s net income growth will face
some headwinds. However, EMC’s earnings are still
poised to be well ahead of its industry peers in 2014.
In 2013, the company paid out $415 in dividends, and
repurchased $3.7 billion of EMC and VMware shares.
We agree with Morningstar’s projection that EMC will
increase its dividend over the coming years.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Using a free cash flow analysis, with a short‐term
growth rate of 9.6 percent, we believe that EMC is still
attractively undervalued. However, we recommend a
hold position because EMC’s future value may not be
fully realized due to the cyclicality of the hardware rev‐
enue in 2014.
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International Business Machines IBM
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$186.50

Last Price
$190.45

Negative
Negative

Introduction

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Value

Dividend Yield
1.95%

al benefits due to the increasing focus on advanced
technological solutions.
An increased focus on cloud computing will driver large
enterprises to develop their own private clouds, and
IBM is well positioned to build and manage such clouds
for customers. However, at the same time, IBM’s high‐
end computer hardware and mainframe business faces
growing competition from low‐cost cloud‐based servers
that do not require substantial investments in hardware.
Since IBM derives the majority of its revenue from
hardware and services, this will ultimately lower reve‐
nue and hurt profits for IBM’s mainframe business going
forward.

Financial Statement Analysis
IBM Corporation provides computer solutions using ad‐
vanced information technology. The Company’s solu‐
tions include technologies, systems, products, services,
software, and financing. IBM offers its products through
its global sales and distribution organization, as well as
through a variety of third party distributors. IBM’s Soft‐
Layer is a global cloud infrastructure that can power the
most demanding cloud application. IBM has over 120
best‐in‐class software as a service (SaaS) applications
and business process as a service (BPaaS) capabilities.

IBM has $10.4 billion in cash and cash equivalents, and
$33.2 billion in total debt. In addition to a high debt‐to‐
equity ratio, average net income growth from the past
three years was approximately one‐third of the indus‐
try’s average growth. IBM’s board of directors has stat‐
ed that it expects the firm to generate upwards of $20
per share in non‐GAAP earnings in 2015. The company
has announced plans to repurchase $50 billion of stock
and pay out $20 billion in dividends to shareholders
through 2015.

Fundamental Analysis
Conclusion & Recommendation
IBM is a large established company that focuses on
business clients ranging from small companies to large
enterprise. Corporations will also begin offloading cash
to invest in new capital projects and upgrade aging
technology infrastructure. However, investment in soft‐
ware and cloud computing will far outpace investments
in hardware, such as hosted mainframes. As businesses
begin to invest in software, IBM will experience margin‐

Using a dividend discount model, and a historical growth
rate of 5.2 percent, we believe that IBM is overvalued.
We recommend selling this position because IBM will
face headwinds with its hardware mainframe segment
going into 2014.
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Imperva Inc IMPV
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$68.00

Last Price
$55.68

Positive
Positive

Introduction
Imperva, Inc. is engaged in providing data security solu‐
tions focused on providing visibility and control over
business data across systems within the data center.
The Company’s securesphere data security suite is a
solution designed to prioritize and mitigate risks to high‐
value business data, protect against hackers and mali‐
cious insiders and address and streamline regulatory
compliance. SecureSphere is an integrated, modular
suite, which provides database, file and Web application
security and secures all business data across a range of
systems in data centers, including traditional on‐premise
data centers as well as private, public and hybrid cloud
computing environments. The Company also offers on‐
demand, cloud‐based security services.

Fundamental Analysis
Imperva’s core competencies are in enterprise security,
data center security, and high‐value application protec‐
tion. The company has data security solutions that co‐
vers to both the virtual and physical data center. As of

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Small Growth

Dividend Yield
‐

December 31, 2013, Imperva has over 3,000 end user
customers in more than 75 countries. Imperva’s data
security solutions also protect SaaS companies that host
applications on the cloud. Imperva’s goal to further
penetrate its SaaS customer base is in line with our out‐
look for 2014. Continuing to pursue data security oppor‐
tunities as more businesses adopt cloud computing will
drive growth for Imperva in 2014.
Imperva plans to increase awareness of the importance
of data security in 2014. Since the data security market
is in its early stages of growth, we believe this is a good
marketing strategy for a small cap firm like Imperva. We
believe that CIOs will become more risk adverse in 2014,
thus increasing demand for Imperva’s products that
protect high‐value data centers.

Financial Statement Analysis
The company has incurred losses in each fiscal year
since its inception. Net losses attributable to stockhold‐
ers were $10.3 million in 2011, $7.4 million in 2012 and
$25.2 million in 2013. Because of these losses, Imperva
had an accumulated deficit of $98.7 million at Decem‐
ber 31, 2013. However, Imperva generated revenue of
$137.8 million in 2013, an increase of 32 percent over
the $104.2 million in revenue it generated in 2012. We
expect revenue to increase 35 percent in 2014 given our
optimistic outlook for the cyber security industry.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Using a historical growth rate of 30 percent, we believe
that Imperva is currently undervalued by 22 percent.
We recommend buying this position due to Imperva’s
strong position in areas that are expected to benefit
from an increase in cyber‐attacks
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Insight Enterprises, Inc. NSIT
Recommendation
Hold
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$30.17

Last Price
$24.62

Neutral
Neutral

Introduction
Insight Enterprises, Inc. offers information technology
hardware, software and services to large enterprises,
small to medium sized businesses and public sector in‐
stitutions in North America, Europe, the Middle East,
Africa, and Asia‐Pacific.

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Small Value

Dividend Yield
‐

synergies and expand the company’s reach in the Euro‐
zone.
So far, efficiency improvements in product lineup and
cost control have helped offset downward pressure on
Insight’s top‐line. Insight also enhance its technology
offerings in cloud computing, as the cloud market con‐
tinues to gain popularity. Insight has been increasingly
targeting the mobile IT market with its product offerings
and services. Its mobility solutions leverages productivi‐
ty based hardware and software to meet client re‐
quirements.

Financial Statement Analysis
Insight Enterprises finished 2013 with reduced reve‐
nues. Revenue came in at $5.1 billion, lower than $5.3
billion for 2012. While Insight had declining revenues for
2013, we expect revenues to make a comeback in 2014.
A strengthening mobility IT solutions business segment
combined with new software offerings will drive Insight
Enterprise’s revenue going into 2014.

Fundamental Analysis
Conclusion & Recommendation
The company is currently reorganizing its sales force and
has appointed a new regional vice president. Looking
abroad, business remains weak in Europe, the Middle
East and Africa as the global economy tries to find its
footing. European hardware sales saw a jump though,
with the acquisition of Frankfurt‐based Inmac, a tech‐
nology hardware firm. Inmac is expected to provide

Using a free cash flow analysis we believe that Insight is
currently undervalued by 21 percent. We recommend
holding this position because Insight will be able to lev‐
erage its competitive advantage with its mobility and
cloud solutions in 2014.
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Intel Corp INTC
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$24.67

Last Price
$25.62

Negative
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Value

Dividend Yield
3.46%

turers due to lower production costs. This outsourcing
trend has negatively affected Intel’s domestic opera‐
tions. Intel currently has 12 semiconductor fabrication
plants, of which only three are located internationally.
Intel has had limited success in gaining traction with its
mobile device microchips. Growing consumer demand
for mobile devices has forced Intel to create a mobile
chip called Atom. Recently, Atom chips have taken a
beating from ARM chips, as most mobile device produc‐
ers prefer the ARM chip due to its superior energy con‐
sumption.

Financial Statement Analysis
Introduction
Intel Corporation designs, manufactures, and sells com‐
puter components and related products. The company’s
major products include microprocessors, chipsets, em‐
bedded processors and microcontrollers, flash memory
products, graphics products, network and communica‐
tions products, systems management software, confer‐
encing products, and digital imaging products.

Although annual revenue growth was down one percent
in 2013, Intel continues to remain in solid financial
shape. Average net income growth from the past three
years has stayed in line with industry average growth of
negative six percent. At the end of 2013, the firm had
$13.4 billion in in total debt. Offsetting its total debt
liability, Intel currently holds $11.6 billion in cash and
short‐term investments. As of December 28, 2013, $3.2
billion remained available for share repurchases under
the existing repurchase authorization limit.

Fundamental Analysis
Conclusion & Recommendation
The semiconductor industry is expected to recover slow‐
ly in 2104 despite an expected increase in IT spending.
According to IBISWorld, industry revenue is forecast to
increase at an annualized rate of 0.1 percent to $80.8 in
the five years to 2019. Industry revenue is expected to
decrease by two percent in 2014. International semi‐
conductor manufacturers have been able to gain a sub‐
stantial competitive advantage over domestic manufac‐

Using a simple dividend discount model with the price of
semiconductors and electronic component as a growth
driver, Intel is slightly overvalued. We recommend sell‐
ing this position because of Intel’s lackluster perfor‐
mance in the mobile device market and low revenue
projections.
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KEYW Holding Corp KEYW
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$22.72

Last Price
$18.05

Neutral
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Small Growth

Dividend Yield
‐

individual contract accounting for greater than 17 per‐
cent of 2013 revenue. The current political climate to‐
wards government spending on intelligence gathering,
especially covert NSA operations, may threaten the se‐
curity of KEYW’s government contracts. However, the
cyber security market for U.S. government intelligence
agencies continues to be lucrative for KEYW.
KEYW will pursue opportunities in cyberspace and cyber
security for the U.S. government and enterprises in
2014. We believe that KEYW’s strong competitive ad‐
vantage in the U.S. government intelligence community
will prove valuable in selling cyber security solutions to
private enterprises that frequently interact with the U.S.
intelligence community.

Introduction
Financial Statement Analysis
The KEYW Holding Corporation (KEYW), incorporated in
December 2009, is a holding company. The company
provides cyber security and cyber superiority solutions
to defense, intelligence and national security agencies.
The company’s solutions, services and products support
the collection, processing, analysis and use of intelli‐
gence data and information in the domain of cyber‐
space. KEYW’s customers include the National Security
Agency (NSA), other intelligence agencies, the Depart‐
ment of Defense and other federal defense and law en‐
forcement agencies

Revenue increased by $55 million or 23 percent, in 2013
from 2012, because of the full year impact of the 2012
acquisitions and organic growth. However, we project
that revenue will average a 16 percent growth rate for
the next two years. According to KEYW’s 10‐K, they an‐
ticipate that private cyber solutions will drive revenue
growth in 2014. Gross margins decreased slightly as a
percentage of revenue from 2012 to 2013 due to a larg‐
er proportion of subcontract revenue from an acquired
geospace company. High software margins will offset
lower margins from geospace activities in 2014.

Fundamental Analysis
Conclusion & Recommendation
During the past four years, KEYW has acquired seven
information technology companies, the majority of
which helped KEYW retain its current government con‐
tracts for intelligence agencies. We believe these acqui‐
sitions were a good move for KEYW given that the com‐
pany receives most of its revenue for the U.S. govern‐
ment. KEYW’s 2013 revenue is derived from over 150
contracts, the ten largest of which accounted for ap‐
proximately 54 percent of 2013 actual revenue, with no

According to our valuation, KEYW is undervalued by 25
percent. We recommend a buy position because of the
strengthening cyber security market and KEYW’S ability
to leverage its competitive advantage in the U.S. intelli‐
gence community for enterprise cyber security solu‐
tions.
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Microsoft Corp. MSFT
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow

Valuation
$39.07

Last Price
$40.30

Negative
Positive

Introduction
Microsoft Corporation is engaged in developing, licens‐
ing and supporting a range of software products and
services. The Company also designs and sells hardware,
and delivers online advertising to the customers. The
Company’s products include operating systems for per‐
sonal computers (PCs), servers, phones, and other intel‐
ligent devices; server applications for distributed com‐
puting environments; productivity applications; business
solution applications; desktop and server management
tools; software development tools; video games, and
online advertising. It also designs and sells hardware,
such as the Xbox One gaming and entertainment con‐
sole.

Fundamental Analysis
Satya Nadella was appointed as the new CEO of Mi‐
crosoft in 2014, succeeding Steve Ballmer. He was pre‐
viously president of Microsoft’s Cloud and Enterprise
group. We are optimistic about Sataya Nadella as we
believe that he will be able to negate some of the
headwinds Microsoft has been facing from Windows 8
and the Xbox One. Even so, Staya’s new direction for
Microsoft does not possess enough momentum to
change Microsoft’s downward trajectory of its Windows

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Large Core

Dividend Yield
2.47%

OS franchise in 2014. Windows 8 adoption rates have
been disappointing despite Microsoft spending a mas‐
sive amount of cash on its marketing campaign. The
Xbox One continues to face intense completion from
Sony’s PS4. The PS4 is currently outselling the Xbox One
due to the PS4’s superior hardware and number of
games.
Even though Microsoft has had major setbacks in its
core business, the company has been successful in re‐
taining its competitive advantage in the productivity
software market with Microsoft Office. The company
has recently released a subscription‐based service called
Microsoft Office 365. Microsoft Office 365 is a cloud‐
powered, web‐based version of Microsoft’s Office with
enterprise‐grade applications. One of the most notable
advantages Microsoft Office 365 offers is access to Of‐
fice on Apple devices. The ability to access Microsoft
Office 365 on iPhones and iPads should help nudge us‐
ers to singing up to Microsoft Office 365.

Financial Statement Analysis
Although Microsoft’s market share is currently under
fire, the company still has a semi strong financial posi‐
tion. Microsoft has $77 billion in cash and cash equiva‐
lents and approximately $12 billion in long‐term debt.
Disappointing earnings from the past two years has
caused Microsoft’s share price to lose value. Net in‐
come was $16.9 billion in 2012, down from $23.1 billion
in 2011. In 2013, earnings increased 28 percent from its
abysmal level in 2012. However, Microsoft’s earnings
growth of 5.2 percent in 2013 is still far behind the in‐
dustry’s average of 8.2 percent.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Using a simple dividend discount model and a modest
growth rate of 3.1 percent, Microsoft is overvalued.
We recommend a sell position due to Microsoft’s
downward trajectory of its core offerings.
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Materials
Slow and Steady
The Materials Sector encompasses a wide range of commodity‐related manufacturing industries. Included in this sector
are companies that manufacture chemicals, construction materials, glass, paper, forest products and related packaging
products, and metals, minerals and mining companies, including steel producers. In 2013, the Materials sector had annu‐
alized returns 23.1 percent whereas the market as a whole had annualized returns of 32.4 percent.
The volatility in the emerging markets has left the investors of the Materials sector slightly uneasy. There was once again
an overabundance of supply with a decrease in demand. Demand is expected to increase as the world economy continues
to recover but slower than previously expected due to the emerging market uncertainty. Companies in the Materials sec‐
tor are moving towards more prudent capital allocation and divestitures of unnecessary and unprofitable lines of business
that have led to slightly increased margins.
Indicators have led us to believe that the cost of iron ore will decrease in the upcoming year. Companies that sell and ex‐
port iron ore will most likely see a decrease in revenues of that commodity. Conversely, companies that produce steel will
most likely see an increase in margins due to the decrease in costs for iron ore. We predict a rebound in key commodity
prices which, coupled with better asset management and reduced cost structures, should drive the industry back to nor‐
mal profitability.
We are recommending companies with exposure to multiple commodities to take advantage of diversification and our
expectation of a broad recovery in the sector. Our picks are international companies that operate mines in a variety of
countries and have convincing drivers for multiple product lines.
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Buy
Technical An
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Bollinger Ban
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Money Flow
Relative Stre
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Valuation
V
$115.20

Last Priice
$68.37
7

Neutral
Possitive
Neutral

As of
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2
2.40%

POSCCO’s largest export market is China, makingg China’s
grow
wth integral to tthe health of tthe company and vul‐
nerabble to the coun
ntry’s slowdow
wn. POSCO is able to
comppete with the C
Chinese steel m
manufacturers, despite
tradee tariffs imposeed by China, th
hrough its low‐‐cost po‐
sitionn.
he prices
Steell manufacturerrs have heavy exposure to th
of iroon ore, coal, an
nd nickel. Iron ore, the main compo‐
nent,, is predicted tto have decreaasing commodity prices
in 20014 and 2015, w
which is a boon for POSCO. O
On top of
that, POSCO is aiming to increasee its self‐sufficiency in
urrent 30 perceent. This
iron oore to 50 percent from its cu
woulld further stabilize its cost strructure.

Introduction

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

POSCO is a South Korea‐base
ed company en
ngaged in the
o steel produccts. The Compaany operates
manufacture of
in steel busine
ess, engaged in
n the manufactture of hot
rolled steels, electrical
e
galvanized steels, sttainless steels;;
trading busine
ess, engaged in
n the trading off steel prod‐
ucts, chemicall products, automobile parts,, and others;
construction business,
b
engagged in the consstruction of
commercial an
nd residential buildings,
b
and other busi‐
nesses such ass the operation
n of power plan
nts, sale of
refractory products.

In 20013, the Compaany was able to keep profits margins
arou nd 5 percent d
despite the slow
wdown in Chin
na. Reve‐
percent but thee operating maargin only
nuess dropped 2.7 p
fell bby 0.3 percent. This shows that the manageement of
POSCCO is able to keeep profits flow
wing through tto the
invesstors. The pricee to book valuee of 0.6 is grossly below
the m
market averagee of 0.8. and its revenue grow
wth of 20
perceent is much higgher than the iindustry average of 2.1
perceent.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
POSCO is one of the largest steel
s
companie
es in South
mong the most efficient and
Korea with plaants that are am
cost effective in the world. An
A innovation leader for this
CO has increased output thro
ough leading
industry, POSC
edge technolo
ogy and low cost production processes.
p
The
e
Company currrently has apprroximately 50 percent
p
of the
South Korean market while increasing
i
its exports.
e

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Desppite the Compaany’s decreased earnings perr share in
20133, all economic indicators poiint to healthy ggrowth
for P OSCO in 2014.. The projected
d drop in price for iron
o lower POSCO
O’s costs and bo
oost the
ore sshould serve to
profi t margin. With
h these indications in mind, w
we have a
uity.
buy rrecommendatiion for this equ
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Recommend
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Sell

Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Money Flow
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
V
$67.40

Last Priice
$54.72
2

Neuttral
Negative
Posittive

Introduction
Rio Tinto plc iss an international mining com
mpany. Rio
Tinto’s business is finding, mining,
m
and pro
ocessing min‐
eral resourcess. Major produccts are aluminum, copper,
diamonds, gold, industrial minerals,
m
iron ore, thermal,
14, the Com‐
and metallurgical coal and uranium. In 201
ed $51.2 billion
n in revenues that equated
pany generate
to $3.67 billion
n in net income.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Following the loss of $2.99 billion
b
in 2012, the Company
enerate underlying earnings of
o $10.2 bil‐
was able to ge
lion in 2013. The
T loss was atttributed to several factors,
which included
d a decrease in
n cash flows fro
om operationss
due to declinin
ng commodity prices, an incrrease in capital
expenditure aimed at expanding mining caapacity, and a
$14.4 billion accounting charge for goodwill impairment..
mpairment chaarge, the Comp
pany would
Without the im
have generate
ed a healthy ne
et income. Chie
ef executive
Sam Walsh is working
w
on deccreasing operaating and capi‐
tal costs as a means
m
of impro
oving profitability. One way

As of
03//28/2014

Style
Internation
nal

Divid
dend Yield
3
3.50%

mprove profitab
bility for Rio, a company with
h 85 per‐
to im
cent of its EBIT com
ming from iron ore, would bee to in‐
product lines.
creasse the diversification of the p
d increase
Com modity prices are expected tto stabilize and
this uupcoming yearr. The Company will continuee to in‐
creasse production w
ucture,
with the new, lower cost stru
whic h should drivee profits.
hat the influx o
of capital into eemerging
Indiccations show th
n part to the vo
olatility of
markkets is slowing,, mostly due in
thosee markets. Devveloped areas such as the Un
nited
Statees and the Euro
ozone look to b
be the safer invest‐
mentt. As a whole, tthough, the glo
obal economy will grow
at 3.77 percent, which will help inccrease the dem
mand for
Rio’ss products. Thee diversity of Rio’s products p
position
of recovery in a variety
the ccompany to takke advantage o
of seectors and indu
ustries. This alsso provides pro
otection
be experienced
d by a
againnst the volatilitty that might b
comppany that has o
only one produ
uct.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
In 20013, Rio Tinto rreported earnings of $10.2 billion,
whic h is a 10 perceent increase fro
om 2012. Rio aalso in‐
d from $0.93 p
per share to $1
1.92 per
creassed its dividend
sharee. Operating m
margin increaseed from ‐5 perccent in
20122 to 6.8 percent in 2013. 2014
4 appears to be another
year where expensses will increase but revenues will
he profit‐
increease at a largerr rate, thereforre increasing th
abilitty of the company.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Rio bbounced back ffrom its poor p
performance in
n 2012
with relatively strong numbers. A
As of now, the company
mmenda‐
remaains undervalued in the markket. Our recom
tion iis, therefore, tto hold the stocck due to indiccators
show
wing that the C
Company’s stocck is likely to ap
ppreciate
and ddividends mayy be greater thaan the exorbitaant
amouunt distributed
d in 2013.
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The oother issue thaat the companyy faced was a rreduction
of groowth in China.. Investors havve revised theirr growth
estim
mates for Chinaa downward. C
China’s slowdown con‐
tinuees to affect Valle heavily becaause China is th
he world’s
largeest purchaser for iron ore. Ch
hina’s growth, though,
will rremain around
d 7 percent, wh
hich was the prrojection
for laast year as well. The Compan
ny can expect in
ncreased
demaand from otheer developing eeconomies such
h as In‐
dia, B
Brazil, South Ko
orea and Indon
nesia.
mline its
The ccompany is alsso increasing vaalue by stream
oper ation and working on reducttions in its costt struc‐
016 has much lower
ture. The new minee opening in 20
extraaction cost whiich will improvve the company’s mar‐
gins aand drive future profitabilityy.

Introduction
Vale SA is a Brrazil‐based mettals and miningg company.
The Company’’s services are divided into fo
our segments:
bulk material, basic metals, fertilizers,
f
and logistic ser‐
egments includ
de the mining of
o iron ore,
vices. These se
manganese, and ferroalloys,, producing pottash, phos‐
phate, and nitrogen, and transporting the materials.

Fundamenta
al Analysis
Vale’s low cost structure, po
ossible through
h the strategic
en in 2012, hass stabilized the
e company’s
initiatives take
revenues in 20
013. Over the past
p decade, Vale
V has put
plenty of capittal investment into diverse product lines to
o
move away fro
om solely being a provider off iron ore. Vale
e
is still the world’s largest pro
ovider of iron ore,
o though.
w mines opened in 2012 helped Vale im‐
The three new
prove the operating margin. Vale is set to open
o
up a
new iron ore mine
m in 2016. The
T newly opened mines are
still building to
o full capacity and
a the compaany will see
increasing pro
oduction for sevveral years at which
w
time
new projects like the 2016 irron mine will continue to
provide growtth.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis
In 20012, the Compaany was able to maintain pro
ofitability
afterr a $4 billion im
mpairment and
d $6 billion to share‐
holdeers. The remainder of the $5
5 billion of earn
nings and
the $$5 billion of additional debt w
were invested in Vale’s
minees and in acquisitions. In 2013
3, the Compan
ny’s reve‐
nuess were able to m
maintain somee consistency w
with the
previious fiscal yearr’s despite the volatility in the com‐
modiities market du
ue to the emerrging economiees insta‐
bilityy. Although revvenues decreassed, the operating mar‐
gin inncreased from 11.3 percent iin 2012 to 15.9
9 percent
in 20013. This gain iss mostly due to
o the divestiture of un‐
profi table mines in 2012 and the acquisitions m
made in
20122.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Afterr another year with a poor peerformance, th
he com‐
panyy is severely un
ndervalued and
d with the mod
dest im‐
proveement in the gglobal economyy, that we expect the
comppany should sp
pring back to a higher level of profita‐
bilityy.
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Telecommunications Services
Sector Overview
Telecommunication sector has two sub‐sectors, wireline and wireless. Most of telecommunication companies have busi‐
ness operations in both wireline and wireless. The major names in telecommunication are multibillion‐dollar companies,
which have complex network systems cover telephones, cell phones and cellular.
In the past decade, due to deregulation and innovation, wireless capabilities have been rapidly growing. However, the
growth rate has slowed recently. In the United States, the penetration rate of wireless services has reached 103 percent
in year 2013, which means there are 103 people have a telecommunication service provider in every 100 people. This key
industry statistic is quite incredible and means that the telecommunications industry is at greater than full penetration.
Even though the future growth is very limited, our team believes the demand of telecommunication service will remain
strong. As the high, rapid growth of mobile application technology and social networks increases, the demand for a quali‐
ty service provider is going to increase.

Investment Objective and Strategy
Our team’s investment objective for the telecommunication sector is to seek short‐term stable income and long‐term
asset appreciation. As a small sector in the portfolio, our team has decided to sacrifice the exposure to growth for short‐
term stable price and high dividend. Due to the growth outlook in this sector being quite limited, in terms of the major
names, we have decided to pursue a stable price, high dividend allocation in telecommunications.
One of the concerns is how to allocate the asset in the sector. The period is short‐term so we are afraid to take risks, es‐
pecially in a year like 2014. After the bullish run of 2013, there are many uncertainties in the upcoming year. We have
decided to use defensive strategy in the Telecommunications sector. We will increase diversification in our holdings to
reduce sector risk.
In the first quarter of 2014, we have seen a big pull back in the emerging market following the emerging market bearish of
2013. In addition, the worries of Ukraine and Russia give investors a warning of the importance of quality holding. As a
result of these international events, our team decides to reduce the international exposure in the portfolio. We will keep
a very small portion of international stock in telecommunication sector, so we can take advantage of global growth and
secure the downside at the same time.
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BCE Inc. (USA) BCE
Recommendation
Sell

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Valuation
$49.70

Last Price
$42.93

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
International

Dividend Yield
5.2%

We believe this trend will continue, and it will help gen‐
erating net revenue for BCE.
Canada business has a strong correlation with the Unit‐
ed States. This will reduce the effect from other interna‐
tional issues. As the United States economy is recover‐
ing, we believe BCE will benefit from this recovery as
well.

Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
Bell Canada Enterprises (BCE) is a communication com‐
pany, mainly operating domestically. The company has a
diversified portfolio of business, with four major busi‐
ness segments are Bell Wireline, Bell Wireless, Bell Me‐
dia and Bell Aliant. Under these business segments, the
company has some famous brands, such as Bell Home
Phone, Bell Fibe TV, Bell and Virgin Mobile.
BCE provides communication solutions to residential
customers, small businesses and wholesale customers in
Canada. The company offers local and long‐distance
telephone services, direct‐to‐home satellite television
services, video conferencing services and webcasting
services. In addition, the company also has business
lines for data service and TV programming services.

Bell Canada has a slow but steady revenue growth with‐
in the recent five years. The company has another
source of income from 2009 to 2012, but in 2013, this
source ended up losing money for BCE. As a result, BCE
net income declined comparing to 2012. However, the
major business of BCE is still strong.

Conclusion & Recommendation
As the largest telecommunication company in Canada,
BCE has a wide product range and economic scale.
Moreover, the company issues a dividend yield of 5.2
percent. However, our team believes it is not a great
idea to hold a single stock for the telecommunication
sector. Even though the stock price is lower than our
valuation, our recommendation is to sell the stock.

Fundamental Analysis
Our team believes BCE earnings will grow the next year
because of the development of technology, and the
demand for wireless data services. However, the pene‐
tration rate is already over 100 percent in United States
and Canada. Therefore, the growth will be limited.
The company has been improving the cost control and
the operating margin has been increasing over the year.
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Frontier Communications Corporation FTR
Recommendation
Sell

Technical Analysis
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that would be an annual payment of $404 million dol‐
lars.
However, the gross income of Frontier in 2013 was only
$308 million and the operating cash flow was $342 mil‐
lion. In addition, the company has only $891 million in
cash and cash equivalents. If Frontier does not increase
revenue, the company will end up running out of cash in
the future.
Due to the high dividend yield, the company would have
very little cash to invest back to its own business. In
other words, the company has very limited growth,
which is generally true in telecommunication industry.

Introduction

Financial Statement Analysis

Frontier Communications Corporations (FTR) is a com‐
munications company, providing voice, data and video
services. The company was founded in 1927 in Connect‐
icut. The company changed to its current name from
Citizens Communications Company in July 2008. Frontier
offers data and Internet services comprising residential
services, commercial services, and computer security
services.

Frontier had a strong growth rate from 2009 to 2011.
However, after 2011 the revenue started to decline. The
company has been maintaining a stable cost structure
over the years. There are no significant cost increases or
cost decreases within the five years. Frontier has a low
profit margin, which was 2.4 percent in 2013.

Additionally, the company offers a switched access ser‐
vices to originate and terminate their local and long dis‐
tance voice traffic. It also provides satellite and terres‐
trial video services to business customers.

Our team believes Frontier will have problems maintain‐
ing its current dividend. To solve the problem, Frontier
has either to raise capital or cut its dividend. Neither
solution is good for investors. Our recommendation is to
sell.

As of December 31, 2013, Frontier Communications
Corporation had 2,803,500 residential customers,
270,800 business customers, 1,866,700 broadband sub‐
scribers, and 385,400 video subscribers.

Conclusion & Recommendation

Fundamental Analysis
Frontier has a very favorable dividend to most investors
who are looking for yield. However, our team believes
that Frontier does not have a very strong cash flow or
revenue to support this dividend payment. The current
market capitalization is $5.69 billion, and 7.1 percent of
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iShares S&P Global Telecommunications IXP (ETF)
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Valuation
NA

Last Price
$66.46

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
‐

Dividend Yield
3.50%

sented by the Standard and Poor’s Global Telecommuni‐
cations Sector Index. The index is a subset of the Stand‐
ard and Poor’s Global 1200 Index.
Sector Fundamentals
The team has an outlook of neutral for telecommunica‐
tion sector, because of the key industry statistics pene‐
tration rate has been over 100 percent in 2013. We be‐
lieve there will be very limited growth in United States.

Introduction
Exchange Traded Fund is a perfect fit for our demand for
diversification and asset safety. The managers added IXP
into the portfolio 2 years ago with the same purpose.
IXP invests at least 90 percent of its assets in securities
of the underlying index and in depositary receipts repre‐
senting securities of the underlying index. The fund
seeks to track the investment results of the S&P Global
1200 Telecommunications Sector Index.

In the global market, there are definitely places where
high growth potential exists. However, since the second
half of 2013 and the beginning of 2014, we have seen
many uncertainties happened in these markets. Our
team wants to take advantage of this growth, but at the
same time, we want to minimize our risk.

Conclusion & Recommendation
As a small proportion of the portfolio, we believe safety
and a stable income are more appropriate for us. The
team recommends we sacrifice the growth in this sector
and, in turn, we will get stable price and dividend pay‐
ment.

Fund Description
A description of the fund per iShares Fund Fact Sheet:
The iShares S&P Global Telecommunications Sector In‐
dex Fund seeks investment results that correspond gen‐
erally to the price and yield performance, before fees
and expenses, of companies that Standard and Poor’s
deems part of the telecommunications sector of the
economy and important to global markets, as repre‐

Exchange Traded Funds are a great way to allocate our
capital. IXP gives us diversification and we will have allo‐
cation across the global markets.
However, as an index fund, IXP has an expensive net
expense of 0.48 percent; this net expense reduces the
dividend to 3 percent. As a result, our recommendation
is to sell IXP.
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Vanguard Telecom Services VOX (ETF)
Recommendation
Buy
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Valuation
NA

Last Price
$84.46

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
‐

Dividend Yield
3.82%

VOX Includes stocks of companies that provide tele‐
phone, data‐transmission, cellular or wireless communi‐
cation services.

Sector Fundamentals
The team has an outlook of neutral for telecommunica‐
tion sector, because of the key industry statistics pene‐
tration rate has been over 100 percent in 2013. We be‐
lieve there will be very limited growth in United States.

Introduction
VOX seeks to track the performance of a benchmark
index. The fund employs an indexing investment ap‐
proach designed to track the performance of the MSCI
U.S. Investable Market Index (IMI)/Telecommunication
Services 25/50, an index made up of stocks of large,
mid‐size, and small U.S. companies within the telecom‐
munication services sector, as classified under the Glob‐
al Industry Classification Standard. The fund has an allo‐
cation of U.S. stocks and cash only. The fund has 95 per‐
cent invested in Telecommunication Sector and 4 per‐
cent in Technology.

Fund Description
VOX seeks to track the performance of a benchmark
index that measures the investment return of stocks in
the telecommunication services sector.
VOX is passively managed, using a full‐replication strat‐
egy when possible and a sampling strategy if regulatory
constraints dictate.

In the global market, there are definitely places where
high growth potential exists. However, since the second
half of 2013 and the beginning of 2014, we have seen
many uncertainties happened in these markets. Our
team wants to take advantage of these growths, but at
the same time, we want to control our risk at a low lev‐
el.

Conclusion & Recommendation
Same as IXP, VOX gives us diversification. As a small
proportion of the SunTrust portfolio, we believe the
safety and stability of income is more favorable for us.
The team recommends sacrificing growth in this sector
in exchange for stable prices and a reliable dividend.
VOX has a net expense of 0.14 percent, which is cheaper
than IXP’s. In addition, VOX has a higher dividend than
IXP. As a result, VOX has a net dividend of 3.68 percent.
Both of these two funds are the same tracking index, so
the top holdings and asset allocation in the United
States market are similar.
Our recommendation is to buy VOX.
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Verizo
on Com
mmuniccationss VZ
Recommend
dation
Sell

Technical Ana
alysis
Bollinger Band
ds
Money Flow
Relative Stren
ngth

Va
aluation
$54.04

Last Pricce
$47.42

A
As of
03/2
28/2014

Style
Large Valuee

Dividend Yield
4.5
50%

Fund
damental Anaalysis
Neuttral
Posittive
Neuttral

Verizzon is one of th
he largest teleecommunicatio
on compa‐
nies in the world aand it is one of the most reecognized
brandds in United Sttates. In additiion, Verizon is expecting
to finnish the deal w
with Vodafonee. After the accquisition,
the nnew companyy will have mo
ore diversified
d business
lines and stronger eearning powerr.

Fina ncial Statemeent Analysis

Introduction
Verizon Comm
munication provides communications, in‐‐
formation and
d entertainment products and services to
o
consumers, businesses, and
d governmentaal agencies all
ess segment offfers access to
o
around the world. Its wirele
ess voice and data services comprising In‐‐
various wirele
ternet access through smarrt phones and basic phones,,
nd tablets. Thiss segment also
o
and notebookk computers an
provides location‐based se
ervice, global data services,,
e for homes, other connec‐‐
high‐speed Internet service
ervices, and machine‐to‐ma
m
achine servicess
tion‐related se
that support devices
d
used in
n healthcare, manufacturing,
m
,
utilities, distribution, and consumer
c
prod
ducts markets,,
as well as sells smart phone
es and basic ph
hones, tablets,,
ernet access de
evices.
and other Inte
The company’’s Wireline segment offers video servicess
over its fiber‐‐optic network, data Servicces comprisingg
high‐speed Intternet and FiO
OS broadband data products,,
voice servicess, voice messaaging services,, wireless ser‐‐
vices, and locaal dial tone an
nd broadband services to lo‐‐
cal, long distance, and other carriers. Thiss segment also
o
working produ
ucts and soluttions, such ass
provides netw
private Internet protocol se
ervices, and Etthernet accesss
and ring servicces, and infrasttructure and clloud services.

Verizzon has very sttrong income statement. Th
he compa‐
ny w
was able to control cost in 2
2013, such as operating
expeense decreased
d to $44 billion
n comparing tto $56 bil‐
use of this cosst cut, the com
mpany net
lion iin 2012. Becau
incom
me in 2013 reaached a peak of $11 billion of the re‐
cent 5 years. Thee average net income sincee 2009 to
20122 was about $$2 billion and in 2013, the company
achieeved more than 450 percent profit increasee.
In Deecember 20133, Verizon has $54 billion in cash and
cash equivalents onn the balance sheet, which is a signifi‐
cant difference comparing to otther years. Thee average
was $6 billion. Our team
cash holding from 22009 to 2012 w
was to preparee for deal
belieeves the increaase in cash w
on of debt
with Vodafone. The company haas a big positio
Verizon is
on bbalance sheet and the leverrage ratio of V
6.05.. However, thee company hass a strong cash
h flow and
earniing power. In addition, Veriizon is one of the most
well recognized braands in United States.

Concclusion & Reccommendatio
on
Our rrecommendatiion is to sell.
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Vodafone Group (ADR) VOD
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Valuation
$32.44

Last Price
$36.45

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
International

Dividend Yield
5.70%

and European countries are very limited. There is high
growth potential in Emerging Markets, such as Africa
and Asia‐Pacific.
In 2013, Vodafone agreed on its deal with Verizon for
130 billion, which is one of the largest merger deals in
the world. Because of this deal, the share price of Voda‐
fone has gone up a 62 percent in 2013.
Vodafone has a healthy capital structure, with 50 per‐
cent debt and 50 percent equity. In addition, the com‐
pany has a very attractive dividend yield of 5.7 percent.
Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction

Vodafone Group is a worldwide mobile telecommunica‐
tion service provider, which is based in UK. The compa‐
ny offers mobile services, financial services, and cloud
solutions to over 404 million customers worldwide.
Vodafone sells and distributes its products through ap‐
proximately 15,000 Vodafone branded retail stores. The
company operation covers world fastest growing mar‐
kets such as Africa and India. In 2013, Verizon Commu‐
nications acquired the company U.S. division.
Fundamental Analysis
Vodafone has a diversified portfolio of business opera‐
tion. The growth in developed market such as the U.S.

Vodafone Group increased revenue every year since
2009, but in 2013, the revenue declined. In 2012, the
company did a great job reducing operating expenses,
but in 2013, the advantage did not last. The other
source of income had been strong through the years.
However, it became significantly weak in 2012. As a re‐
sult, Vodafone Group’s 2013 net income decreased by
94 percent compared to 2012.
Conclusion & Recommendation
Vodafone has a strong financial structure and a diversi‐
fied business model. This company also pays a decent
dividend of 5.7 percent annually. However, based on
our valuation, the share price has been up too much
because of the deal with Verizon. Our intrinsic value is
$32.44, which is lower than the current value of $36.54.
We recommend selling the stock.
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The Giant Unknown – The Federal Reserve
Since the summer of 2013, Federal Reserve has started to reduce the monthly asset purchasing amount, also known as
“tapering”. Additionally, in the latest FOMC meeting, the new Fed chairwoman Janet Yellen declared the Fed will probably
increase the interest rate in 2015. The increase in interest rate will hurt the bond market seriously, especially core bond
with a very long duration. Bonds have been considered a safe asset for years, but since 2013, we have seen a big draw
back in the bond market. Based on what William Dudley, the President of the New York Fed, stated, the Fed is intending
to make people steer away from safe assets and invest money into risky assets, such as equities. However, there is a huge
demand for safe assets in the market. Pension funds are always looking for yield, but the bond market is not very promis‐
ing and the yield is low. Where would they find yield instead? One of the best places is utilities.

Utilities Overview
In general, the Utility sector is a small proportion of the market. Utility companies are normally quite regulated, so the
prices of utility stocks are relatively more stable than other sector stocks. Another reason that investors like utilities is
that most utility companies are paying a very high dividend. This is a great place for investors seeking safe assets and also
want to have a secure yield.
However, there are some downsides of Utility sector. It is great to hold a utility stock and enjoy the high yield, but the
high yield also means there is very limited future growth. As a result of strict regulation and high industry entry barrier,
quality utility companies have large economic scale and very limited growth.

Investment Objective and Strategy
Based on the outlook of 2014 economic growth and stock market forecast, the team sets the objective for the Utilities
sector as seeking income through regular payment of dividend.
We will only select stocks that issue dividends. In addition, we invest in utilities in this sector, which are regarded as safe
assets. Our goal is not to gain or pursue asset appreciation in the short term, but to look for yield and a moderate total
return.
According to the objective and goal, we are highly risk adverse during the selection of investments in this sector. There
are growth stocks because of unregulated subsidiaries, but we will not select this type stock into our portfolio. In addition,
the team believes diversification is the best way to reduce risk. Since the Utilities sector has small allocation, we will not
use any single stock. Lastly, due to the uncertainty of emerging market and slow recovery of European market, we will
limit our international exposure in the Utilities sector.
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Calpine Corporation CPN
Recommendation
Sell

Valuation
$23.00

Last Price
$20.80

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
Mid Core

Dividend Yield
‐

The company has a low earning per share, which is
$0.03. As a result, the company has a significant high
P/E ratio of 704.83, which means the company is over‐
valued.
Additionally, as a utility company, the company does not
issue any dividend. This provides the company large
potential for future growth.

Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
Calpine is a wholesale power generation company, using
natural gas‐fired and geothermal power to provide
power, steam and capacity to utilities and industrial
companies. Calpine operates 94 power plants and its
generation capacity is 29,000 megawatts.
Fundamental Analysis
Calpine Corporation has operations in many regions
across the country, such as West, North, Southeast and
Texas. However, our team believes various regions do
not diversify the business portfolio very much, because
Calpine mainly provide nuclear in these markets. The
source of energy is dependent and that will increase the
operating risk, no matter how many regions the compa‐
ny covered.

Calpine has been able to increase sales from previous
year. However, the company is operating in a very low
profit margin, especially in 2013. In 2013, the company
profit margin is 0.2 percent, because of the high com‐
modity prices and high operating expenses. In addition,
in the recent 3 years, Calpine net income has been fluc‐
tuating very often. In 2011 the company posted a net
loss of 190 million.
Conclusion & Recommendation
Calpine was added into the portfolio is because of the
potential growth. The team decides to identify utilities
based on the objectives of high yield and asset safety.
Obviously, Calpine does not fit into these two objec‐
tives. The company share price is more than 700 times
of the company earnings, which means the stock is very
expensive. As a utility company, Calpine does not issue
any dividend at all. This is not a favorable feature for
investors looking for utility stocks.
In conclusion, the team recommendation is to sell Cal‐
pine Corporation.
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Cleco Corpor
C
ration CNL
C
Recomme
endation
Selll
Technical An
nalysis
Bollinger Ban
nds
Relative Stre
ength

Valuation
$43.93

Last Priice
$49.78
8

Neutral
Positive

A
As of
03/2 8/2014

Style
Small Value

Divide
end Yield
2.87%

the rrisk of single co
ommodity pricce fluctuation o
or any tail
risk.
which is higherr than the
Clecoo has a P/E rattio of 18.90, w
indusstry average 116.7. The diviidend yield off Cleco is
loweer than the ind
dustry averagee 4.7 percent aas well. In
addittion, the returrn of equity is also lower thaan the in‐
dustrry average.
ncial Statemen
nt Analysis
Finan

Introduction
Cleco is publicc utility holdingg company witth two subsidi‐‐
aries Cleco Po
ower LLC and Midstream.
M
Cle
eco Power pro‐‐
vides electricity service to retail
r
custome
ers and whole‐‐
sale customerrs in Louisiana. Cleco Powerr has a diversi‐‐
fied power ge
eneration porttfolio, includes three steam
m
electric generating stations, two gas turbines, one com‐‐
nit, 81 active transmission su
ubstations and
d
bined cycle un
220 active distribution substtations. Midstream is an un‐‐
regulated merrchant energy business operating in Louisi‐‐
ana and Texass.

Clecoo has increaseed revenue forr 10 percent ccomparing
to thhe previous yeaar. The company was able to
o maintain
the ccost of goods sold, so the gross margin stays the
samee. However, th
he company haas not done a great job
in coontrolling the operating exxpenses. The company
oper ating expensess increased byy 7 percent, wh
hich result
ome increased 9 percent. In addition,
the ooperating inco
the company paid
d a significan
ntly increased tax rate
compparing to yearr 2012. The tottal tax rate waas 33 per‐
cent in 2013, whilee in 2012 the ttax rate was 29
9 percent.
ompany net income was lo
ower than
As a result, the co
went up.
20122 even though tthe revenue w
ommendation
Concclusion & Reco

Fundamental Analysis
Cleco Corporaation has a divversified sourcce of providingg
energy, such as
a western coaal, petroleum coal,
c
lignite, oil
and natural gaas. This diversiffied combinatiion will reduce
e

Clecoo has diversified energy sou
urce providerss, but the
comppany is a smalll cap and it iss an expensive stock ac‐
cordiing to the P/E ratio. In additiion, based on o
our valua‐
tion, Cleco market price is more than the intrin
nsic value.
mmends sellin
ng Cleco Corrporation.
Our team recom
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Energy Company of Parana (ADR) ELP
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Valuation
$22.56

Last Price
$13.11

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
International

Dividend Yield
3.50%

The company has a health financial structure. The lever‐
age ratio is relatively low. However, the company largest
current asset is account receivable, which is a reason
why the company has declining net income. On the oth‐
er hand, the company has problem to receive the pay‐
ment for their service. In a volatile environment, this
can be very risky for business operations.
Financial Statement Analysis

Introduction
Energy Company of Parana provides power generation,
transmission, distribution and utility sales services in the
State of Paraná, Brazil. The company operates a diversi‐
fied plants portfolio, including hydroelectric plant, wind‐
ing plant and transmission system. The company also
provides corporate telecommunication services and
international long‐distance services.
Fundamental Analysis
Energy Company of Parana had very high gross margin
from 2003 to 2007. Since 2008, the company growth
margin has declined almost half and has kept the de‐
creasing trend. In 2012, the company has a lower earn‐
ing.

Energy Company of Parana has a revenue decline in
2012 (2013 data not available). The cost of revenue in
2012 increased 10 percent comparing to 2011. As a re‐
sult, the company net income decreased almost half in
2012. The company has a potential problem of control‐
ling cost.
Conclusion & Recommendation
Energy Company of Parana is a company located in Bra‐
zil, which is a member of BRIC. However, in 2013 and
the beginning of 2014, we have seen very serious hap‐
pened in these countries, such as high inflation and in‐
vestors’ concerns about government bond default.
In addition, the team is not familiar with how utilities
business operates in Brazil. Even though the valuation
tells us the stock is undervalued, we do not feel com‐
fortable to buy things we do not know or understand.
Our team believes it is too risky to hold ADR in utilities
sector and our recommendation is to sell.
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Vanguard Utilities (ETF) VPU
Recommendation
Buy

Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Valuation
‐

Last Price
$89.44

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

Introduction
VPU seeks to track the performance of a benchmark
index. The fund employs an indexing investment ap‐
proach designed to track the performance of the MSCI
U.S. Investable Market Index (IMI)/Utilities 25/50, an
index made up of stocks of large, mid‐size, and small
U.S. companies within the utilities sector, as classified
under the Global Industry Classification Standard. The
fund is fully invested in United States, with an allocation
of 99 percent in utilities and 1 percent in Energy.

Fund Description
VPU Seeks to track the performance of a benchmark
index that measures the investment return of stocks in
the utilities sector.
VPU is passively managed, using a full‐replication strate‐
gy when possible and a sampling strategy if regulatory
constraints dictate.
VPU Includes stocks of companies that distribute elec‐
tricity, water, or gas, or that operate as independent
power producers.

As of
03/28/2014

Style
‐

Dividend Yield
3.54%

Sector Fundamentals
Our team believes investors want utilities stocks be‐
cause they want to diversify their assets that provide
income. We have seen a major pull back in the bond
market and institutional investors who are looking for
yield have to invest into other asset classes.
Utility is a great alternative for bond, and we are expect‐
ing a major fund inflow into the equity market. Howev‐
er, at the same time, the Fed is tapering the Quantita‐
tive Easing program and the Fed is about to increase the
interest rate in 2015. This will hurt the bond market as
well as the utility stocks. Because of both factors, our
outlook for the utilities sector is neutral.

Conclusion & Recommendation
As a small proportion of the SunTrust portfolio, we be‐
lieve the safety and stable income are more important
for us. The team decides to sacrifice the growth in this
sector and in turn, we will get stable price and dividend
payment. VPU gives us diversification and reduces the
overall sector risk. In addition, the team decides not to
invest in the global market, because of we are unfamil‐
iar with foreign markets and the uncertainties of inter‐
national affairs.
VPU has a net expanse of 0.14 percent, which is cheaper
than most utility ETFs. VPU issues a dividend of 3.54
percent. As a result, VPU has a net dividend of 3.40 per‐
cent. VPU has a high Sharpe Ratio of 1.24 and within the
recent 3 years, VPU has been able to generate positive
alpha, which means no matter how the market fluctu‐
ates VPU is able to gain positive return.
In conclusion, our recommendation is to buy VPU.
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National Electricity Company of Chile, Inc. (ADR) EOC
Recommendation
Sell
Technical Analysis
Bollinger Bands
Money Flow
Relative Strength

Valuation
$100.48

Last Price
$43.10

Neutral
Positive
Neutral

As of
03/28/2014

Style
International

Dividend Yield
1.00%

The company has a return of equity of 13.63 percent in
2013, but within the recent 10 years, the return of equi‐
ty rate has been volatile. The share price has also been
volatile within the years.
Financial Statement Analysis
Since 2009, the revenue of National Electricity Company
of Chile has been declining every year until 2012 (2013
financial statement not available yet). However, the
Company has been able to keep operating expenses
relatively low. As a result, the company has a declining
net income.
Conclusion & Recommendation

Introduction
National Electricity Company of Chile is an electricity
company operates in Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
and Peru. Besides the regulated electricity business,
National Electricity Company of Chile also owns an un‐
regulated industrial firm focusing on pulp, and steel sec‐
tors.
Fundamental Analysis
National Electricity Company of Chile has very strong
financials. The company profit margin has increased
since 2004 at a steady rate. Even though the revenue
declined in 2013, the company operating cash inflow
increased comparing to previous year.

National Electricity Company of Chile has strong finan‐
cial data, but our team does not very familiar with the
company, because it is an international company. Be‐
cause of the culture difference, nobody on the team is
familiar with the culture of Chile or doing business in
Chile.
In addition, Chile is an emerging market with little popu‐
larity. Due to the concerns with Emerging Market in
general, our team decides to avoid using any ADR in this
sector and especially from ADR from Emerging Market.
One of our goals is to identify quality value stock in Utili‐
ties sector. However, EOC pays very low dividend yield.
The original reason to add the stock in our portfolio is to
take advantage of high growth. However, our team be‐
lieves investors putting money in Utilities stocks is not
looking for growth but for yield and safety. Therefore,
our recommendation is to sell this stock.
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Fixed Income Assets
2014‐2015 Outlook
March 19, 2014 the Fed announced that it will continue to taper the purchases of bonds from $34 billion per month to
$30 billion per month starting in April 2014. This tapering is expected to continue until October 2014 when the Fed should
be able to stop its bond‐purchasing program. Once this program ends, longer‐term rates on the yield curve will no longer
have downward pressure and will be expected to rise shortly thereafter. According to the Federal Reserve, to reach its
goals of maximum employment and a 2 percent inflation target, it will take into account a wide range of information in‐
cluding measures of labor market conditions, indicators of inflation pressures and inflation expectations, and readings on
financial developments. This is in stark contrast to previously utilizing unemployment in isolation as a measure for eco‐
nomic health. Unemployment remains at 6.7 percent and the Fed has stated that they will keep interest rates low well
after unemployment is below 6.5 percent. Utilizing this information, we expect Interest rates to increase by spring 2015
or about six months after the Fed has stopped tapering. Even though we do not expect interest rates to increase within
the next year it is important to prepare for the long‐term with this portfolio. Our goal with the portfolio is to decrease
duration while increasing yield. This has been accomplished with the allocation listed below. More specifically there are
three funds that we believe will accomplish this goal: LFRIX, STPZ, and PRHYX.

Recommended Bond Allocation

TIPS
35%

Floating rate
35%

High Yield
Corporates
30%

This is the allocation for the bond portfolio that we suggest based on our stated goals.
Old Allocation
Duration
Weight
WA Duration
TTM WA TTM
TTRZX
1.85
70%
1.295
4.77
3.339
STPZ
2.53
30%
0.759
0.09
0.027
Total
2.054
3.366
This allocation has a weighted average duration of 2.054 with a weighted average trailing twelve‐month yield
of 3.366.
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New Allocation
Duration
Weight
WA Duration
TTM
WA TTM
LFRIX
0.25
35%
0.0875
4.6
1.61
STPZ
2.53
35%
0.8855
0.09
0.0315
PRHYX
3.51
30%
1.053
5.99
1.797
Total
2.026
3.4385
The new allocation has a weighted average duration of 2.026 with a weighted average trailing twelve‐month
yield of 3.4385. The new allocation has decreased the duration by .28 and increased the yield by 0.0725 per‐
cent.

Floating Rates—35% Allocation
First, we recommend using the rising interest rate environment to our advantage with a floating rate fund. A floating rate
fund is a financial instrument that allows investors to invest in a fixed income product that has coupon payments that vary
with a reference rate such as the London Interbank Offered Rate. We recommend this type of product to provide diversi‐
fication and to prepare for the rise in interest rates in 2015. This fund in particular is the best in its class. It has the highest
return attribution, very low duration and a low expense ratio.

TIPS—35% Allocation
Second, Crummer’s tuition is increasing and it is important that we have a fixed income product that hedges the implicit
tuition inflation. According to Steve Gauthier, the associate dean, a 2.5 percent increase in tuition rates is expected in
2014 for the Early Advantage MBA program. We need something in the portfolio that protects the buying power of schol‐
arships for future generations of students. While this hedge is not perfect, it does provide some protection against infla‐
tion. As the consumer price index increases so, will this product. This also provides us with a quality government bond in
case there is a flight to quality in the future. As the summary below shows, inflationary expectations are not dead.

Source
Survey of Professional Forecasters
Wells Fargo
Wall Street Journal
Federal Reserve
Congressional Budget Office

Date Provided
(2014)
February
March
March
March
February

Inflation 2014
1.60%
1.40%
1.90%
1.5% ‐ 1.6%
1.50%

Inflation 2015
1.80%
1.90%
2.10%
1.5% ‐ 2.0%
1.70%

Table provides inflation expectations for 2014 and 2015

High Yield Corporates—30% Allocation
Finally, we recommend purchasing high yield corporate bonds for two reasons: high yield corporate bonds have less in‐
terest rate risk and they perform best when the economy is expanding and default risk is low. As noted previously, inter‐
est rates are expected to rise. These bonds have higher coupons and higher duration. We also expect the economy to do
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well. An expanding economy minimizes both flight to quality risk and default risk in corporate bonds. Because we believe
most of the risk with a high yield bond is credit risk, an expanding economy should minimize default.

Conclusion
We expect interest rates to rise in the spring of 2015. Our goal with the portfolio is to decrease duration and increase
yield. We have accomplished that goal through an allocation of 35 percent floating rate, 35 percent TIPS, and 30 percent
high yield bonds.
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Crummer SunTrust Portfolio Investment Policy Statement
(Revised April 6th 2008)
Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio
1.1 History: The SunTrust Banks of Central Florida Foundation contributed all of the
Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio’s (Portfolio) initial assets, totaling $500,000 beginning with $100,000 per year in 1999, and
no additional contributions are expected. The Portfolio is part of the Rollins College endowment and is exempt from federal
income taxes.
1.2 Purpose: The Portfolio was established to fund periodic scholarships for students at the Crummer
Graduate School of Business and to provide Crummer students with practical experience in portfolio management. The
Portfolio expects to exist in perpetuity and the only required distribution is the funding of scholarships.
1.3 SunTrust Scholars: SunTrust Scholarships are funded by an annual amount established by the
Crummer School that generally follows the endowment distribution policy of Rollins College—4½ percent of the threeyear moving average of the Portfolio’s market value at calendar year-end.
Governance
2.1 Students: The students in Crummer’s portfolio management class (class) act as security analysts and portfolio
managers, making recommendations on portfolio strategy and individual asset selection, subject to the guidelines and limitation set forth in this Investment Policy Statement. This statement assumes the class is only offered in the spring term
(January to April).
2.2 Oversight: An Oversight Committee (Committee), consisting of industry practitioners, a member of the Rollins
College Board of Trustees, if the Board so chooses, a member selected by the Vice President of Finance at Rollins College
and a Crummer faculty member, provides guidance for the Portfolio. The overall philosophy of the Committee is one of
oversight and not direct portfolio management. When the class is not in session, however, changes in the portfolio can be
made by the Committee but only in light of events with the potential to significantly affect the portfolio’s value.
2.3 Prohibited Transactions: No transactions for the portfolio can be undertaken that are contrary to the
SunTrust gift agreement, if any, or to applicable Rollins College Trustee policies.
Long-term and Short-term Investment Approaches
3.1 Long-term Strategy: The Portfolio operates in both long-term and short-term environments. As a perpetual
portfolio, its long-term investment strategy is designed for a conservative investor who seeks a real total rate of return that
will maintain the purchasing power of the Portfolio after distributions and net of expenses. A long-term portfolio will inevitably encounter many market cycles so the asset allocation is expected to be relatively constant. Table A contains the current long-term real growth and inflation expectations. These expectations are subject to an annual review by the class.
3.2 Short-term Tactics: On an annual basis, the Portfolio will adopt a tactical (short-term) sector tilt relative to the
sector market weights of the S&P 500 Index. This investment tactic is designed to take advantage of short-term (one year or
less) market movements by establishing the managers’ economic outlook and then underweighting sectors that are expected
to do poorly and overweighting sectors that are expected to do well. The S&P 500 sectors are shown in Table B. Tactical
sector targets may deviate as much as +/- 20% from each sector’s S&P 500 market weight.
3.3 Objective: These short-term and long-term approaches are consistent with the intent to maintain the
Portfolio’s value in down market environments and increase its value in up market environments while funding scholarships—all without diminishing principal.
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Long-Term Perspective and Asset Allocation
4.1 Risk in the Portfolio is managed by allocating among asset classes and investment styles within asset classes as
a long-term strategic policy. The Portfolio’s asset classes, strategic targets, and designated benchmarks are discussed in
Section 10.2 and listed in Table C. Monitoring asset allocation, combined with a sector focus, is designed to keep the Portfolio consistent with both its short and long-term goals.
Rate of Return
5.1 Target: The Portfolio’s target rate of return incorporates the investment goals and spending policy.
The target rate of return, investment goals, and expected volatility are interrelated and must be viewed as such. The longterm target rate of return goal that accommodates the Portfolio’s expenses and distributions is attached as Table A.
5.2 Horizon: The investment horizon of the Portfolio is perpetual and preservation of the real value of principal is
necessary with such a long-term perspective.
5.3 Investment Decisions: Long-term objectives guide asset allocation decisions. Short-term opportunities guide
sector weight decisions.
5.4 Growth: The primary source of Portfolio growth is expected to be judicious and timely security selection.
While the Portfolio might fund additional scholarships with a more aggressive asset allocation (e.g., all equity)—prudence,
and the perpetual life of the Portfolio, suggest a less risky approach that will allow the value of the Portfolio to rise with the
US economy. This organic economic growth is expected to be in line with historical experience—in the range of 2 to 2½%.
Portfolio Transactions
6.1 The class recommends one portfolio composition per year to the Committee. The Committee has the authority
to make changes in these recommendations.
6.2 Trades in the Portfolio are made in only one batch each year, typically in mid-April, following the class
presentation to the Committee. See Section 2.2 for exceptions.
Cash Requirements
7.1 Scholarship Funding: Because the date of the scholarship draw varies around the end of the College’s fiscal
year (May 31), as of May 1 the Portfolio will hold a cash reserve large enough to cover the annual scholarship funding rather than requiring security liquidation.
7.2 Transactions Costs and Fees: Trading costs and fees will be funded in cash and incorporated into the annual
transactions to avoid forced security liquidation and will usually be covered by normal sell recommendations.
Volatility
8.1 The target rate of return will ultimately dictate the level of risk in the Portfolio. If the expected volatility of the
Portfolio is deemed inappropriate, the class will recommend a change in the target rate of return to the Committee.
Income, Appreciation and Taxes
9.1 The Portfolio pays no taxes on investment income and, therefore, the investments are not tax sensitive. Portfolio distributions are not limited to realize income and, therefore, the Portfolio need not generate income to fund its spending
policy. The cash requirements can be met by liquidating securities before May 1 (see Section 7) and will usually be covered
by normal sell recommendations.
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Sector & Asset Allocation
10.1 Short-term Sector Allocation: To achieve its short-term tactical investment objective the Crummer/SunTrust
Portfolio's assets shall be managed by under- and overweighting S&P’s ten market sectors. These sectors are listed in Table
B. The tactical target deviations are +/- 20% of their S&P 500 market weights. Cash is a separate asset class and governed
by the asset allocation policy.
10.2 Long-term Asset Allocation: Asset classes are outlined in Table C. Each asset class will have a minimum of
5% of the portfolio value. In the short-term, security selections are driven by sector weights and, although stable asset class
allocations are essential for risk control, they are flexible enough to allow tactical sector allocations in the short run.
10.2.1 Equity Styles: Asset allocation recognizes equity investment styles to help manage the risk of the
portfolio. Investment styles within the equity asset class are defined as follows:
10.2.1.1 Value–companies believed to be undervalued with potential for capital appreciation.
10.2.1.2 Growth–companies that are expected to have above average long-term growth in earnings and profitability.
10.2.1.3 Small Cap–companies with total market capitalization less than one billion dollars.
10.2.1.4 Mid Cap–companies with total market capitalization between one and five billion dollars.
10.2.1.5 Large Cap–companies with total market capitalization greater than five billion dollars.
10.2.1.6 International–equity investments in companies domiciled outside the U.S. are limited to
American Depository Receipts (ADRs) listed on major U.S. exchanges or to mutual funds or exchange traded funds.
10.2.2 Each of the three size styles is combined with value and growth to produce seven equity styles:
large growth, large value, mid growth, mid value, small growth, small value, and international.
10.2.3 While equity styles go in and out of favor over time, the portfolio’s strategic risk control relies on
a stable asset allocation near the target. Chasing the best performing equity style is inconsistent with
maintaining value in the long term.
10.3 Bonds: Bonds function as both an asset class and a sector.
10.3.3 Allocation Range: The portfolio relies on the bond asset class to moderate risk over the long term
through diversification. Therefore, the bond allocation range is limited.
10.3.4 Bonds as a Sector: Bonds are similar to a sector with an economic outlook that the managers
should have the flexibility to incorporate into the portfolio.
10.3.5 Risk Control: The bond allocation’s ability to temper the portfolio’s risk is dependent on reasonable controls over the risk of the bond portfolio.
10.3.6 Effective Duration: To establish risk control, the bond portfolio’s effective duration is bounded
between 3.5 and 5.5 years.
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10.3.7 Flexibility and Risk Control: By varying both the bond allocation and the effective duration, the
managers have enough flexibility to take a view of the bond sector’s prospects without distorting the risk
profile of the portfolio.
10.3.8 Strategic and Tactical Balance: The managers must balance short and long run objectives and,
therefore, navigate between sector and asset allocations. There is no set formula and the best judgment of
the class and the Committee must be used to accommodate both tactical sector weights and strategic asset
class allocation.
10.3.9 Diversification Limit: No individual asset in the portfolio may represent more than 5% of the total
market value of the portfolio. This rule does not apply to mutual funds or exchange traded funds.
10.3.10 Derivatives: The Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio may contain derivative securities. Typically, the
Portfolio will only use derivatives as a hedge in association with the derivatives class. In this case, a separate written proposal must be approved by the instructors involved. The cash required by these hedges
will constitute no more than 10% of the Portfolio’s market value.
Rebalancing Procedure
11.1 Should the asset allocation range for a particular asset class or sector be breached by reason of gains, losses,
or any other reason, the class will recommend whether to rebalance the assets to the target asset class allocation, taking into
account the transaction cost. In addition, the Committee shall have the authority to review the actual allocations at any time
to insure conformity with the adopted tactical and strategic allocations. See Section 2.2. The assets will not be automatically rebalanced on any set schedule.
Custodian
12.1 SunTrust Bank is the custodian for the assets of the Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio.

Table A
Target Rates of Return, Components, and Spending Policy
Long Term

Short Term

Administrative and Trading Expenses
Allowance for Inflation
Distribution from Portfolio
Portfolio Real Growth

½ - 1%
2 - 3%
3½ - 5½%
2 - 2½%

½ - 1%
Consumer Price Index
Approximately $25,000
> 0%

Target Total Return

8 -11½%

Dependent On Above
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Table B
Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio Equity Portfolio Sectors
S&P 500 Sector

Benchmark

Consumer Discretionary

S&P Consumer Discretionary Index

Consumer Staples

S&P Consumer Staples Index

Energy

S&P Energy Index

Financials

S&P Financials Index

Healthcare

S&P Healthcare Index

Industrials

S&P Industrials Index

Information Technology

S&P Information Technology Index

Materials

S&P Materials Index

Telecom

S&P Telecom Index

Utilities

S&P Utilities Index

Target Deviation for any sector is +/- 20% of its S&P 500 market weight
Table C
Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio Asset Allocation Guidelines
Target Range
Asset Class

Low

Mid

High

Benchmark

Large Cap - Growth

10%

20%

30%

Russell 1000 Growth

Large Cap – Value

10%

20%

30%

Russell 1000 Value

Mid Cap – Growth

5%

7.5%

10%

Russell MidCap Growth

Mid Cap – Value

5%

7.5%

10%

Russell MidCap Value

Small Cap - Growth

5%

10%

15%

Russell 2000 Growth

Small Cap – Value

5%

10%

15%

Russell 2000 Value

International Equity

5%

10%

15%

MSCI – EAFE

Fixed Income

12%

15%

18%

Vanguard Total Bond Market Bond
Index Fund

Derivatives
Cash

10%

Max

as needed

Minimum weight for any asset class is 5%
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Mean‐V
Variancce Efficiency An
nalysis
Mean‐variance
e efficiency analysis is part of modern portfolio theory. A
Although not a widely used gguide to constrructing
portfolios, thiss analysis can identify where the proposed portfolio mighht be improved
d. To conduct this analysis w
we assem‐
bled historical data for the te
en equity secto
ors and constructed the efficcient frontier shown in the ch
hart below. Th
he effi‐
t
those po
ortfolios of the
e ten sectors with
w the lowestt amount of rissk (standard deeviation). The chart also
cient frontier traces
plots the indivvidual sectors and
a the propossed portfolio.

Of most intere
est in this analyysis are the two portfolios: proposed (in gr een) and mean
n‐variance opttimal (MVO) (in
n red on
the efficient frrontier). The proposed
p
portffolio offers an expected
e
returrn of 11.5% witth a standard d
deviation of 15
5.5%. The
correspondingg MVO portfolio has the same
e risk but a higgher expected return, 12.8%.. Unfortunatelly, this increasee in re‐
turn requires a sector allocattion that place
es 61% in the energy
e
sector, 221% in in IT an
nd 18% in Healtth Care (shown
n in the
chart below).
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This portfolio, while more effficient, is inconsistent with our
o short‐term
m economic exp
pectations strategy and undeesirable
ective. We only use the mean‐variance effiicient portfolio
o as a check on
n our allocation
ns be‐
from a diversiffication perspe
cause the MVO
O portfolio is poorly
p
diversified and would not be acceptaable under thee IPS. We do observe, howevver, that
the proposed portfolio is neaarly as efficient in providing a reasonable rreturn for the rrisk assumed.
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Technical Analysis Tools
Although fundamental value‐based analysis was the primary method for stock recommendations, we also used some
technical analysis tools to determine whether the timing of the trade is right. Within the portfolio management group, we
hold the belief that fundamental analysis answers the question of, “What securities do we buy and sell?” while technical
analysis provides the answer to, “Is this a bad time to buy or sell the securities identified?” The three tools that each ana‐
lyst used after conducting fundamental research were Bollinger Bands, Money Flow Index and RSI.
Bollinger Bands
Bollinger Bands were created by John Bollinger in the 1980s to measure the peaks and troughs of the price relative to
previous trades. The bands are as follows:




Middle band – a simple moving average (SMA)
Upper band – shows a standard deviation above the middle band
Lower band – shows a standard deviation below the middle band

When the price is at the lower band, it is expected to revert upward toward the middle band. When the price is at the
upper band, it is indicating a reversion downward to the middle band. However, the Bollinger Bands can also indicate
price breaks to the upside and downside if the price goes outside of either band with strong volume.
Money Flow Index
The Money Flow Index is an oscillator that uses both price and volume to determine if money is flowing in or out of a se‐
curity. Money flow is positive when there is buying pressure and negative when there is selling pressure. This number is
multiplied with the RSI and gives a range from 0 to 100. This indicator tells whether a stock is overbought (80 or above) or
oversold (20 or below).
RSI
The RSI, developed by J. Welles Wilder, is the Relative Strength Index. The RSI is a momentum oscillator that monitors
both the speed and change of price movements. The indicator ranges from 0 to 100 and indicates overbought (above 70)
and oversold (below 30) conditions.
Value at Risk
“Value at risk (VaR) measures the worst expected loss under normal market conditions over a specified time interval at a
given confidence level.”‐ Financial Modeling, Simon Beninga. VaR is another technical tool that helps us evaluate the
changes we propose. VaR is widely used in investment banking and as is required for commercial banks under Basel III.
One way to interpret this concept is that VaR answers the question: how much would the Rollins SunTrust Portfolio lose in
a major market breakdown with 1% of probability over next year. The idea is not to drive the VaR to zero because riskless
portfolios earn the risk‐free rate of return. Rather, we want to compare the VaR between alternative portfolios. Our VaR
calculations used the historical returns for each sector and assumed no trading during the next year. We calculate VaR for
the portfolio with current, market, and proposed sector weights to determine whether we are risking more money by
carrying out our proposed allocations.
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Our Findings:



VaR with our proposed sector weights at 1% confidence level: $129,539
VaR with current portfolio sector weights at 1% confidence level: $120,446

Our VaR analysis suggests our proposed sector allocation exposes the portfolio to more risk than the current sector allo‐
cation at the 1% confidence level. These results make sense, as our goal was to position the portfolio to take advantage
of a continued market recovery. VaR increases slightly as we move to the proposed sector allocations.
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